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FOREWORD

"Basic Research for Environmental Restoration" developed. Limited, fortuitous breakthroughs in basic

represents the followup to an earlier document entitled research can be translated immediately into user
"Evaluation of Mid-to-Long Term Basic Research for applications, but most basic research requires at least
Environmental Restoration" (DOE/ER-0419). The a 3- to 10-year time frame for translation into the user
purpose of the previous document was to define and community. Thus, DOE guidance in setting priorities
characterize the problems related to environmental for mid- to long-term environmental restoration
restoration and determine broadly the basic research activities is needed so that a basic research plan can
to address these problems. The present document complement the needs of applied programs.
focuses on the basic research required to provide a
foundation for applied programs to correct and Another factor in prioritization is the constraint on

research expansion because of budgetary limitations,remediate past waste disposal practices. This
document will assist in developing a basic research At present, some basic research is being funded in ER
program in environmental restoration and has been that has relevance to environmental restrration, The
prepared by the Office of Health and Environmental major portion of this research is fundpj within the
Research within the Office of Energy Research (ER). Office of Health and Environmental Research and is
The Office of Basic Energy Sciences, also within ER, described in the report entitled "Subsurface Science
is preparing a similar document on research needs for Program, Overview and Research Abstracts"
waste management and disposal covering present and (DOE/ER-0432). Other basic research related to
future waste streams, environmental restoration is carried out in the Office of

Basic Energy Sciences, particularly in the Engineering
and Geosciences Division. Expansion of research intoThe attached report is not intended to serve as a

research implementation plan. Research needs have new areas or additions to existing programs will
not been prioritized, and a schedule of milestones has depend on funding enhancements. Priorities based on
not been provided. The issue of prioritization is DOE need, chance for scientific payoff, arid cost of the
strongly linkea to several factors. The Department of proposed research will, of necessity, have to include
Energy (DOE) has identified the cleanup tasks that alternative research directions under different budget
require attention in short (1 to 5 years), intermediate options. Such a task has not been included in the
(5 to 10 years), or longer (10 to 30 years) time frames, current document.
A 30-year goal is the target for total cleanup of the
DOE sites. The Office of Environmental Restoration Special thanks are due to the many scientists who

contributed to this document, the reviewers who
and Waste Management (EM) has prepared a 5-year
plan that prioritizes the nature of the cleanup for the helped make this document better, and to the Oak
years 1992 to 1996 (DOE/S-0078P). At this time, Ridge National L_boratory for executing the report.
however, priorities from 1996 onward have not been
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Department of Energy (DOE) is in the midst of a Many Federal agencies are conducting environmental
major environmental restoration effort to reduce the restoration research. Research areas discussed in
health and environmental risks resulting from past this docurnent are being coordinated with other
waste management and disposal practices at DOE Federal programs through interactions with
sites. This report describes research needs in interagency committees.
environmental restoration and complements a
previously published document, DOE/ER-0419,
Evaluation of Mid-to-Long Term Basic Research for Basic Research Needs for
Environmental Restoration (DOE 1989). Basic Environmental Restoration
research needs have been grouped into five major Listed below are the major research areas covered in
categories patterned after those identified in tlqis report.
DOE/ER-0419:(1 ) environmental transport and
transforrnations; (2) advanced sampling,
characterization, and monitoring methods; (3) new Environmental Transport and
remediation technologies; (4) performance Transformation
assessment; and (5) health and environmental effects. Basic research in environmental transport and
In addition to basic research, this document deals with transformation processes will provide the basis and
education and training needs for environmental support for conceptualization of new, improved
restoration, methods forquantifying and predicting contaminant

migration and mechanisms of contaminant interactions
with soil, rocks, plants, and animals. This research will

Relation to Other DOE and Federal also improve understanding of multicomponent-
Research Programs coupled processes in complex field systems. This will

Long-term basic research within DOE is primarily the allow fundamental information from molecular systems
responsibility of the Office of Energy Research (ER). to be successfully transferred to the more complex
Thus, the basic research underpinning for applied systems of the heterogeneous field environment. The
environmental restoration and waste management is research categories covered in this unit include
centered in ER. In addition to the basic research needs molecular science; geochemistry, microbiology, plant

presented in this document, DOE/OER is preparing a science, transport processes, and heterogeneity
document outlining basic research needs in waste and scale.
operations and minimization. Applied environmental

research and technology development related to DOE Advanced Sampling, Characterization,
sites is coordinated through the Office of and Monitoring Methods
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

Basic research in advanced sampling,(EM). The Division of Research and Development, as
part of the Office of Technology Development within characterization, and monitoring will lead to new
EM, coordinates with ER to ensure that basic research methods to characterize contaminant sources and
results are appropriately incorporated into applied contaminated sites so that the most effective and least
research programs. Coordination also includes a expensive remediation techniques can be selected.
biannual review of basic research projects with EM Extreme heterogeneity exists in contaminant sources
participation, and in the geologic, geochemical, and biological
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properties of subsurface systems, rendering present exposures and identify basic biological mechanisms of
characterization techniques weak or inadequate at radiation ar,d chemicals.
most DOE sites. Research categories in this unit
include initial site investigations, site characterization, Basic research in human health will improve
and laboratory techniques, methodologies for nongenotoxic effects, as well as

carcinogenic risk assessment, and will require
addressing the following categories: exposure

New Remediation Technologies assessment, markers for biological responses, health
Basic research that leads to new and innovative risk evaluations, and human health studies.
remediation concepts will address major gaps in
fundamental knowledge necessary for remediating the Basic research in environmental effects can evaluate
large spectrum of DOE wastes. Successful the relat;ve sensitivities of different species to mixtures
remediation technologies will require a combination of of chemical and radionuclides, develop new classes of
engineered systems and an understanding of biomarkers, develop new analytic techniques to
fundamental contaminant/environment interactions in measure ecological exposure, quantify risk
terrestrial and aquatic systems. Research areas that assessment for higher levels of ecological
will be considered include inactive facilities organization, and develop expert systems to
decontamination and decommissioning, concentrated communicate scientific information. The report covers
wastes, treatment of contaminated environments, and the following research areas: mechanistic/process-
isolation and/or containment applied Locontaminated level toxicology, biomarkers, ecological exposures, risk
environments, assessment, and expert systems.

Performance Assessment Topical, Multidisciplinary
Basic research in performance assessment is needed Environmental Restoration
for more accurate evaluation based on fundamental Research Facilities
understanding of important processes, faster models
and computer systems, improved integrated models Research in environmental restoration requires
that provide efficient information processing methods, cooperation and information exchange among many
and model reliability. Performance assessment will disciplines, such as biology, chemistry, geology,
bring together a spectrum of allied technologies that, in physics, toxicology, epidemiology, engineering, and
combination, can provide the needed interpretation of computer science. Topical, multidisciplinary
events in the environment. Research topics environmental restoration research facilities need to be
addressed in this report include integrated models, established. Facilities will include user facilities at
process-level models, model reliability, and contaminated sites, facilities requiring complex
computational methods, equipment, and field facilities with extensive

instrumentation and monitoring capabilities.

Health and Environmental Effects
Basic research in health and environmental effects can

advance the quantification of risks resulting from
simultaneous or cumulative exposure to radiation and
chemicals at DOE sites. Included are risks to
remediation workers, risks to the public in areas
surrounding a site, risks to potential future inhabitants
of a site, and risks to contaminated ecosystems both
currently and in the future. Research is needed to
improve predictions of the effects of low-level



Educational Initiatives public. The following is a list of educational needs for
environmental restoration:

The U.S. crisis in science education is of great concern

to DOE, Vast amounts of DOE resources must be = Increased support for undergraduate and graduate
directed toward assessment and environmental education in disciplines that are especially
restoration. Without a pool of appropriately trained necessary for basic research in environmental
U.S. scientists and engineers, DOE's environmental restoration.
restoration challenge cannot be effectively undertaken.

• Enhancement of precollege curricula and teaching
An educational initiative is needed to ensure that future quality in science and mathematics.demands for trained scientists can be met and to help
create a higher level of scientific awareness of • Increased public awareness of environmental issues
environmental restoration activities within the general and restoration concepts.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is in the midst characterization, and monitoring methods; (3) new
of a major environmental restoration effort to reduce remediation technologies; (4) performance
the health and environmental concerns resulting from assessment; and (5) health and environmental effects.
past waste management and disposal practices at Each category contains significant basic research
DOE sites. Environmental restoration is complex, and tasks that provide a fundamental basis for
its success depends on an adequate understanding of environmental restoration activities. The specific
fundamental physical, chemical, and biological research tasks are examples of scientific questions
processes. Tl_e mission of the DOE ER is to conduct that must be addressed in order to achieve effective
basic research related to national energy and environmental restoration.
environmental needs. Among the many functions of
ER research is to provide fundamental knowledge that ,'Basic research" in thecontext of this document is
will be needed over a 10- to 30-year period for defined as the advancement of fundamental
reducing environmental exposure and cleanup costs knowledge leading to the discovery of new scientific or
and for improving cleanup effectiveness at thousands engineering concepts and principles that may or may
of DOE sites across the country, not have immediate specific technological applications

and the opportunity to develop new concepts for
remediation which may complement, or replace,

1.1 Objective existing methods. Because DOE is a mission-oriented

The overall DOEgoals for environmental restoration agency, basic research within DOE is in[luenced by
and waste management can be briefly summarized as national energy and environmental policy. Although
(1) reducing further environmental contamination from DOE's need for environmental restoration is

immediate, the absence of fundamental knowledgewaste disposal practices of the past by developing new
restricts technological applications and the opportunityapproaches or technologies to contain, stabilize, or

treat existing environmental contamination and (2) to develop new concepts for remediation, which may
developing new methods and technologies that will complement, or replace, existing methods. Permanent
more effectively and economically solve waste solutions to complex environmental problems will
management and environmental restoration problems, require innovative concepts that can be brought about
while reducing health and environmental risks. This through a substantial investment in basic research.
report defines for the scientific community the
long-term basic research needs in environmental 1.2 Statement of the Problemrestoration. The research needs identified in this

document complement a previously published hOE faces a major effort in bringing its facilities into
document, DOE/ER-0419, Evaluation of Mid-to-Long environmental compliance; minimizing the volume and
Term Basic Research for Environmental Restoration changing the composition of future waste strea=kL,,
(DOE 1989). The DOE/ER-0419 planning document decontaminating, decommissioning, anddisposing of
analyzed DOE waste problems from a research inactive facilities: Another major DOE effort is dealing
standpoint in a 5- to 20-year time frame. In this with its more than 40-year accumulation of radioactive,
document, identified basic research needs have been inorganic, and organic chemical wastes. DOE
grouped into five major categories similar to those estimated that the modernization and environmental
used in DOE/ER-0419 (DOE 1989): (1) environmental restoration needed to reduce health and environmental
transport and transformation; (2) advanced sampling, risks will cost tens of billions of dollars over the next
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two decades. Consequently, DOE initiated on several Regulatory Commission, and the U.S. Department of
major planning efforts to help ensure that its facilities Commerce ali support ground w;Lter-related research
are in compliance with environmental regulations and (OSTP, 1989).
that environmental exposures resulting from existing
and inactive facilities are reduced, lt is important that any new DOE research complement

existing Federal programs with active informatio_
The environmental impacts of DOE facilities are transfer from other research programs. The unique
extensive. Unplanned releases and direct discharges nature of mixed radioactive and organic wastes at
from DOE operations have resulted in more than 3,000 DOE sites does, however, require special research
contaminated sites (GAO 1988), DOE's wastes are activities that are of less concern to other Federal
usually complex mixtures of radioactive materials, agencles.
inorgc,nic chemicals (including heavy metals), and
organic compounds. The magnitude of DOE's
environmental problem, along with specific information 1.4 Approach to Identifying
on the types, chemical forms, and volumes of DOE's Long-Term Basic Research Needs
wastes, is summarized in DOE/ER-0419 (DOE 1989). Staff at Oak Ridge National Laboratory organized a

committee consisting of technical co-chairs in each of

1.3 Relation to Other DOE and the five research areas identified in DOE/ER-0419
(DOE 1989). Technical co-chairs then organized

Federal Research Programs workshops attended by university, national laboratory,
Long-term basic research within DOE is primarily the and Federal agency representatives. The preliminary
responsibility of ER. Applied environmental research research plan and problem definition presented in
and technology development at DOE sites is DOE/ER-0419 (DOE 1989) were used as a guide.
developed and coordinated through EM. Workshop participants independently reviewed
Environmental restoration at DOE sites will require a previously identified research needs and identified
team approach as specific solutions move through the additional research needs, which were then merged
cycle from basic and applied research and with the preliminary research plan, The participants
development to demonstration, testing, and evaluation. (listed in Appendix B) also contributed written material,
To ensure that basic research results are appropriately which was compiled by the technical co-chairs.
incorporated into applied research programs, active
collaboration will be required between the Division of Research needs focus on remediating environmental
Research and Development, in the EM Office of problems associated with past waste management
Technology Development and ER. Such coordination practices. The reduction of current waste streams by
has already begun. A biannual meeting where basic developing new treatment processes and encouraging
research projects and results are presented to a waste minimization is also of great concern to DOE. A
general audience including applied researchers and basic research plan in waste operations is currently
users is planned. The first such meeting was held in being prepared by ER. Both the environmental
March 1990. restoration and waste operations research plans will

provide a framework within which the fundamental
Many Federal agencies are conducting research knowledge that is necessary to address DOE's waste
related to environmental restoration. For example, the management problems emerges.
U.S. Department of the Interior, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, and DOE have major
programs in science and technology related to ground
water. In addition, the U.S. Department of Defense,
the National Science Foundation, the National
Aeronautical and Space Administration, the Nuclear
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1.5 Implementation 2. Interact with Federal interagency groups. A
variety of Federal agencies sponsor research that can

DOE research plans must develop and change as contribute to DOE's environmental restorati_n

scientific progress is made and as new environmental research needs. ER will interact with groups such as
restoration problems emerge. As a result, this the Interagency Subcommittee on Water Resources
document represents only a guide. The next steps that Federal Coordinating Committee on Science,
ERwill take to implement its environmental restoration Engineering, and Technology (and with Federal
research program and update its research plans are agencies individually) to review research needs, to
described below, estahlish criteria for prioritization, and to ensure.

effective communication of research results.
'1. Prioritize basic research needs. The basic

research needs that are identified involve fundamental 3. Revise and update research plans. Research
processes, and many scientific linkages exist between needs in environmental restoration will be reviewed

research tasks. Because of the scope and complex regularly. The reviews will help identify new and
nature of environmental restoration setting priorities is emerging issues related to environmental restoration
difficult. Nevertheless, a systematic prioritization and ensure that the highest priority areas for basic
process must be used that includes a strong research are identified.
component of scientific peer review, multiple criteria
such as linkage to other research area, applicability to
DOE needs, and potential for reducing risk.
Furthermore, prioritization must be done in awareness
of other Federal research programs and attention to
budgetary realities.
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2. BASIC RESEARCH NEEDS IN
ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION

Long-term basic research needs in environmental 2,1 Environmental Transport and
restoration are divided into the following five general Transformation
areas:

2.1.1 Definition and Relevance
a Environmental transport and transformation,

Environmental transport and transformation research
• Advanced sampling, characterization, and

monitoring methods, is directed to undisturbed and.slightly disturbed
systems within and near the boundaries of

• New remediation technologies, contaminateJdDOE sites and facilities Mass transport
• Performance assessment, and chemical transformation of substances through
• Health and environmental effects, this environment are controlled by primary physical,

chemical, and biological interactions called
Each research area is divided into more detailed funct_,mentalprocesses. Understanding these

categories. Tweqty-six research categories are fundamental processes is essential for restoration of
included in this document. Collectively, these contaminated sites. Experimental and modeling
categories encompass the kinds ofbasic research that research to predict migration of both contaminants and
can be useful for reducing the health and naturally occurring substances is required at the
environmental problems from past wastedisposal al,d molecular to field Scales.
management practices at DOE sites. Specific
research needs in each category are described in Multidiscip!inary research of physical, chemical, and
Sections. 2.1 through 2.5, biological interactions atthe soil surface and in the root

zone, vadose zone, aquifers, and surface waters is
Environmental restoration is by its nature required. A quantitative understanding of how
interdisciplinary, and no single discipline is likely to contaminants are transported, how they react, and
make a significant long-term contribution in isolation of how they interact with other components in these
others. The complexity and heterogeneity of the settings is essential to assessing risk and fundamental
natural environment is amplified by the presence of to identifying new remediation concepts. Because
contaminants. This complexity mandates that a restoration involves environmental science in the
systems approach, drawing on fundamental principles surface and subsurface and within terrestrial and
from many scientific disciplines, be employed for aquatic ecosystems, a wide range of research tasks
restoration (see Figure 2.! .1), will be needed for environmental restoration.

Basic research in environmrentalrestoration involves a 2.1.2 Basic Research Needs

wide range of spatial scales. Research needs The goals of basic research in environmental transport
described in this document range from molecular, and transformation processes are to provide the basis
microscopic, macroscopic, intermediate, to field and support for the development of new, improved
scales. These terms are defined in Figure 2.1.2. methods for quantifying and predicting contaminant

migration and for better understanding the
mechanisms of contaminant interactions with soil,
rocks, plants, and animals. This research will also

I I IIIIII I I



Figur_ 2.!,1. Environmental restoration research areas.
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advance an understanding of multicomponent-coupled 2.1.2.2 Geochemistry

processes in complex field systems, Such coupling Together with molecular studies, physical-chemicalwill allow fundamental information from molecular
interactions at interfaces must be described at a

systems to be successfully transferred to themore
phenomenological level of detail. Attachment and

complex, heterogeneous field environment.
retention of liquid-phase species at solid surfaces

Research in environmental transport and (sorption)depend strongly on the chemical properties
of both the sorbed species and the solids. Interfacial

transformation processes has been divided into six
research categories that can be viewed hierarchically processes, especially sorption, profoundly affect the

mobility of both inorganic and organic contaminants in
from the molecular to the field scales. Developing new
knowledge and techniques for the subsurface.
contaminant/environmental interactions by using such

The geochemical behavior of complex and often
a multilayered research approach will require the unique mixtures of contaminants present at DOE siteseffective transfer of information from the submicron

is difficult to describe and to predict. Fundamental
scale to the kilometer scale. The following is a list of

understanding of chemical processes requires
research categories: extensive characterization and quantitative description

• Molecular science, of mechanisms and potential final states of chemical
reactions that can influence the identities, rates of

• Geochemistry. release, and migration of contaminants. Chemical
• Microbiology. reactions to be characterized include both
• Plant science, homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions.

• Transport processes. Homogeneous reactions (in the mobile, fluid phase)
determine the identities (speciation) of contaminants

• Heterogeneity and scale, subject to migration and to possible interactions with
chemically active solid phases. The broad class of

These research categories, alon() with more specific heterogeneous processes involving by definition,research tasks, are summarized in Table 2.1.1.
interactions at solid-liquid, liquid-liquid, and liquid-gas

Detailed descriptions of research tasks are included in
interfaces largely determines the effective mobilities of

Appendix A.1. contaminants in the subsurface. Experimental study of
geochemical processes must be conducted in parallel

2.1.2.1 Molecular Science with the study and modeling of fundamental molecular
Understanding physical, chemical, and biological processes. Fundamental knowledge of the chemical
processes in the environment requires a knowledge of interactions can be used to describe behavior over a
molecular interactions in gases and liquids at wide range of temperature, major species composition,
interfaces. The surface/subsurface environment is pH. and oxidation potential. Research tasks are listed
complex; i.e., multiple molecular species (inorganic in Table 2.1.1.
and organic molecules, biomolecules, metal oxides,

minerals, and water) and multiple phases (gas, liquid, 2.1.2,3 Microbiology
and solid) are controlled by physical (diffusive and

Microorganisms are ubiquitous and can alter the
convective), chemical (reactive), and biulogical toxicity and mobility of environmental contaminants.
(metabolic) processes. Research tasks are listed in Conditions that facilitate biotransformation of chemical

Table 2.1.1. mixtures (e.g., aeration, occurrence of electron
donor/acceptor compounds, soil types, depth, and
other environmental variables) need to be rigorously
defined and qL,antified. Both physiological attributes
and ecological relationships need to be determined.
The diversity of microbial metabolic activities and



Table 2.1.1 Summary of significant research needs in environmental transport and transformation

RESEARCH NEED RESEARCH TASK APPENDIX PAGE
II

Molecular science

Study molecular-scale reactions in liquids' Molecular processes in liquids 43

porous media, and biological materials Molecular processes on surfaces and at interfaces 43

Molecular-scale enzymatic processes 44

Geochemistry

Study chemical reactions and processes; Thermodynamic properties and chemical reactions 45

determine properties of soil, rocks, and Geochemistry of interactions at phase boundaries 45

subsurface fluids Isotope theory and .3pplication 46

Microbiology

Characterize microbial populations, physiological Microbial communities, physiological functions, and 47
processes, ecological relationships, and ecological relationships
contaminant transformation mechanisms

Microbial activity in stressed environments 48

M_,chanismsof microbialtransformations of contaminants 49

Factors controlling microbial communities at depth 50

Plant science

Quantify contaminant uptake and metabolism in Contaminant uptake and metabolism in plant roots 51
plants and detoxication processes

Contaminant transformation processes in the rhizosphere 5'1

Transport processes

Quantify and predict multiphase contaminant Multiphase fluir_flow in porous media 52

movement and colloid transport at waste sites Physics of transient flow 53

and surroundings Colloid-facilitated transport of contaminants 54

Coupled chemical speciation and transport modelling 55

Heterogeneity and scale

Develop methods for scaling up information and Scaling-up theory and application 56

test methods with experimental systems Intermediate-scale test facility designs 57

Field-scale test systems 58



microbial adaptability to various habitats provides a 2.1.2.6 Heterogeneity and Scale
potential resource for biological conversion of wastes. Understanding coupled processes in large- (kilometer-)
Fundamental knowledge of microbial genetics and

scale heterogeneous systems requires the
biochemical transformation processes is required to development of a sound theoretical basis for scaling
understand, and therefore manipulate, the up from tile micron scale to the kilometer scale. The
mechanisms of microbial acclimation and adaptation to

molecular level defines the mechanisms contributing towaste forms and waste-form environments. Research
the large-scale behavior, and the large scale definestasks are listed in Table 2.1.1,
the constraints in which the small-scale processes
operate, Mathematical methods such as percolation

2.1.2.4 Plant Science theory, chaos theory, and fractal analysis are important
Contaminant uptake processes and chemical directions to explore for application to experimental
transformation mechanisms in plants are important for studies and for insights into quantifying contaminant
environmental restoration. Plants are affected by behavior on field sca!es. This research will also lead
wastes initially at the biological membranes that have to the definition and construction of field-scale

first contact with contaminants, The population of research facilities. Methods are required to determine
rhizosphere microorganisms adjacent to roots can the quantity and scale of information needed for an
potentially detoxify contaminants in soils and thus effective remediation program. Many questions
supplement waste remediation processes, The pertaining to the transferability of basic research
possibility of rhizosphere detoxification of conducted in laboratory experiments to environmental
contaminants is an area of great opportunity. The applications must be addressed in intermediate-scale
effects of terrestrial ecosystems on contaminant and field-scale facilities. Research tasks are listed in

-transformation are only beginning to be understood Table 2.1,1.
and quantified. Research tasks are listed in
Table 2.1.1. Significant research needs in molecular science,

geochemistry, biology, multiphase transport, and
2.1.2.5 Transport Processes analysis of heterogeneous systems have been

Transport processes, including transient and identified (Table 2.1.1). Advaw_cesin thes,Jareas will
multiphac,e Iluid flow and colloid-facilitated transport, provide basic support, test systems, and innovation for
must be understood to better predict movement of environmental restoration as a whole. The large range
contaminants and determine the opportunities for of compounds, rnicrobial consortia, materiC surfs .;es,
attenuation. Complex interdependent pathways and environmental cor_ditionsat DOE waste sites
involving physical, chemical, and biological interactions cannot ali be individually investigated. Research
must be considered to understand and control approaches using selected compounds, media,

contaminant transport in both surface and subsurfac_ surfaces, and microbial groups that have a
environments. Interfacial properties of mixtures of representative set of environmental conditions are
immiscible liquids and liquid-gas combinations are not ant!cipated. The use of suclqmodel systems will
well known. The potential for rapid migration of increase the effective transfer of information between
contaminants sorbed to mobile colloids must be contributing research groups,

determined, and controlling processes must be
investigated. Integration of numerous detailed
processes into a comprehensive model is required and
will be facilitated by continued rapid development in
computer hardware and software. Research tasks are
listed in Table 2.1.1.
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2.2 Advanced Sampling, effective and least expensive remediation

Characterization, and Monitoring techniques.
Methods • Monitoring contaminant migration to determine

long-term effectiveness of remediation°

2.2.1 Definition and Relevance • Devising measures to detect contaminant effects

Characterization of waste sites and facilities is on human health.

necessary throughout ali phases of environmental
The following is a list of research categories inrestoration. This characterization includes preliminary
advanced sampling, characterization, and monitoring'site investigations, site characterization, verification of

site remediation, and laboratory analyses in support of
• Initial site investigations, including geophysical,

these investi0ations. Existing characterization chemical, and biological surveys.
techniques require enormous financial resources and
are entirely inadequate for environmental restoration. - Site characterization, including in situ
An understanding of physical, chemical, and biological measur.ementsof hydraulic parameters and
processes can be obtained only if proper sampling and chemical andbiological characterization.
characterization techniques are available. Physical • Laboratory analytical techniques, including
and chemical properties important to environmental separation methods and enhanced sensitivity for
restoration span many orders of magnitude. Improved improved screening methods.
temporal and spatial informationabout the distribution
ofcontamination before, during, and after remedial These research categories, along with more specific
efforts will enhance decision.making capabilities, research tasks, are summarized in Table 2.2.1.
minimizing the likelihood of failed remediation. For Detaileddescriptions of research tasks are included in
example, in situ monitoring during drilling could detect Appendix A.2.
important regions of contaminant migration, allowing
the appropriate vertical placement of monitoring wells. 2.2.2.1 Initial Site Investigations
Development of new techniques and instrumentation Initialsite investigations must be performed rapidly and
for in situ monitoring or measurements can reduce the accurately. Defining the extent of contamination and
cost of site investigations by reducing or eliminating establishing boundaries for further characterization
laboratory analysis of samples and repeated field during initial site investigations is important.
sampling trips. New, non-invasive subsurface Information about the nature of the geo!ogy, hydrology,
investigationscan minimize the need tor additional geochemistry, and biota present on the site is needed.
monitoring wells, thus reducing the potential Advances in screening instrumentation and methods
contamination of previously uncontaminated strata are particularly needed. Instrumentationto infer the
resulting from migration along bore holes, presence of contamination and subsurf3ce geologic
Additionally, improved sampling and measurement and hydrologic properties rapidly is required.
techniques can reduce worker exposure to radiation Research tasks are listed in Table 2.2.1.
and chemicals in the field and laboratory.

2.2.2.2 Site Characterization

2.2.2 Basic Research Needs Basic research needs in site characterization include
The following is a list of gsals of advanced sampling, those techr_ologiesand instrumentations that wi!l
characterization, and monitoring: provide maximum information about the extent of

contamination and chemical, geological, and biological
Determining the form and transport characteristics parameters at a site, while minimizing worker
of contaminants, exposure. Methods for determining site characteristic'

• Characterizing contaminant sources and over large spatial scales, while causing mlnimal site
contaminated sites tc help select the most disturbance are needed. OnSitE_analyses capable of
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guiding field investigations are required for effective preliminary site investigations and site
site characterization. Research tasks are listed in characterization. Laboratory analysis of samples is
Table 2.2.1. costly and time consuming. Inadequate sensitivity to

low concentration hinders proper site characterization.

2.2.2.3 Laboratory Analytical Techniques Research tasks are listed in Table 2,2.1,

Resea='chis needed in laboratory analytical techniques
for analyzing samples collected in the field during

Table 2.2.1 Summary of significant research needs in advanced sampling, characterization, and monitoring methods

RESEARCH NEED RESEARCH TASK APPENDIX PAGE
'1 II I'111 I __

Initial Site Investigations

Develop airborne- and surface- based geophysical Geophysics 59
surveys to characterize hydrogeology and waste

Develop advanced techniques that provide Chemical surveys 60
accurate in situ measurements of chemical

properties, processes, and environments in soil,
gas, pore water, and groundwater

Develop in situ methods to use plant, animals, and Biological surveys 60
biota as indices of the presence of contamir_ants
and potential damage to the environment

Develop new basic quantitative and statistical Geostatistics 61
paradigms of geology, hydrology, and plumes of
complex chemical mixtures and develop statistically
v_lid sampling designs to optimize sampling,
measurement, and monitoring needs

Develop expert and automated systems that Automated and expert systems 61
provide a standardized valid, and site-specific
approach that emphasizes performance criteria anc',
ensures sensitivity analysis

Site Characterization

Enhance borehole geophysics to determine In situ geophysics 62
physical and chemical properties over large
volumes

Advance in situ measurement of hydraulic In situ hydraulic measurements 63
parameters (permeability and porosity)to identify
contaminant migration pathways
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Table 2.2.1 Summary of significant research needs in advanced sampling, characterization, and monitoring
methods(continued)

RESEARCH NEED RESEARCH TASK APPENDIX PAGE
Illl I I I , I

Site Characterization (continued)

Develop in situ methods to measure chemical In situ chemical and field gas measurements 64
properties by using specialized instrumentation
such as laser and fiber optics capable of real-time
analysis without sacrificing sensitivity

Provideon-sitechemicalanalysis to rapidly screen On-site chemical analysis 64
and select sampleswhile minimizingworker exposure

Develop methods for measurement and Biological characterization 65
characterization of chemical contaminants and their

effects on ecosystems and identify and quantify
biological or ecological indicators that signal
presence of specific contaminants

Develop new drilling technologies, methods, and Drilling and penetration technology 66
tools that provide multipurpose and multidirectional
in situ sampling and measurement

Develop sample collection techniques that prevent Subsurface gas, liquid, solid, and biological 66
alteration during retrieval (e.g,, aseptic methods) sampling methods

Advance solid-liquid interface measurement Measurements at the solid- liquid interface 67
technologies such as complex resistivity to support
contaminant-transport models (e.g., surface
complexation)

Characterize microstructures (fractures, Characterization of microstructures 68
wormholes, rock porosity) necessary for
characterizing contaminant transport

Study new, suitable tracers and tracer systems that Tracer technologies 69
can selectively track geohydrological and chemical
processes

Advance monitoring methodology to assess Monitoring process variables for control of chemical and 70
changes in contamli_antphysical, chemical, and/or biological treatment processes
biological form as a result of treatment

Use advanced statistical concepts (e.g., spectral Chernometrics 71
analysis) to enhance selectivity of data and
optimize instrument design

Enhance rapid and effective data communication Data communication management and analysis 72
and management within and between in situ
monitors, the field, and the laboratory

I



Table 2,2.1 Summary of significant research needs in advanced sampling, characterization, and monitoring
methods(continued)

RESEARCH NEED RESEARCt4TASK APPENDIX PAGE
I I I I I lip _i III

Laboratory Analytical Techniques

Refine'speciation mea_urements to discern the Speciation measurements 73
wide range of physical, chemical, and biological
forms of contaminants individually and in
complex mixtures

Develop separation methods to extract and/or Separation methods 74
preconcentrate trace analytes from natural and
waste matrices

Develop methods to rapidly screen samples for Sensitivity and screening 75
general classes of contaminants having high and
low levels of sensitivity, consistency, and accuracy

2.3 NEW REMEDIATION TECHNOLOGIES success of remediation. Although many technologies
exist for remediating specific types of wastes (e.g.,

2.3.1 Definition and Relevance Table F.1, DOE 1989), major gaps in fundamental

New remediation technologies refers to the basic knowledge exist for remediating DOE wastes.
research that is necessary to improve the
effectiveness and/or reduce the cost associated with 2.3.2 Basic Research Needs
environmental remediation. A large inventory of In consideration of the various DOE waste types,
concentrated liquid and solid waste is contained in research in new remediations technology is divided
tanks, capsules, bins, retrievable storage units, into the following four categories'
nonretrievable storage units, and shallow land-burial
sites. Some stored waste has leaked to the ,,, Inactive facilities decontamination and

environment. Soil in the immediate vicinity of spills, decommissioning.
leaks, and near-surface liquid discharge units (e.g., • Concentrated wastes.

cribs, ponds, and trenches) has been contaminated. • Treatment of contaminated environments.
Although the total inventory of chemicals dispersed in
the environment is smaller than that of concentrated • Isolation and/or containment applied to

contaminated environments.
waste, the total volume of dispersed waste is many
orders of magnitude larger, Inactive or retired nuclear

These research categories, along with more specific
facilities constitute another significant portion of the research tasks, are summarized in Table 2.3.1.

DOE inventory of radioactive wastes requiring cleanup Detailed descriptions of research tasks are included in
and disposal. Appendix A.3.

Successful remediation technologies will require a 2.3.2_1 Inactive Facilities Decontamination
combination of engineered systems and an
understanding of the fundamental contaminant/ and Decommissioning (D&D)
environment interactions occurring in terrestrial and The DOE system ir_cludesabout 220 inactive facilities
aquatic systems that are likely to control the cost and that have no potential future use and are awaiting
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Table 2.3.1. Summary of significant research needs in new remediation technologies_

RESEARCH NEED RESEARCH TASK , APPENDIX PAGE
I I I I I

Inactive facilities
Decontamination and decomissioning

Develop techniques for remote sampling and Advanced control for D&D robotic systems 77
characterization, equiprnent removal, and
decontamination

,,

•Develop smart robotic systems Robotic systems' smart robots and the man-machine 78
interface

Develop fundamental understanding of Mechanisms of material contamination 78
contaminant/rnaterial interaction

Concentrated wastes

Understand the performance ar,d structure of waste Mass transfer mechanisms controlling the release of 79
forms and mass transport rates and mechanisms contaminants from waste forms

- Understand the macroscopic and microscopic Waste form microstructures and properties 79
characteristics of waste forms controlling stability

-- Durability and failure mechanisms of waste-packaging 80
materials

Acquire pertinent physical chemical, nuclear, and Novel separation processes applied to concentrated 81
thermodynamic data for waste constituents waste

. Interfacial phenomena 82

Transmutation of long-lived waste constituents 83

Properties of certain elements in waste 84

Acquire flow and deformation properties of sludges Waste rheology 84
and semisolids

Gas generation in waste disposal sites 85

Perform research in microbiology and biochemical Bioprocessing/biotechnology 86
engineering to address use of biological processing
for concentrated waste treatment

Treatment of contaminated environments

Separation
Generate fundamental data necessary to Electromigration methods 87

° understand and develop conversion and Biosorption of heavy metals and radionuclides 88
- separation processes



Table 2.3.1. Summary of significant research needs in new remediation technologies (continued)

RESEARCH NEED RESEARCH TASK APPENDIX PAGE
III I III I II II III I'1111 " " '111 IIII

Treatment of contaminated environments (continued)

Conversion

Chemistry oi organic pyrolysis 89

Adsorption/biodegradation interactions in the subsurface 90

Supercritical fluid processes 91

Heat flow in porous media and vitreous materials 91

Separation and conversion . ,
Oxidation processes 92

Organisms in engineered ecosystems for environmental 93
remediation

Multicellular organisms as remediation agents 94

Containment of contaminated environments

Develop advanced chemical and physical barriers Chemical filters and interactive barriers 95

In situ materials synthesis and formation 95

Natural analogues for containment barriers 96

Remote microsealing of barriers 96

Biological barriers 97

Understand migration and containment processes Mechanisms of crack formation and propagation in 98
and long-term stability of barriers cement structures

Long-term stability of barrier materials 99

Osmotic interactions between matrix, barrier, and 100
contaminants

Verification and validation of barrier performance 101

D&D, Several other DOE facilities used for The basic technologies for D&D are reasonably well
nondefense research, development, special developed and demonstrated. The issues that basic
processing, and/or production of nuclear materials long-term research can help address are twofold,
have become radioactively contaminated and require First, to minimize exposure of workers to hazardous
decontamination, Although each of these facilities has chemicals and radioactivity, the utilization of robotic
unique characteristics and radionuclide inventories, devices needs to be maximized. Second, to develop
they ali share other features: large quantities of processes for D&D that minimize the volume of
contaminated piping and equipment, large surface contaminated product, a better fundamental
areas of contaminated concrete, and massive concrete understanding of the contamination/decontamination
structures that (may) require demolition, mechanisms must be cultivated.
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D&D of inactive facilities will require the following three classified as high-level, low-level, transuranic (TRU),
types of activities: hazardous chemical, or mixed,

u Sampling and characterization of the facility, One primary way that,DOE plans to treat concentrated

,,, Removal of facility equipment, waste is by solidification, The final form can be

,,, Decontamination of tile structure, cementitious, bitumen, plastic, or vitreous, One crucial
aspect of ttle concentrated wastes is the long-term

In each case, remote systems will be required for performance of these four forms, A fundamental
delivery of a process', Sampling and characterization understanding of mass transport mechanisms and

rates is required to predict performance adequately,reouires delivery of instrumentation and sampling
Also required for long-term performance assessment isdevices, Equipment removal requires delivery of

robotic sens!ng devices and tools for cutting and an understanding of how waste forms behave from a
structural standpoint, both microscopically andmanipulation. Decontamination requires delivery of

instrumentation and tools for cleaning structural macroscopically, including long-term microbial effects,
materials, .Associated with these questions is the issue of what

occurs in the disposal site over time with respect to

DOE s_teshave used remote manipulators and nuclear criticality and the generation of explosive
master-slave devices for many decades, The gases.
availability of high-speed microprocessors offers the
potential to significantly enhance the performance of Nearly ali treatment processes rely on separation or

conversion techniques, Applicationof theseremote devices in several important ways, First,
remote manipulators tend to be very slow in techniques in turn relies on fundamental knowledge of
comparison with the performance of an pertinent physical, chemical, nuclear, and
unencumbered, "hands-on" human, Increased task thermodynarnic properties of constituents, lt is
times of one to two orders of magnitude are frequently particularly important to obtain data for waste
cited. Second, these devices tend to be highly constituents unique to DOE.
fatiguing to their operators, In production-type

Many of DOE's concentrated and mixed wastes
hazardous activities, manipulator operators are

consist of various mixtures ow_.,_aniccompounds,
typically effective for only 3 or 4 hours of safe

nitrates, heavy metals, and radionuclides for which
operation per day. Technologies associated with

chemical and biochemical interactions are poorly
"smart" robots have the potential to enable faster and
safer operations, understood. Significant basic research is required to

remediate such complex mixtures, Remediation

The robotic systems envisionedfor use in D&D will not requires the removal or retrieval of sludges and
be autonomous systems in classic robotiCterminology, semisolids, often from very hostile and inaccessible
Rather, they will operate in a shared control mode in environments, as well as the subsequent pumping of

the,_eto and through treatment systems, lt iswhich programmed control is carried out for some
operations (lower-level decision making) and human necessary to have an understanding of rheological
control is retained for higher decision making and properties, underlying fundamentals, and factors that
monitoring of the lower-level actions carried out under can modify or control rheology and mobility of
computer control, Research tasks in D&D are listed in concentrated waste sludges arid semisolids.
Table 2.3.1, Research tasks in concentrated wastes are listed in

Table 2.3.1.

2.3.2.2 Concentrated Wastes 2.3.2.3 Treatment of Contaminated
The term "concentrated wastes" refers to a variety of Environments
waste materials. Depending on their composition,
concentration, and origin, concentrated wastes may be Technologies for treatment of contaminated

environments can be characterized in terms of two
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operations: separation and conversion, Separation 2.4 PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
can be achieved chemically (e,g., solvent

extraction, ion exchange, sorption, and precipitation), 2,4.1 Definition and Relevance
physically (e,g,, filtering, density separation, and Classical performance assessment can be viewed as
distillation), or biologically (e.g., accumulation, involving predictions of the behavior and response of
chelation, and sorption), Conversion processes are the environment to disposal practices and remediation
designated by several names (i.e,, destruction, technology, but it is more than simply modeling,
degradation,' and transformation) and can be "Performance assessment" is defined as a

accomplished either singly or in combination by cost-effective way of interpreting ali available data, to
chemical and thermal means and by radiation, the extent that the interpretation contributes to
Further, separation and/or conversion can be applied effective decision making. In addition to expertise
either above ground or in situ. In gene,al, normally associated with modeling (e,g., physics,
aboveground processes are at a higher degree of applied mathematics, software design, and numerical
development, allow more flexibility of operation, allow methods), the performance assessment research area
the use of multiple operations, and are more easily will require significant contributions from geologists,
monitored and controlled than in situ processes. On soil scientists, geostatisticians, geochemists,
the other hand, in situ processes promise to be much microbiologists, and hydrologists who willperform and
more economical because they eliminate the high interpret field experiments to enhance understanding
costs of moving large volumes of soil and/or water and of the tremendous complexity that the natural
are likely to decrease substantially the likelihood of environment introduces to characterization, monitoring,
worker exposure, and remediation alternatives. These experiments will

reveal not only the field-scale spatial and temporal
lt should be noted that much of the research

performed for concentrated-waste treatment has'some variability but also the complex competition among
multiple processes and reactions. Field experiments

applicability to dispersed waste treatment. Research are also needed to confirm the accuracy andtasks in this section are distinctive in the dilute
uncertainty of advanced performance assessment

concentrations of the contaminants, the sorption and technologies. Viewed in this way, performance
migration properties of the contaminants in soils, and assessrnent brings together a spectrum of allied
the chemical and biological environment of the technologies that combine to provide the needed
subsurface. Research tasks in treatment of

interpretation of events in the environment.
contaminated environments are listed in Table 2.3.1. Performance assessment, as stated in DOE/ER-0419

(DOE 1989), is used to (1) assess potential health and
2.3.2.4 Containment of Contaminated environmental risks to determine the need for remedial

Environments action; (2) develop, assess, and select remedial action
Technologies for the containment of contaminated alternatives; (3) predict the performance of the
environments fall into two categories: physical barriers, selected action; (4) monitor the remedial action during
which prevent passage of materials, and chemical operations; and (5) confirm the success of the action.
barriers (or filters), which preven,tpassage of specific Thus, performance assessment technology is essential
species. Other methods that are applicable to and/or for widespread applications in the conduct of
implycontainment are immobilization, 'stabilization, environmental restoration at DOE facilities.
fixation, and solidification. Research is necessary to
understand the fundamental processes that will Researchers must have a process-level (i.e.,
prevent migration of chemical species, allow long-term mechanistic) understanding of ali phenomena that
stability of barrier materials, and understatedhow contribute to the behavior of the site or facility under
natural environmental processes can be used to consideration. The complexities present at most
contain migration. Research tasks incontainment of contaminated sites as a result of natural
contaminated environments are listed in Table 2.3.1. heterogeneities, mixtures of contaminants, and

characterization uncertainties make it necessary to
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understand thesystem in order to predict and evaluate Research needs inperformance assessment fall into
the need for and benefits from remedial actions, the following four broad categories:
Without a mechanistic understanding, predictions and
assessments outside the bounds of empirical = Integrated models,

measurements (limited in time and space) cannot be • Process-level models

reliable, and predictions at various time and space = Model reliability.
scales cannot be obtained consistently and reliably,

• Computational methods.

Performance assessment can help guide site
characterization, development of treatment and The research needs in these categories are interlinked
remedial action technologies, and postrestoration and and are also linked tO research needs in the other
monitoring activities, An understanding of the natural major categories discussed in this report, ,The
processes at a site is essential to a reliable research categories !n performance assessment, along
performance assessment. The distribution and form of with more specific research tasks, are summarized in
contaminants in surface terrestrial and aquatic Table 2,4.1. Detailed descriptions of research tasks

are included in Appendix A.4,
systems and in subsurface geohydrologic systems
must be defined precisely enough so that (1) the
need for treatment and the type of treatment required 2.4.2.1 Integrated Models
can be accurately assessed, thereby establishing Integrated models represent the highest level of
treatment efficiency, and (2) postremediation performance-assessment tools. These models are
monitoring can detect improvements over background used for both actual assessments of field-scale
conditions. Performance assessment must be an performance (scoping and detailed), as well as for
integral part of ali phases of restoration, both to exploring researchquestions related to the importance
measure remedial action success and to reevaluate of various integrated or coupled processes, Thus,
unanticipated remedial action failures, there can be two types of integrated models. The first

type is a model containing virtually ali processes at its
2.4.2 Basic Research Needs most fundamental and mechanistic level. These

The goals for advancements in basic research related processes are directly coupled to one another. The
to performance assessment include development of second type is a model in which the key processes
(1) more accurate models based on a fundamental operating at a site are represented by simplified
understanding of important processes and their algorithms. The advantage of these models is their
manifestation at the field scale; (2)faster models and computational efficiency. However, these simplified

models cannot be used reliably until a comprehensivecomputer systems that will allow more realistic models
to be used in a probabilistic manner; (3) improved model is used to identify the processes that dominate
integrated models that provide efficient information the response of the environment. The basic research

needs in this area shouldemphasize the coupling ofprocessing methods, including expert systems,
preprocessors and postprocessors for rapid evaluation processes, representation of data and results,
of results, and graphical user interfaces and development of expert systems, and probabilistic and
visualization methods for te lporal and spatial scaling; possibilistic analyses. Research tasks are listed irl
and (4) advancements in model reliability, including Table 2.4.1.
field-scale validation methods for models and the

proper accounting for uncertainties[probabilistic and 2,4.2.2 Process-Level Models
possibilistic (e.g., extreme scenarios)] and spatial- and Process-level models are the building blocks of
temporal-scale effects, integrated models, They contain representations of

single processes (or small groups of related
processes) at a mechanistic level, when the degree of
understanding of the process allows. These models
are developed through the integration of field,
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Table 2.4.1 Summary and significant research needs in performance assessment

RESEAi_CH NEED RESEARCH TASK APPENDIXPAGE
Illll II II I III Ill I I I I

Integrated models

Develop representation of complex and interrelated Multicomponent models 103
coupled processes (transport, geochemical, and
microbiological) into high-level performance
assessment tools; equilibrium and kinetic
orientation; and expert systems

Develop models for high-ionfc strength and _Coupled processes in complex environments 104
nonisothermal effects resulting from waste
characteristics and remediation technologies

Process-level models

Develop single phase and multiphase flow models Single and multiphase fluid flow 105
for heterogeneous systems, spatial and temporal
sca!ing effects, and hysteresis effects

Dev,31opphysically based, and robust models able Solute transport in porous, fractured, and karst media 106
to simulate model parameters and processes for
the transport ol "nonreactive" contaminants in
natural systems

Develop theoretical and empirical models for Homogeneous chemical reactions 107

thermodynamic and kinetic relationships in Heterogeneous chemical reactions 108
geochemical processes

Develop theoretical and empirical models for Microbiological reactions 109
transformation and transport phenomena involving
13acteria,contaminants, co-metabolites, and
electron acceptors

Model reliability..............................................................................................................

Develop theory and methods to model transport, Hierarchy of spatial and temporal scales 110
geochemical, and microbiological phenomena of
varying spatial and temporal scales

Quantify uncertainties resulting from the collection. Interpretation of data and model results 111
conceptualization, and interpretation of data and
model results

Refine theory and methods to automatically and Reliability of models 112
objectively measure model reliability throughout the
modeling process
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Table 2.4.1 Summary and significant research needs in performance assessment (continued)

RESEARCH NEED RESEARCH TASK APPENDIX PAGE
rl

Model reliability (continued)

Design and implement field-scale tests that will Field-scale testing 113
realistically test models

Computational methods

Design hardware, software, and implementation Algorithms for massively parallel computation 114
schemes for large, complex models

Design novel methods to handle organization and Novel computational methods 114
retrieval of huge data bases, pattern matching, and
real-time control of remediation processes; specific
topicscould include neural networks and computer
vlsion, hearing, and voice

Develop techniques to handle transient nonlinear Mathematical representation of and numerical methods 115
differential systems and unstable solutions; for transport and reaction
operator splitters; adaptive meshing for
multicomponent, multiphase, and multidimensional
systems; and improved equations for representing
transport, geochemical, and microbiological
phenomena

Develop theory, methods, and algorithms for Smart optimizations 116
optimization of characterization with respect to
model uncertainty, environmental standards, and
finite contaminant sources

laboratory, and theoretical studies. Where possible, completely understood (particularly atthe field scale),
process-level models will be applied to controlled empirical models will be useful. Furthermore, it will be
field-scale settings to determine the accuracy of vital to research the best ways to represent
individual process models. The accuracy of an incompletely understood processes and uncertain
integrated model will be dependent on the information. Research tasks in this area of
completeness and representation of the process-level performance assessment are listed in Table 2.4.1.
models it contains; the accuracy of the process-level

models; and the accuracy, availability, anc 2.4.2.3 Model Reliability
representation of data requiredby the model.

._,'lodelreliability is concerned with the goodness of
Process-level models will allow extrapolation and

_orecastsand the uncertainty of the results. To the
prediction beyond the boundaries of h_ghlycontrolled

extent possible, ali models (integrated and process-
and simplified experiments. Thus, true torecasts level) must be validated at the scale at which remedial
rather than statistical curve fitting will be possible.

actlor_s;_reactually performed (i.e., the field scale).
However, because some processes ar6 not yet Close I_nkagewith small- and intermediate-scale
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testing, as discussed in Section 2.1, Environmental DOE sites. Comparative health and environmental
Transport and Transformation, is essential, risks and costs of competing remediation technologies
Improvements are needed in methods for incorporating in comparison with those of the b_celine system (i.e.,
the effects of temporal and spatial scale that result the status quo),must be understood. Because of the
from disparate characterization and representation nature of DOE mixed wastes, the development of new
scales in models. Methods are needed to incorporate approaches for predicting exposures and biological
uncertainty arising from a variety of sources, including response are necessary. Basic research on

conceptual models. Research tasks are listed in rnechanismsof disease etiology and the identifying of
Table 2.4.1. sensitive markers or sentinel species of exposure and

effect is needed.

2.4.2.4 Computational Methods

Computational methods must emphasize both Although remediating problems and situations that
software and hardware. Without more efficient and pose a real detrimental impact on health and

environment are of short-term concern, development
faster algorithms and hardware platforms, marly of the

of viable options for safe and cost-effective
models likely to be developed in the next 20 years will

remediation of most sites will be a long-term goal.
not be amenable to actual application because of

Basic research tasks listed in Section 2.5; Health and
constraints on available computer resources. In

Environmental Effects, will address key aspects of
addition to pure computational efficiency concerns, environmental restoration not addressed in Sections.
there are significant problems in the solution of highly
nonlinear and large-gradient problems that _,retypical 2.1 and 2.4. Research tasks address knowledgegaps
of coupled hydrological-geochemical-microbiological related to improving human health risk assessment
simulations. There is evidence that novel approaches techniques, developing ecological criteria response

and assessment methodologies, and verifying
to representing transport and reaction processes with

restoration efficacy both from an environmental qualitynew equation sets could yield more accurate models.
and health perspective.

Research tasks that address this category are listed in

Table 2.4.1. 2.5.2 Basic Research Needs

This basicresearch effort emphasizes developmentof
2.5 Health and Environmental health and environmentalriskassessment and ranking
Effects tools and supportingdata thatwill have direct

relevanceto the specificexposureproblems
2.5.1 Definition and Relevance associatedwith DOE waste sites and their

The selectionof an environmentalrestorationstrategy remediation, lt focuseson problemsof predictingthe
effects of low-levelexposuresbecauseexposuresofdepends on estimates of human healthconcerns.

These includerisksto workersoccupationallyexposed this type arethe most likelyto occur andcurrent
during the restorationprocess,risks to the publicin means of quantifyingthese effects are inadequate. In
areas surroundingthe contaminatedsites, risksto addition,the mixed-wastecharacterof the DOEsites

necessitatesrefinementof currentproceduresandpotentialfutureinhabitants of the sites, and risks to
contaminatedecosystemsboth currentlyand in the developmentof newtechniquesspecificallyaimed at
future. Because the risks of DOE mixed wastes are identifying potential interactions between radiation and
poorly understood, basic research in human health chemical exposures. There is an emphasis on
and environmental effects is needed, identifying basic biological mechanisms of action of

radiation and chemicals, with a focus on cellular and

The overall goal of the proposed basic research is to molecular effects, to maximize the ability to extrapolate
make fundamental scientific advances in the between test systems and biological/ecological

quantification of risks resulting from mixed (or endpoints. The research targets a wide range of
simultaneous) exposure to radiation and chemicals at relevant biological endpoints, including genetic

damage (e.g., mutations and cancer), nongenetic



damage, and impacts on the population, community, intermediate-term risk assessment. The long-term
and ecosystem levels (e.g., immunotoxicities and research perspective should include an intermediate
neurotoxicities), Finally, it.identifies needed work strategy as well as a long-term strategy. The
required to integrate this information in ranking intermediate (5-to 10-year) strategy would include
strategies and risk assessments, data and models useful to support relative hazard

ranking, and the longer-term (10- to 20+ -year)
2.5.3 Human Health Effects strategy wouldfocus on fundamental mechanisms.

Evaluation of human health issues for waste sites is Both efforts must begin now. Therefore, new,
advanced methodologic concepts for hazard rankingscarried out under intense public scrutiny. Currently,
and risk assessment must be developed for

the interfaces between epidemiology, toxicology,
intermediate strategy to replace the concepts usedexposure measurements, and risk assessment are

crude. Better interfaces must be developed so that the today, The following four major research categories
ultimate goals of evaluating human health risks can be have been identified:
met. This research will complement other national
efforts but will also provide data specifically aimed at • Exposure assessrnent.
DOE environmental restoration sites and exposure • Markers for biological responses.
conditions. • Health risk evaluations.

• Human health studies.
There is an increasing need to develop risk

assessment methodologies for nongenotoxic effects, These research categories, along with more specific
such as neurotoxicity, immunotoxicity, and research tasks, are summarized in Taole 2.5.1.
reproductive/developmental toxicity, along with the Detailed descriptions of research tasks are in
current emphasis on carcinogenic risk assessment. Appendix A.5.
Currently, calculations of cancer risk are filled with

major uncertainties. There is a large and, perhaps, 2.5.3.1 Exposure Assessment
unacceptable tradeoff between realistic evaluations
and margins of safety for exposed populations. In the Interpretation of many epidemiological studies is
case of cancer, for example, few, if any, in the compromised because of poor exposure data and an
biomedical community are willing to defend the inability to define the biologically effective internaldose

of the xenobiotics being studied. There are roughly twoposition that present-day cancer risk assessment
methodologies are realistic at low doses of chemicals approaches to this problem. The first is a
or radiation. The usual claim is that models are first-principles approach, using environmental

thought to ensure protection. The major complication pathways analysis and the resultant bioavailability and
is that extrapolation of risk is made for extremely small pharmacokinetics of the toxicant mixtures at the point
concentrations of contaminant insult in comparison of intake. The chemical/physical form of a pollutant
with a background cancer rate of about 20 percent, maybe altered by site-specific conditions or processes
Moreover, humans are exposed to a variety of associated with the remediation/restoration. Thus, it is
initiators, promoters, and carcinogens inside the body, important to be aware of the pollutant characterization
as well as in the environment. Consequently, as the not only at the point of release but also at the point of
risk analyst evaluates different chemical and intake. The second approach to exposure
radiological agents and the mixed-waste problem characterization is to allow each individual to be his or

her own dosimeter. This approach has the advantagetoday, it becomes apparent that uncertainty is the
dominant element in risk assessments: of a high degree of specificity per person but requires

that each person be sampled. Examples of personal

There are currently no adequate human health measures of exposure include immunoassays for
risk-assessment models based on fundamental carcinogens, their metabolites, and the DNA and

biological mechanisms. Effects-based models, protein adducts formed by these compounds. A
therefore, must play a significant role in variety of additional assays can be envisioned for
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Table 2.5.1. Summary of significant research needs in human health effects

RESEARCH NEED RESEARCH TASK APPENDIX PAGE
II lillllll I ' ' I I IIII I 'li III1 I I II lbl' I II II

Exposure assessment

Conduct dosimetry research: develop new and Exposure assessment 117
sensitive technologies for measuring compounds in
humans as result of exposures to DOE mi;',ed
wastes; develop methods suitable for measuring
chronic exposures at low dose rates (e.g.,
antibodies to adducts and metabolites and body
fluid assays by physical-chemical methods and
bioassays)

Determine bioavailability and pharmacokinetics of Bioavailability and pharmacokinetics of radionuclides and 118
mixed wastes (combinations of radionuclides and hazardouschemical mixtures
chemicals)

Markers for biological responses

Develop molecular techniques for markers (e.g., Molecular techniques to identify genotoxic responses 119 '
mutations and gene activation) of genotoxic and gene activation '
responses (e.g., carcinogenesis and mutagenesis)

Identify markers of nongenotoxic cellular damage Markers for nongenotoxic responses 120
(i.e., membrane effects and action on proteins,
liquids, etc.); determine specific target organ/tissue
toxicities (e.g., pulmonary, nervous, immune, or
reproductive systems, etc.)

Health risk. evaluations

Validate the relationship between markers of Markers versus biological response 121
exposure, biological response, and adverse health
effects

Develop and use model systems to facilitate Advanced model systems 122
understanding of basic mechanisms and
interspecies extrapolations; examples include
studies on mechanisms of synergism

Refine risk assessment models, including transport Information needs for advanced risk assessment 123
and distribution of agent, damage and repair rates,
and proliferation of calls

Design expert systems to assist in a uniform Expert hazard ranking/risk assessment 124
process for hazard rankings/risk assessments in
prioritizing remediation alternatives



Table 2.5.1. Summary of significant research needs in human health effects (continued)

RESEARCH NEED RESEARCHTASK APPENDIX PAGE
I'T II I l i_ I

Health risk evaluations (continued)

Improve existing short-term tests and develop new Short-term tests 125
tests incorporating latest molecular techniques;
these studies will allow prioritization of sites based
on health risk considerations and alternative

remediation approaches,

_l

Hurn_n health studies

; Develop new approaches to risk assessment that Human diversity 126
consider human heterogeneity in biotransformation
and response to mixed wastes; examples include
studies of specific genetic alleles

Understand nonspecific symptoms typical for Research on nonspecific symptoms in waste site 127
persons near waste sites; symptoms may indicate communities
real effects resulting from minimal exposure

Identify parameters for health risk assessments Essential data for planning epidemiological studies of 127
and for environmental data bases required to waste site communities
implement site-specific studies

Identify biological markers for future Feasibility and utility of biological markers in health 128
epidemiological studies effects studies

some sample of human fluid or tissue. Research tasks and others, Nongenotoxic responses include
are listed in Table 2,5.1. membrane effects, action on proteins, and lipids.

' A variety of endpoints requires, emphasis, including
2.5.3.2 Markers for Biological Responses studies of pulmonary, nervous, immune,and

Biological response represents an additional level of reproductive systems. Research tasks are listed in
Table 2.5.1.

specificity beyond exposure. However, it is feasible to
consider the widespread use of cellular- and

2.5.3.3 Health Risk Evaluationsmolecular-levelbiomarkers thatcan be developed as
indicatorsof earlybiologicalresponsesto waste site A widerangeof issues relatedto healthrisk
radionuclides,chemicals, and theircombinations, evaluationsrequiresstudy. These include(1) studies
These indicators can and should be developed for both of markers versus biological response and (2)
genotoxic and nongenotoxic contaminants. A variety development of advanced model systems, necessary
of methods for measuring genotoxic molecular-level mechanistic parameters for advanced-risk assessment
responses has been identified. These include models, expert hazard ranking/risk assessment
mutational spectra, activation or inactivation of specific techniques, and short-term tests for use with hybrid
genes or metabolizing enzymes, repair enzymes, assessment models.
metallothionein, interleukin-1, viruses, stress proteins,



Population measurements of exposures and biological exposure) are actually stress related, populations near
responses need to be re!ated to adverse health such s_tesmay indeed be encountering significant
effects. Because obtaining epidem,ological data may public health consequences. Researchers need to
take decades, animal models are needed to provide develop biomarkers for such stress-related endpoints
quantitative linkages between the various endpoints, as well as methods for understanding if the.presence
ihus facilitating extrapolation to humans. Controlled of such biomarkers are associated with evidence of
exposures of animals and in 'vitrotest systems allow increased disease risk,
precise determination of dose-response curves, the
capacity of biological systems to repair damage, and A variety of background information must be identified
the elucidation of mechanisms leading to disease, and accumulated r_,_forespecific health effects studies
New and inexpensive short-term tests are needed for are implemented. A computerized environmental data
input to hazard ranking/health-risk assessments. Use base should be developed to assess the presence and
of these tests can be.direct, as in the study of potential movement of contaminants through
interaction mechanisms between chemicals arid environmental media. This environmental data base

radiation, and indirect, as in aiding in the fractionation should be developed along with a sociodemographic
of mixed waste and effluents resulting from data base that characterizes the populations living
remediation. Short-term assays are required for a near DOE sites. Research to identify needed
variety of toxic endpoints beyond the frequently parameters includes a consideration of health-risk
studied mutagenicity and cytotoxicity. Development assessment methods.
and implementation of advanced risk assessment
models is limited by availability of data for input Although various recently developed biomarkers of
parameters. Necessary input parameters include exposure and effect show great promise as
those related to the transport and distribution of epidemiological tools to measure both exposure and
agents, the molecular damage they produce, repair effects in human populations, major issues of
processes, and stimulation of cell proliferation, feasibility and utility of these markers need to be
Research tasks are listed in Table 2.5.1. addressed before they can be used with confidence in

studies of DOE waste sites. Feasibility issues include
2.5:3.4 Human Health Studies cost, identification of correct sampling procedures,

The preferred data for risk assessments is derived variability of markers within and among individuals,
storage potential of specimens, questions of analysis

from human studies. Exposure to low levels of toxic protocol, laboratory requirements, etc. Besides
materials requires epidemiologic studies having feasibility, the usefulness of the existing array of
especially sensitive target endpoints, large size, and

biomarkers in epidemiological studies is also a
other attributes difficult to attain. Human populations

concern. Clearly, not ali biomarkers are equally useful,
are genetically diverse, in contrast with laboratory and studies must be performed to identify the most
animals, and may respond to exposure or presumed reliable battery of assays. Research tasks are listed in
exposure with varying endpoints and sensitivities. Table 2.5.1.
Therefore, it is prudent to determine whether
individuals have special sensitivities to the more

2.5.4 Environmental Effects
abundant and mobile pollutants at the DOEwaste
sites. To accomplish this task, markers for human Identification, quantification, and remediation of
heterogeneity should be developed for use with potentially adverse environmental effects resulting
noninvasivesampling tech,Tiques, from DOEwaste operations will require that important

environmental pathways, mechanisms of exposure of
Some individuals around Superfund sites complain of site biota.,and methods of validating and
nonspecific symptoms such as headaches, abdominal communicating remedial action option efficacy be
pain, ar:,:._::!,:inrashes. Such symptoms are also adapted/developed and implemented.
documenl_d to be in excess near some Superfund
sites. If these symptoms (perhaps, to presumed
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Specific goals of the Environmental Effects research be better understood, A basic understanding of the
area are to (1) provide a mechanistic basis for toxicokinetics, rnetabolisrn,modes of action, and
predicting relative sensitivities of different plant and critical biochemical and physiological consequences of
animal species, establishing exposure limits, and contaminant exposure in organisrns and exoosure
evaluating the toxicities of mixtures of chemicals and situations relevant to DOE sites is required, This
radionuclide with different modes of action; (2) develop information is necessary to relate toxicological
new classes of biomarkers and identify sentinel mechanisms and environmental exposure path_vaysto
species to use as indicators of ecosystem health or meaningful wildlife responses. This also requires an
stress; (3) develop analytical techniques to measure understanding of the fundamental soil-plant and
the chemical forms to which organisms are actually sediment/soil-microbial processes that influence_
exposed and develop methods for estimating absorption of contaminants, chemical transformations,
exposures of orgallisms to wastes and atmospheric and surface recycling processes, including the effects
pollutants; (4) develop and validate new approaches of transformations at higher trophic levels. Little is
for quantifying effects on higher levels of ecological known about the influence of the air-water or air-soil
organization (populations, communities, and interface on the persistence and biodegradation of
ecosystems); and (5) develop the necessary expert contaminants, even though this interface is the site of
systems and computer visualization programs (i,e., high microbial activity and hydrophobic contaminant
ways of communicating the scientific information) to accumulation. Analytical methods for detection of
provide a means for assessing ecological effects in photosynthetic dysfunction mUst also be improved and
relation to alternative remedial actions and efficacy of adapted for use under field conditions and with
proposed actions, remote-sensing technology. Research tasks are listed

in Table 2.5,2,

The following environmental research categories are
mportant to DOE: 2,5.4,2 Biomarkers

,, Mechanistic/process-level toxicology. Ind;cators of contaminant exposure, susceptibility, and
effects need to be developed and applied to DOE

• Biornarkers. site-specific conditions. Because it is impractical to
• Ecological exposures, monitor ali exposed plant and animal species,
ii Risk assessment, identification and evaluation of the potential for using

• Expert systems, so-called sentinel species is also a critical need. A
sentinel species is one whose ecotoxicological

These research categories, along with more specific responses are an indicator of overall exposure or
research tasks, are summarized in Table 2.5.2. effects of a contaminant (or mixture) because of

Detailed descriptions of research tasks are included in sensitivity, position in the community, likelihood of
Appendix A.5. exposure, or relative abundance, The relationships

between cellular- to molecular-level biomarkers and

2.5.4.1 Mechanistic/Process-Level organism-level effects (changes in growth, survival,

Toxicology and reproduction) must be elucidated through basicresearch. Research tasks ,arelisted in Table 2.5.2,
Currently, a very limited data base exists on the basic
biochemistry, physiology, and ecotoxicology of most
nonmammalian organisms of ecological concern
(vertebrates, invertebrates, plants, and microbes). The
need to extrapolate information from tested species to
other taxa w!ll increase as predictive risk assessment
needs grow. Alterations in responses related to the
duration, frequency, and intensity of exposures must
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Table 2.5.2. Summary of significant research needs in environmental effects

RESEARCH NEED RESEARCHTASK APPENDIX PAGE

M.e_ehanistic/process-level toxicology

Predict the relative sensitivity of different species to Comparative biochemistry and physiology 129
improve our understanding of the scale of
extrapolation

Evaluate pollutant bioavailability and persistence at Pollutant bioavallabtllty and persistence at the air-water 130
the air-water interface as affected by microbial interface
activity in aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems

Investigate the mechanisms controlling the Sublethal effects of chemicals and amendments on 131
sublethal biochemical metabolic responses of microbial communities
microbial communities; develop appropriate
methods for determining the effects at the
biochemical, physiological, and metabolic levels

Evaluate the physicochemical interactions in the Influence of chemical and biological transformations on 132
environment and their impact on pollutant exposure
availability and toxicity

Develop data bases to assess the biotic and abiotic Contaminant availability and chemical fate in plants 133
transport, availability, and chemical behavior of
contaminants in terrestrial environments

Develop analytical methods to detect Detection of plant responses to stressors 134
photosynthetic dysfunction in plants as a diagnostic
tool for ecotoxicology

Develop methods for determining sublethal Sublethal responses 135
biochemical responses, including models of action,
and physiological responses to toxicants in
selected organisms

Determine the mechanisms of toxic action of the Mechanisms of action 136

stressors on DOE sites, including additive,
synergistic, antagonistic, and accumulative
mechanisms

Determine the patterns of response of selected Patterns of response related to the duration, frequency, 137
organisms to the duration, frequency, and intensity and intensity of exposure
of exposure



Table 2,5.2. Summary of significant research needs In envtronmantal effects (continued)

RESEARCH NEED RESEARCH TASK APPENDIXPAGE
I I I I_ II I I II I IIIII I' I

Biornarkers

Identifynew sentinel plant and animal species, Biomarkers of exposure/effects 138

understand the relationship of cellular- to New techniques and methodologies 138
molecular-level biomarkers to organism-level effects Sentinel species as biomarkers of exposure and effects 139

h

Ecological exposure

Validate field models to provide evidence that Field validation of exposure models 140
model predictions in various environmentsare

', c_edible

Develop methods to conduct multimedia analyses, Transport, exposure, and effects models foi risk 140
to apportion the risk by pathway so that assessments
more-targeted control strategies can be developed;
integrate uncertainty estimates and probabilistic
predictions in models

{,

Evaluate organism habitats as they influence Exposure of terrestrial organisms to chemical 141
exposure and determine the importance of food contaminants
preference, habitat, home range, and behavior on
exposure

Determine the relative influence of environmental Effects of environmental factors on toxicity, 141
factors on the toxicity of chemicals to terrestrial
organisms

Develop techniques to assess the biological Techniques for accessing biological availability and 142
availability/effects of these toxicant mixtures in effects of radionuclide and hazardous chemical mixtures
sediments

Risk assessment

Conduct multidisciplinary efforts to evaluate the Validation of risk assessmet_tprocedures 143
assumptions, criteria, and processes associated
with risk assessment; laboratory and field
validations are needed

Develop methods to predict effects of chemicals in Prediction anddetection of ecosystem effects from 144
ecosystems at concentrations well below acute environmental residues
toxicity levels for individual organisms

Developand validate new techniques to determine Development and validation of new approaches for 145
the effects of mixed radioactive andchemical quantifying effects at higher levels of organization
wastes on wildlife and aquatic biota at the
community and ecosystem levels of organization
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Table 2.5.2. Summary of significant research needs in environmental effects (continued)

RESEARCHNEED RESEARCHTASK APPENDIXPAGE
I I II II I I I_1

Expert systems

Develop methods to communicate the Communicatlorl of the risk assessment process 146
environmental risks associated with remedial action
to state and Federal regulators, DOE staff, involved
professionals, and the general public; reduce very
complex data to a simple, understandable format

Develop and test expert systems for applicability to Development of expert systems for environmental risk 147
environmental risk assessment to help make assessment
complex loading, exposure, and effects models and
data bases accessible

Develop new set of statistical methods that permit Multivariate spatial statistics 148
quantitative comparisons between and among
individual geostatistical constructs; develop
subjective means o_organizing and combining
different sets of environmental data such as
distribution of xenobiotic contaminants and

phytotoxicity

Develop andvalidate tile use of remote sensing for Remote sensing of chemically induced plant stress 149
determining impact of mixed wastes to plants,
Including use of thermal and infrared ranges using
aircraft and satellite-bases sensing systems

Develop genomic methods with which to evaluate Use of genetically engineered microorganisms 150
the safety and efficiency of genetically engineered
organisms (GEMs); understand the population
dynamics and ecology of GEMs and their
associated gene sequences as well as gene
transfer between microbes

2.5.4.3 Ecological Exposures These analytical methods must also accept and
New techniques are needed to assess the biological integrate uncertainty estimates and probabilistic
availability/effects of contaminant mixtures from the predictions where necessary and provide output that is
environment, particularly from sediments and soils, useful in decision making (e,g., computer
The influence of many behavioral and environmental visualization), Field validation of models is also
factors on bioavailability and toxicity is also very poorly necessary to provide the evidence that predictions are
understood, Tools are needed to link transport, credible. Existing modeling frameworks are notably
exposure, and effects in a meaningful way so that risk deficient in this respect, and this deficiency must be
can be apportioned by pathway and so that targeted remedied if decision makers and regulatory authorities
control strategies for contaminants can be developed, are to make use of model predictions in defining the



scope of remedial actions, Research tasks are risk assessment process, New statistical methods are
listed in Table 2,5,2, also needed to permit quantitative comparisons

between and among geostatistical constr'ucts(i,e,, to
2.5.4.4 Risk Assessrnent meet the special problems associated with spatially

The environmental riskassessment process currently distributed data), The potential application of remote
used to estimate the hazards and risks of sensing techniques to assess the spatial distribution,
radionuclides and chemicals released into the level, and extent of phytotoxicity at DOE contaminated

environment has yet to be validated. A unified sites also needs to be explored, Finally, an
multidisciplinary effort has not been made to determine unde_standingof the population dynamics and ecology

of genetically engineered microorganisms (GEMs),whether the assumptions, criteria, and processes
associated with risk assessment decisions are correct, their associated gene sequences, and the dynamics of

The different approaches currently available, along gene transfer to natural populations is needed before
with those now under development, need to be GEMs can be sanctioned for biorernediatlon at DOE
thoroughly evaluated through both laboratory and field sites, Research tasks are listed in Table 2.5,2,
testing, Although ecosystem functions are susceptible
to disruption by toxic contaminants present at relatively 2.6 Topical, Multidisciplinary

Environmental Restoration
low levels (i,e, below acute toxicity thresholds),
credible methods do not exist for predicting changes Research Facilities
associated with specific contamination patterns or Basic research in environmental restoration requires
measuring changes in the field and associating these cooperation and information exchange among many
with a specific site, No generally accepted methods disciplines, such as biology, chemistry, geology,
exist for quantifying the effects of measured physics, toxicology, epidemiology, engineering, and
exposures, body burdens, or biomarker levels on computer science, For this reason, a number of
exposed populations of regulatory interest, topical, multidisciplinary environmentalrestoration
communities of interacting populations, or basic research facilities need to be established, For
functional processes that provide the life-support example, simulation of contaminated environments
systems for populations and communities, Empirical, (which may involve acres or square miles) and scale
mechanistic, and quantitative modeling research is up from laboratory- and bench-scale studies to
needed to address the existing gaps in knowledge and engineering- and field-scale operations will involve a
thus provide credible risk assessment tools for use at large (-1-ha) engineering facility that has the capability
DOE sites, Research tasks are listed in Table 2.5,2. of soil changeout. Such a facility would require

multidisciplinary support (hydrogeologists, soil

2,5.4.5 Expert Systems scientists, environmental scientists, chemists,

Methods to communicate the environmental risk engineers, and technicians) and would operate over
assessment process to regulatory authorities, the several years.
general public, DOEdecision makers, and elected
officials must be developed. The challenge is to
reduce a very complex process to a simple,
informative message that shows each segment of the
audience how it is affected by the process, Yet the
message must be effectively communicated to
individuals with different social values and different

risk-perception styles, Researchers need to develop
user interfaces, including expert systems that
automate many time-consuming tasks associated with
complex environmental loading, exposure, and effects
models to improve the efficiency and accuracy of theJ



t

The facilities would be of three major types. They may also include centers for standards,
I 'c,_:.,!,',bratlon,.and Intercomparlsonof contaminants

1. User facilities a* contaminated sites permitting ,_.various media (gas, aqueous, and solid),
environmental restoration research to be similar to radiation-calibration laboratories.
conducted under realistic conditions, In addition,

much Important information will be generated 3, Field research facllitles with extensive
during actual remedial action activities. These Instrumentation and monitoring capabilities.
activities can be learning tools, providing These user facilities will support basic research
Information not only about technology efficacy but that is directed toward important environmental
also about fundamental processes. Issues and will make available state-of-the-art

scientific equipment and facilities for the
2, User facilities furnishing complex equipment investlgatlon of environmental problems by the

such as state-of-the-art computation, digitization, scientific community at large.
visualization, expert systems/artificial
intelligence, robotics, and sensor hardware.
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3. EDUCATIONALINITIATIVES

3.1 Background precollege level, realizing that this is the group from
which those future scientists and engineers will come,

Extensive attention has been given recently to the
In the shorter term, however, there is also a demandcrisis in science education in the United States, Data
that may not be easily answered, Thus, OTD, through

collected by the NSF point out that fewer and fewer
students are opting to enter sclenceand engineering which the implementation of DOE's 5-yearwaste
careers; it is p,redictedthat by the year 2006, there will cleanup activities will be undertaken, has initiated an
be a shortfall of 675,000 scientists and engineers in educational activity for which a significant part of its
this country, If a total loss of worldwide scientific budget is being directed, Furthermore, OER has
leadership is to be averted, women and minorities, recently established the Office of University and
groups that typica'lly do not enter these career fields, Science Education Programs to implement DOE's
must be counted on to help fill the gap, and white science,.mathematics, and engineering educationinitiatives, Educational needs are included in this
males must be further encouraged to undertake

document to underscore the importance of DOE's
technical careers. A recent national survey revealed education initiatives related to environmental issues
that among 14 "developed" countries, the United

and restorationconcepts,
States ranks 14th in scientific literacy and education.

DOE is fully cognizant of this crisis. A recent report by 3.2 Objectives
the Energy Research and Advisory Board (Science. The educational activities of this plan have the
and Engineering Education 1988) details DOE's future following two objectives:
needs for technical staff and makes a series of specific ..
recommendations regarding the enhancement of the • To increase the pool of appropriately trained
Department's educational involvement, Included are scientists needed for environmental restoration.

recommendations related to the continuation of college • To help create a higher level of scientific
and graduate support activities, the ephancement of awareness within the general public with regard to
kindergarten through 12th grade teacher involvement, the basic-science issues associated with
and the expansion of public communication, Since environmental restoration activities.
that report was issued, current Secretary of Energy
James Watkins has taken a leadership position in Both of these objectives are appropriate to the mission
enhancing the science educational activities of DOE, of the environmental restoration effort. The
In addition, President George Bush has elevated importance of the first objective is obvious and reflects
science education to the level of national concern, the relatively long-term nature of the restoration
Much of the impetus for DOE's increased efforts is tied demands. The second objective relates to the need
to the realization that vast an,ounts of DOE resources for an informed population that must understand the
must be directed toward assessment and relative risks associated with various environmental

environmental restoration of its contaminated facilities restoration activities.
throughout the country and that without a pool of
appropriately trained U.S. scientists and engineers, 3.3 Educational Activities
this challenge cannot be effectively undertaken.

Scientists who have prepared this plan have
Indeed, the tong-range nature of the need has been

contributed dialog and suggestions about the
publicly acknowledged by the Secretary. He has

objectives and methods to address these objectives.
specifically noted the necessity to concentrate on the
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Although numerous specific and general ideas have involved in the planning and implementation of the
surfaced, three primary areas of emphasis have environmental restoration educational activities, lt is
emerged around a general theme, the enhancement of also important to ensure that DOE's educational efforts
and appreciation for a knowledge of basic science: related to basic research are coordinated with other

" Federal organizations (e.g., Department of Education,
m Increased support for undergraduate and Department of Interior, and the NSF) that have related

graduate education in disciplines especially activities and objectives, Educational activities should
necessary to the environmental restoration effort, be innovative and directed toward getting maximum

m Enhancement of precollege curricula and teaching benefit (i.e., reaching many students) for minimal
quality in science and mathematics, dollars.

Development of specific avenues for increasing
the general level of public understanding of REFERENCES
environmental restoration activities,

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). 1989. Evaluation

lt is important to note that a long-term increase in the of Mid-to-Long Term Basic Research for
pool of talent necessary for environmental restoration Environmental Restoration, DOE/ER-0419. U,S,
begins by improving the science and mathematics Department of Energy, Washington, D,C.
curricula at the precollege level. If this improvement
can be effectively accomplished, more students will U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO). 1988,
become interested in pursuing a technical career, a Nuclear Waste." Problems Associated with DOE's
choice that is generally made before entering college. Inactive Waste Sites. GAO/RCED-169, U.S, General
At the college level, enhanced undergraduate and Accounting Officc, Washington, D,C.
graduate education is a natural result of a strong
basic-research program that funds universities, Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP),

1989. Federal Ground-water Science and Technology

lt is imperative that the educational activities in the Programs. Office of Science and Technology Policy,
environmental restoration area be directed toward Washington, D,C.

basic science and be fully coordinated with other
relevant offices within DOE, notably the Office of U,S. Department of Energy (DOE). 1988, Science
University and Science Education Programs of OER and Engineering Education, A Report of the Energy
and the OTD of EM, Many professional societies that Research Advisory Board to the U.S. Department of
are actively involved in precollege science education Energy. DOE/S-0065. U,S. Department of Energy,
and public awareness should be asked to become fully Washington, D.C.
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APPENDIXA
SPECIFIC RESEARCH NEEDS IN
ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION

Identified basic research needs were summarized in chapter 2.0 and listed in Tables 2.1,1 through 2.5.2. Detailed
descriptions are presented in Appendix A by assigned major research area and categories, The following is a list of
research -lreas and categories:

APPENDIX A.1 APPENDIX A.4

Area: Environmental Transport and Area: Performance Assessment
Transformation

Categories: Integrated Models
Categories: Molecular Science Process-Level Models

Geochemistry Model Reliability

Microbiology Computational Methods
Plant Science

Transport Processes APPENDIX A.5

Heterogeneity and Scale Area: Health and Environmental Effects

APPENDIX A.2 Categories: Exposure Assessment

Area: Advanced Sampling, (Health Effects) Markers for Biological Responses
Characterization, and Monitoring Health Risk Evaluations
Methods Human Health Studies

Categories: Initial Site Investigations Categories: Mechanistic/Process-Level
Site Characterization (Environmental Toxicology

Effects) BiomarkersLaboratory Analytical Techniques
Ecological Exposure

APPENDIX A.3 Risk Assessment

Area' New Remediation Technology Expert Systems

Categories Inactive Facilities
Decontamination and

Decommissioning
Concentrated Waste

Treatment of Contaminated
Environments

Containments of Contaminated
Environments
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Environmental restoration is, by nature, and defines the degree to which one category
interdisciplinary, and no single discipline is likely to scientifically depends on or contributes to another. For
make a significant long-term contribution. The example, understanding transport processes in
complexity and heterogeneity of the natural heterogeneous systems requires an ability to collect
environment is greatly amplified by the intrusion of representative samples at an appropriate physical
contaminants. This complexity mandates that a scale. Therefore, the linkage between the
systematic approach, drawing on fundamental heterogeneity and scale and the site characterization
principles from many scientific disciplines, be research categories is strong. The large number of
employed for restoration. Strong scientific linkages strong linkages in Figure A-1 illustrates the
exist among each of the five broad research areas, interdisciplinary nature and inherent complexity of
Linkages of varying strengths also exist internally environmental restoration.
among each of the 26 research categories. Figure A-1
is a matrix that shows the relative strength of linkage
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Heterogeneity-y--__ _ _'_ __ _i _,__1_ _Initial Investigations ' _,_ _ _ _ _E_l_ 7Site Characterization _1__ d ._ / /Lab Analytical Tech. _1 _1
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Contam. Env.-T,eatment .., j Z//Z___iZ

Contam. Env...Contain, mmI _ Z

Model Reliability m _1_ [._/ ._ ._ ,4

Computational Methods
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APPENDIX A.1
ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSPORT AND
TRANSFORMATION

Molecular Processes in Liquids Molecular Processes on Surfaces
New information is needed to develop a and at Interfaces
molecular-level understandingof the structures, Surfaces of geological and soil materials are the
mechanisms, reaction dynamics, and kinetics of the principal sorbers of waste components transported in
chemical species in surface, subsurface, and the vapor and liquid (solution) phases. Fundamental
atmospheric systems. Experimental examination is understanding of the processes binding contaminants
essential to develop meaningful theoretical models of to these surfaces is necessary to describe or predict
complex systems. Such models are vital to the their role in retarding the migration of contaminants
scientific evaluation of contaminant transformation adequately. Important areas of inquiry include the role
processes in the environment, of impurities and contaminants on surface structure,

the role of the surface and interface structure on

Liquid-phase molecular processes facilitate molecular processes, the energetics and dynamics of
contaminant transport in the surface and subsurface interface and interphase formation, and the transport
environment, and liquid-phase reactions can alter through interfaces.
contaminant form. The effects of solvent molecules on

molecular processes controlling reaction and transport Studies of surfaces and interfaces of natural minerals
in geochemical and atmospheric systems can be and model materials should be conducted. Increased
modeled successfully only when analogous knowledge of the role of surface anddefect structure
solution-phase processes are understood, and reactivity will require methods to create model

surfaces and interfaces. Increased knowledge of
Research into molecular processes in liquids should solid-solid and solid-liquid interfaces will require the
include experimental determinations of structures of advancement of theoretical and computational
solvated, reactive solute molecules; correlation of the techniques, experimental investigation of natural and
structural data with experimental kinetic data; model surfaces, and development of advanced
construction and verificationof conceptual models of techniques to examine such interfaces.
so;vent-solute clusters and reaction kinetics;

(concurrent with the first two research areas) Detailed understanding of molecular-level processes
t=me-resolvedmeasurements of molecular dynamics of occurring on surfaces and at interfaces will provide the
reactions in both the bulk solution phase and in model basis for mechanistic improvements of contaminant
clusters; and advancement of experimental and transformation and transport models and their
analytical methods applicable to these investigations, validation, development of sensors having tailored

responses to specific chemicals or contaminants, and
Fundamental understanding of the relationships the design of long-lasting waste forms and barrier
among molecular structUre, reaction kinetics, and the materials.
forces controlling reaction dynamics will provide the
basis necessary for quantitative description of
solution-phase chemical reactions.



Molecular Science

Molecular-Scale Enzymatic critical structure/function relati°nships, These
relationships form the basis for redesigning enzymes

Processes to improve their biodegradative capacity, Strong
Understanding of biochemical processes in the coupling of the experimental effort with a
environment as well as development uf new biological theoretical/computalional effort directed .towarda
processes for remediating the 'enviruflment (e,g,, detailed understanding of the structure and dynamics
contaminated DOE sites) requires an understanding of of the enzymes isnecessary. These efforts also must
the enzymatic processes involved. A knowledge of be coupled to research in subsurface microbiology to
enzyme structure is necessary to understand the basic ascertain the applicability of environmentally relevant
relationship between molecular structure and biological microorganisms and their enzymes, Rational
function and to use rational molecular engineering molecular engineering methods then can be used to
methods to redesign bacterial enzymes for enhanced redesign naturally occurring enzymes for enhanced
biotransformation processes, bioremediation purposes, ,

First, the molecular structureof important This research will provide the fundamentalknowledge
biodegradative enzymes must be determined, This required for development of new bacterial enzymes
effort will require the use of a combination of that are designed to efficiently biodegrade
techniques from molecular biology (cloning and over environmental contaminants.
expression), protein biochemistry (isolation and crystal
growth), and x-ray crystallography and NMR
spectroscopy (structure determination), Second, the
new structural information must be used to establish
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Geochemistry

Thermodynamic Properties Geochemistry of Interactions
and Chemical Reactions at Phase Boundaries
An expansion of the existing experimental data base Chemical interactions at phase boundaries greatly
on thermodynamic properties relating to surface and affect the mobility of contaminants irl disposal settings,
subsurface environments is critically needed to Such interactions include bubble and colloid formation,
advance the quantitative prediction of the behavior of mineral dissolution or precipitation, fracturing due to
contaminants in surface and subsurface environments, phase separation, viscosity changes, transfer of a
Such data should include naturally occurring mineral contaminant to a more mobile phase (such as a gas),
and fluid phases; speciation within phases; and sorption or desorption of contaminants at the interface
reaction rates, mechanisms, and equilibrium constants between fluids and solids (including minerals and
in multicomponent aqueous and organic fluids and colloids), and surface-catalyzed transformation
mineral solid solutions. 3rocesses.

In aqueous, organic, and mixed fluids, theviscosity, Extensive experimental studies are needed on the
P-V-T properties, speciation and complexation, redox rates, mechanisms, and equilibrium characteristics of
state, activity and fugacity coefficients, homogeneous reactions and processes occurring at natural and
reaction rates, and catalysis, each as a function of man-rnade phase boundaries in disposal
temperature and composition, are needed for a variety environments. These studies include dissolution and
of solution types and concentration ranges. The most precipitation of minerals, amorphous solids, and highly
immediate need is tor a quantitative understanding of viscous liquids; corrosion of metals' bubble, crystal,
the chemical characteristicsof the most prominent and colloid nucleation and growth; adsorption of
contaminants in aqueous systems such as molecules and ions on mineral, colloid, and
radionuclides (e.g., U, Pu, Sr, Cs, Co, and actinides), amorphous solid surfaces; development of hydrated
toxic metals (e.g., Cr, Hg, Pb, As, and Cd) andsoluble surface layers on solids' volatility and solubility of
organics (e.g., TCE and carbon tetrachloride). The gases in aqueous and organic liquids; co-s01ubilityof
chemical properties of the major components in natural immiscible liquids; and surface-catalyzed reactions.
waters (e.g., H20, Na', K', Ca', Mg', SO._2-,HCO3-, important areas of research include the effect of phase
and CI) and the common rock and soil minerals composition on surface tension and charge as well as
(oxides, hydroxides, carbonates, sulfides, and the degree of saturation with respect to a given
aluminosilicates) determine indirectly the fate of component; viscosity and P-V-T properties of froths,
contaminants by influencing important factors such as emulsions, and suspensions; and changes in mobility
pH, Eh, total salinity, and complexation. Furthermore, of a contaminant after adsorption on or transfer across
many organic chelating agents present in waste an interphase boundary.
streams (e.g., EDTA, NTA, and humic and carboxylic
acids) may alter the mobility of contaminants greatly. This research is required to develop a quantitative,

predictive capability. Only a long-term effort
The development of a reliable experimental data base concentrating on representative classes of
on the equilibrium and kinetic properties of phases and compounds, species, and reactions can have a
chemical reactions that occur in waste disposal significant impact on the reliability of complex reaction
settings will provide critical input into the development transport code calculations.
of coupled reaction-transport codes to model the
complex geochemical processes associated with
migration of contaminants and provide the mechanism
for validating such models.
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Isotope Theory and Application • Isotopic ratios in many elements comprising
mixed waste plumes can be unarnbiguous

Fundamental understanding and quantitative indicators of the sources of plume waters and
description of fluid and contaminant movement in contaminants, (For example, isotopic in
shallow aquifers characteristic of contaminated sites particular, water (O,H), and certain waste
require application of isotopic tracing methods, These constituents (C, U, Th, Sr, N, Tc, and others)).
methods can use naturally occurring, stable, and
radioactive isotopes as the well as the radioactive = isotopically labelled components of rnixed wastes
isotopes contained in wastes, can be allowed to interact with rocks and soils in .

bench- and srnall field-scale experiments to

Chemical and physical processes in the atmosphere determine the geochemical behavior of wastes
and in the subsurface can cause fractionation of stable under a vaiiety of conditions.

isotopes of common chemical elements comprising ,, Studies of the behavior, during transport, of
atmospheric and soil gases, water, soils, and rocks, natural analogues (e.g., 87Srand 86Sr)of waste
For example, a multitude of studies of the fractionation components (e,g,, 9°Sr) can be carried out in
of stable oxygen, carbon, and strontium isotopes has uncontaminated systems having geologic and
provided enormous insight into the nature and extent hydrologic characteristics similar to those at
of rock-forming processes. Natural radioactive contaminated sites to provide significant insight
isotopes such as _'_Cand 4°K haveprovided valuable into tile behavior of waste components.

Information about the relative ages of groundwaters, = Time-dependent fractionation of isotopes in
rocks, and soils, Similar information has been gained diffusive systems could be used to characterize
from studies of isotopic fractionation and radioactive subsurface environments in which the migration of
disequilibrium in the decay products of the naturally dissolved chemicals is controlled by diffusion,
occurring, radioactive elements uranium and thorium, rather than by advective flow of groundwater,
The isotope :_H(tritium), produced by explosions of Such systems may be the best available for
thermonuclear explosive devices in the atmosphere disposal oi hazardous wastes,
several decades ago, has been used to estimate ages
of relatively young groundwaters as well as to estimate The results of theoretical and experimental bench- and
the extent of mixing of groundwaters from different intermediate-scale studies and the predictive
sources of recharge, Measurements of tritium and the capabilities of transport models must be evaluated by
stable daughter of its decay, can be combined with field tests in natural systems similar to those at
tritium data to yield very accurate ages of shallow contaminated DOE sites. Isotope measurements will
groundwater, play a major role in such field studies because

isotopes yield important information concerning the
Various processes produce fractionation of isotopes, extent 1owhich geochemical and hydrologic processes
Fractionation has been shown to occur during can affect chemical migration in the subsurface,
chemical reactions involved in rock and mineral Additionally, isotopes are diagnostic indicators of fluid
formation and in subsequent weathering to produce and contaminant sources and fluid flow pathways, and
soils, Fractionation of stableoxygen arid hydrogen they provide time control for most geologic processes.
isotopes occurs in the vaporization of water from
surface waters and in the subsequent condensation of Isotope tracer research will provide unique data
water vapor to form rain and snow, Isotopes of a given relevant to geochemical and transport processes at
element dissolved in water will diffuse at slightly contaminated sites, These data are critical for

different rates, giving rise to time-dependent development, operation, and validation of predictive
fractionation of the isotopes in diffusive systems, coupled transport mcd.els.

Some specific examples of applications oi isotope
methods to the study of transport of mixed wastes in
the subsurface environment are as follows:
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Microbial Communities, • Define microbial activityand growth for optimal

Physiological Functions, and aegradation/containment using various electron

Ecological Relationships donor/electron acceptor pair fluxes throughporous media with varying chemical (e,g,,
Microbial activity, metabolic plasticity, attachment and sorption) and physical (e,g,, hydraulic
transport, and community diversity are affected by conductivity) characteristics,

changing environmental conditions, including the ., Determine the parameters that control the
appearance/disappearance of contaminant/complex movement and transport of microorganisms,
waste plumes. An unraveling of these complex microbial substrates, and other life support
responses requires a detailed understanding of the components (e,g,, gases and minerals) through
mechanisms by which microorganismsand microbial sediments and soils,
comrnunities respond, compete, and adapt to

environmental changes; the effects of nutrient type, These investigations will provide a basis for
concentration, and pulsing on microbial growth and understanding how microorganisms and microbial
activity and enzyme induction; and how stimulated metabolic activities adapt and evolve with
populations of subsurface microorganisms interact, (anthropomorphic) changes in the soil/groundwater
propagate through contiguousporous media, and chemistry, and the control of degradation/contalnment
follow migrating plumes, of contaminants/wastes by environmental variables,

Many samples of waste, subsurface media, and
Functional class-specific DNA probes and microbial populations already have been obtained, and
biomacromolecular markers and advanced chemical where suitable, these collections should be evaluated

monitoring approaches can be exploited to document for further use rather than resampling, Improved and
changes in microbiological functioning (numbers and refined biotransformation concepts and techniques will
activity) through time as environmental conditions result from an irl-depth knowledgeof subsurface
change. Addition of nutrients(e,g,, electron donors microbial ecology,
and acceptors) will also be necessary to quantify
biotransformation rates, The following activities will

advance the current body of knowledge in this area:

- Quantify microbiological responses (i.e,,
community structure, activity, substrate range,
and rate and extent of transformation) to changes
in key environmental pal"ameters(e.g,, effects of
nutrient pulsing).

J" I III I I I
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Microbial Activity in Stressed increasedbyencouraginggeneticand/or
Environments environmental conditions that allow for tile genetic

transfer of tile trait, The following research goals will
Microorganisms possess an extremely wide range of advance the current knowledge of microbial activity is
degradation/transformationabilities, Many DOE sites stressed environments:
contain complex (and often undefined) mixtures of
wastes, particular contaminants that are very resistant lmObtain microbial isolates able to survive under
to degradation, and many wastes that are inhospitable extreme conditions similar to DOE-site
to microbial survival, Special-function or contamination/waste conditions, and test their
special-environrnent microorganisms possess traits survival urlder actual conditions.

that enable them to survive and maintain enzymatic ,, Express gene encoding transformation and gene
activity in such environments. Such microorganisms flow.abilities (from surface or subsurface
can be found in and isolated from natural stressed microorganisms) in microbial isolates that are
systems (e,g., extreme heat, high or low pH, radiation genetically adapted and adapting to contaminated
fields, high ionic strength) and can be evaluated for sites, and test its survival and activity under actual
traits that may be useful for the transformation or conditions.
immobilization of DOEsite contaminants,

•, Employ strategies to increase the density and/or

Microorganisms possessing desirable traits must be expression efficiencyof degradative operons of
evaluated for their ability to survive and retain activity interest through manipulation of environmental
against the target contaminant in soils/sediments at factors,
other locations through testing in microcosm or

The recruitment of microorgarlisms adapted tointermediate-scale experimentation, Microcosms are
well suited for representing a wide range of stressed stressed environments and the recruitment of needed
environments and for conveniently testing microbial degradative/transformational traits from other

microorganisms are likely to expedite the timely
responses, Microorganisms that perform well in a

bioremediation of mixed and/or complex wastes,
specific location or variety of locations could then
serve as host strains for the introduction of DNA Methods that help nature to amplify the density of the

encoding catabolic pathways for DOE site trait within the microbial population could also play an
contaminants, Appropriate DNA could be introduced important role, lt is readily acknowledged that the

culturing of microbes from stressed environments may
by transfer of naturally occurring plasmids known to
encode the desired trait or via recombinant DNA be very difficult.

procedures, The density of a particulartrait may be
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Mechanisms of Microbial • Radionuclide/metalorganic complexes:

Transformations of Contaminants Significantquantities of radionuclides and toxic
metals in DOE wastes are associated with organic

Indigenous as well as naturally occurring complexing agents, Migration of radionuclides via
microorganismsshould be fully exploited to treat, organic complexation has been observed at DOE
contain, and stabilizewastes and contaminants at sites, Research should focus on enhancing the
DOE sites, Because of the unique nature of the DOE biodegradation of organic complexing agents and
wastes, little is known of the mechanisms, rate, or' should determine the ultimate fate of
extent of microbial transformations of organic radionuclides and metals released as a
compounds, toxic metals, and radionuclides In wastes, consequence,
Of particular concern is the lack of information on

= Organic contaminants: Mechanisms of aerobic,
transformations of mixed waste components under
various microbial process conditions such as aerobic, and anaerobic microbial degradation of organicconstituents in mixedwastes and contaminated
anaerobic, denltrifytng,fermentative, sulfate reducing, environments by conventional and novel
and methanogenic, as well as the influence of approaches should be pursued more rapidly.
environmental variables on transformation processes These mechanisms Include isolation and use of

overall, organisms having metabolic potential from

Fundamental information on the biotransformation of wastes, contaminated environments, and natural
individual contaminants as well as contaminant systems; immobilization or polymerization of

certain classes of recalcitrant organics by use of
mixtures is needed. Investigations of the following
three classes of microbially medicated transformations enzymes such as lactase; genetic engineering
are also needed: approaches; and manipulation of natural systems

to enhance btotransformation by addition of

-' Radionuclides and toxic metals: A variety of electron donors, electron acceptors, and growth
short- and long-lived radionuclides and toxic factors,
metals in various forms are present in DOE
wastes. Data on the mechanisms of microbial Microbtally mediated reactions can enhance or retard

mobilization of mixed wastes, An improvedsolubilization and precipitation of radionuclides
understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of

and toxic metals in DOE waste, including
oxidation/reduction reactions, complexation, and microbial transformations of different forms of
stabilization due to bioaccumulation, precipitation, contaminants under various microbial processconditions can lead to effective treatmont of wastes
and mineral formation, are poorly understood.

and provide much needed information to developInformation on radiation and toxicity effects of
microbes involved in the transformations of predictive models of contaminant movement

at waste sites.
specific contaminants is needed. The stability of
toxic metals and radionuclides biosorbed to the
biomass should be determined.
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Factors Controlling Microbial systems, emphasizing the spatial and vertical

Communities at Depth occurrence and diversity of microorganisms,
m Delineate the relationships between microbial

Knowledge of the spatial.and vertical occurrence and distribution/function and subsurface
diversity of microorganisms--within and between environmental conditions to facilitate prediction of
different stratigraphlc units at single sttes and between the types of microbial community activities
different sttes_ls needed, The physical/chemical associated with particular hydrologic and
factors (e.g., hydraulic conductivity, surface chemistry, geochemical conditions,
and redox state) that either contribute to or constrain

microbial populations and functional diversity In the This research will provide data that will improve the
subsurface must be understood, Saturated and capabllltles for predicting microbial abundance and
unsaturated environments, particularly the capillary functional diversity at waste sites and for determining
fringe, should be Investigated. the significance of blotransformatlon of contaminants

during transport, A national Information data base on
The following studies will advance the bodyof spatial and vertical presence, abundance, and diversity
knowledge In this area: of microorganisms at waste sites will result in an

- Develop a national information data base on the improved fundamental understanding of
microbiology of representative hydrogeologic sediment/groUndwater/microbial interactions.

_ I III I II I I I
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Plant Science

Contaminant Uptake and Contaminant Transformation
Metabolism in Plant Roots Processes in the Rhizosphere
The body of knowledge In the area of contaminant The rhlzosphere is defined as the region of soil In
interactions with root physiological processes in field close contact with roots, Bacterial populations in the
environments Is lacking, The transport of rhlzosphere are often 1 to 2 orders of magnitude
contaminants into vegetation from soil occurs by greater than adjacent s0tl and, frequently, in excess of
diffusion as well as by mass flow assoclatgd with the 109colony forming units per gram of soil, Rhizosphere
water flux Into roots induced by transpiration, microorganisms grow more rapidly and are more

metabolically active than bulk soil microorganisms
Because cell membranes mediatethe uptake o.f because of root mucigel and exudates (e,g,, organic
chemicals, basic research on uptake mechanisms and chemicals amino acids, vitamins, and sugars), which
membrane controls Ontransport will aid the provide an energy and nutrient source,
determination of internal chemical dose in relationship
to external exposure, Root proliferation is another Rhizosphere-medlated biotransformation would exploit
important factor in chemical uptake; thus, the growth of the increased density and activity of microorganisms
plants has a positive feedback effect on pollutant and use plant transpiration as an aid for the delivery of
uptake, Rates of contaminant metabolism by water-soluble contaminants to the microorganism
important plant species need to be quantified and associated with the plant root system, Plants with
effects on root growth determined, extensive and dense root systems able to contact

large volumes of the bulk soil would be likely
This information is important because of the need to candidates for effective rhizosphere-mediated
quantify contaminant dose to vegetation (needed for biotransformation, Rhizosphere bacteria and other
effects assessment) and the indirect effects of microorganisms could also serve as hosts for the
modified plant performance on subsequent transport, introduction of DNA for the encoding of catabolic
In particular, reduced evapotranspiration by affected pathways or other favorable traits, The following is a
plants could lead to an increase in contaminant list of the goals of these studies:
transport to groundwater.

• Identify host plant/rhizosphere systems that are
able to degrade specific contaminants, and
evaluate host plants that optimize soil exploration
and water uptake in soil microcosms,

- Recruit contaminant-specific catabolic pathways
from other microorganisms or plants and express
them in adept rhizosphere microorganisms and/or
appropriate host plants,

,ll I
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Multiphase Fluid Flow in A comprehensive laboratory, field, and theoretical
Porous Media research program is required to define and understand

multiphase processes, The research should span
Research is needed to improve understanding of scales from the pore level to the large field scale and
processes affecting flow of multiphase fluids in the should include vadose-zone as well as saturated-zone

subsurface, The phases carl consist of immiscible processes, Continuum approaches customary in
llquids (organic and water) and liquid-gas petroleum engineering may or may not be adequate,
Combinations(water and air,water plus dissolved however, For example, lt is not clear whether the
organic, and air plus organic vapor), each phase concept of three-phase relative permeability will be
having different wetting properties with respect to the sufficient to deal with NAPL migration, Heterogeneity
porous medium. Many subsurface contamination on different scales and of different nature (e,g.,
problems involve nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPLs), hydrologic versus chemical) may playan essential

. such as organic solvents, fuel oils, gasoline, and role, especially in settings with significant fracture
others. The NAPLs can exist a_d migrate as a permeability. Distribution of NAPL fluids among
separate phaSe,while dissolving in groundwater, aqueous, gaseous, and solid phases may affect
volatilizing into soil gas, and sorbing onto solid phases, monitoring and remediation activities strongly. In

mixed-waste problems, the multiphase complexity
A considerable body of knowledge regarding the arises concurrently with rnulticomponent issues,
behavior of multiphase fluids and heat in permeable requiring capabilities for quantifying chemically
media exists in the fields of petroleum engineering, reactive transport in a multiphase environment,
geothermal reservoir engineering, and high-level

nuclear waste isolation. Much of this knowledge can In the saturated zone, the generally small solubilities of
be adapted to problems involving NAPL fluid NAPL fluids in water means that they have the
contamination, However, special issues develop from potential to contaminate large volumes of groundwater. .
the different physical conditions in most contamination A fundamental understanding of multiphase flow and
problems, which arise intheshallow subsurface (both determination of media hydraulic properties under both
vadose and saturated zones) at nearly ambient unsaturated and saturated conditions is an essential

pressure and temperature conditions, An additional element in the assessment and prediction of
difficulty is posed by the requirements for removing contaminant migration.
subsurface contaminants, which will usually be much
more rigorous, for example, than the requirements for
removing oil from petroleum reservoirs. A more subtle
and detailed pore-level understanding of multiphase
processes is therefore needed than has been attained
in other engineering fields,
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Physics of Tran.,,,ientFlow profiles representative of DOE waste sites.
Fundamental methodsthat can adequatelypredict

Solute movement in most field situations is a result of solute exchange under varying conditions of fluid flow
nonsteady (transient) water fluxes, which interact with and saturation are needed.
nondraining porosity. Such interactions depend on soil

structure and the precipitation dynamics driving the Mathematical and stochastic formulations of soil pore
flow process. Solutes can undergo diffusive exchange class interactions derived from soil characterization

between nondraining porosity and active flow paths of investigationswill seekto quantify the factors tha_
porous rnedia, Existing formulations of the account for the retention and release of contaminants

convective-dispersive transport equation generally from nondraining pores during transient flow. For
describe this exct',._,_=geby using empirical example, the percolation theory could be used as a
mass..transfercoefficients. Such formulations ignore means of estimating the area of diffusive interaction
important physical processes and should be replaced between draining and nondraining porosity. This
by first-principle analyses that quantify diffusive approach, combined with fractal analysis, may provide
transfer of solutes between nondraining and draining the fractal dimensions for the scales over which

porosity using soil structural descriptions, diffusive solute transfer between draining and
nondraining porosity operate at waste sites.

Solute transport experimentation conducted with Laboratory-, intermediate-, and field-scale
steady-state flow cannot provide sufficient insight into

experiments will be conducted with tracers and dyes tosolute movement in field situations because such trials
test mathematical theories and predictions for both

tend to minimize solute interactions between draining saturated and unsaturated conditions.
and nondrainingpores. Transient fluxes are

associated with precipitation and evapotranspiration Understanding uf contaminant transport under
cycles, which vary widely over the range of climatic transient flow conditions is essential to the effective
regimes at DOEwaste sites. Several different kinds of assessment of contaminant behavior at DOE waste
flow have been described for field soils (e.g., fingering, sites.
channeling, macropore, fracture, funnel, and matrix)
that can involve differing interactions between draining
and nondraining pores, lt is not adequate to determine
empirical diffusive solute exchange coefficients for soil
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Colloid-Facilitated Transport contaminant (mixed waste)regimes colloid-aquifer
of Contaminants interactions, especially under dynamic conditions of

aqueous chemistry in complex contaminant plumes:
Research is needed to describe and model the and the manifestation of these phenomena at a field
potentially critical, but poorly understood, role of scale in heterogeneous systems.
colloidal particles in facilitating contaminant transport.
Models of contaminant transport processes typically The weakness of current predictive capabilities
treat groundwater as a two-phase system in which underscores the lack of understanding of the
contaminants are partitioned between immobile solid mechanisms controlling the transport of
constituents and the mobile aqueous phase. However, particle-reactive contaminants. Accurate assessment
components of the solid phase in the colloidal of current contaminant problems, engineering of
(submicron) size range may also be mobile in containment strategies, and cost-effective remediation
subsurface environments, Association of approaches can ali be improved by a fundamental
contaminants with mobile colloidal particles may, understanding of transport processes. Research can
therefore, enhance the transport of strongly sorbing address these inadequacies by providing information
pollutants, Although existing data suggest that mobile on hydrogeochemical conditions where the formation
colloidal particles may be an important mechanism of and mobilization of colloidal particles are favored,
contaminant transport through the vadose zone and improving sampling and field methods to assess the
within the saturated zone, this information is largeiY potential for colloid migration at specific sites,
anecdotal and is inadequate either to evaluate the developing,new state-of-the-science models describing
general significanco of the phenomena or to develop a colloid-contaminant and colloid-aquifer media
capability to include colloid-facilitated transport in interactions, and improving understanding of factors
computer models that predict contami_ant migration in governing colloid formation and mobilization at waste
the subsurface. To address contaminant transport sites so that these factors can be manipulated for
problems at diverse DOE sites, a fundamental waste management and environmental restoration.
understanding of the role of colloids is needed, with
emphasis on processes that control the generation and
stability of colloids in subsurface environments'
contaminant-colloid interactions, especially in complex
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Coupled Chemical Speciation importantcomponent of these efforts will be the

and Transport Modelling optimization of new numerical techniques and
advanced computing facilities (e.g., massively parallel

A hierarchy of models describing coupled interactions computers). Model development at ali levels must
among waste components, microbial degradation, keep abreast of new developments in computing
natural components of groundwaters, solute and techno!ogy. The pace of the program will be
colloid transport processes, and bulk fluid flow constrained largely by the pace of research in
processes should be developed. At the most detailed fundamental processes and measurement of critical
level, models should address interactions involving data. Independent data sets from carefully designed
chemical reactions and fundamental transport intermediate-scale experiments will be needed for
properties. These investigations will depend heavily validation of coupled-process models.
on the results of investigations of molecular processes

and highly specific laboratory experiments. They will Models that couple multicomponent mass transport,
be most useful in identifying the most significant colloid transport, chemical reactions, biological effects,
chemical and transport processes in given and interfacial mass transfer processes are essential
geochemical settings. At a less detailed level, simpler to a fundamental understanding of contaminant
coupled-process models will guide development and migration in the subsurface and in assessing health
assist interpretation of intermediate-scale experiments risks from the contaminants. Validated models would
investigating real-world, reaction-migration coupling, be used to guide site characterization, predict

contaminant migration and dilution beneath waste
Fundamental process information andparameter data disposal sites, and evaluate proposed strategies for
will be used to construct process-level models of remediation.
chemical, physical, and biological phenomena
affecting contaminant mobility. These models will be
integrated into higher level, coupled,process models
that may include specific process-level modules. An
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Scaling-Up Theory and Application be described quantitatively. At ali scales, effects of
scale-dependent heterogeneities must be coupled to

Many important variables in transport and hydraulic,chemical, and biological processes,
transformation processes vary spatially and

temporally, and efficient methods for propagating A range of deterministic and stochastic methods for
stochastic and geostatistical properties of physical, scaling-up must be developed. Various mathematical
chemical, and biological variables through complex procedures are available for this purpose. These
simulation models are needed for scaling-up in space procedures include chaos theory, percolation theory,
and time, The relationship between mechanism (small fractal analysis, hierarchy theory, and stochastic
scale) and phenomena (large scale)is bidirectional in methods, Mathematical methods used in physics,
that the small scale contains the explanation for the engineering, and the petroleum industry might be
large-scale behavior, whereas the large scale defines adapted as appropriate, The scaling-up methods
the domain and constraints in which the small-scale should be tested using experimental data from a range
mechanism operates, From another perspective, of measurement scales.
some processes may exhibit fractal self-similarity'over

a range of scales, and in such cases quantification at a Scaling-up theory and methods will contribute a
small scale (e,g., experimental test system) provides a rationale and approaches lor extrapolation from
means for predicting large-scale behavior, smaller to larger scales. Successful procedures will

facilitate the prediction of waste movement and aid in
The scaling-up process must account for coupling the identification of potential problems in long-term
among chemical reactions, microbiological processes, remediation,
and physical processes such as mass diffusion and
fluid flow. In passing from small to increasingly larger
scales, different regimes of hydraulic complexity and
structural heterogeneity will be encountered and must

• '..... IIIIII '1
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Intermediate-Scale Test • Develop rigorous test systems for clarifying the

Facility Designs ir teractions among microbiological, chemical, and
physical phenomena.

lt is necessary to develop experimental systems in
• Develop rigorous test systems brquantifying

which hydrologic-geochemical-microbial interactions microbiological and geochemical processes in
can be investigated under carefully controlled systems with increasing heterogeneity of chemical
conditions to gain an understanding of geochemical and physical phenomena.
and microbiological processes and
hydrodynamic/physical phenomena (e.g., diffusion and • Use advanced sampling and monitoring
hydrodynamic flow). Microbiological and geochemical techniques to quantify transport processes.
processes are affected by many chemical and

To accomplish these objectives, the following threehydrodynamic/physical processes, the very processes
levels or types of intermediate-scale investigation arethat laboratory investigations are usually designed to

exclude or control. In addition, field sites are complex, appropriate.
and it is not feasible to perform extensive studies of ali

• Room,size tests using model porous rnedia.
factors controlling contaminant distribution through
time and space. • Room-size tests using actual field materials.

• Highly controlled field experiments.
This researchwill use materials (model porous media
or actual soils) that havewell-known characteristics Basic experimental research at a controlled
and will be performed on a convenient scale. Also, the intermediate scale is needed to discover the
research wilt provide a mechanistic understanding of fundamental mechanisms affecting contaminant
coupled processes (e.g., sorption and degradation transformation and transport, to provide data for the
interaction to attenuate transport). An associated goal development and testing of improved transport
is to incorporate increasing, defined levels of models, and to develop concepts for improved
heterogeneity into the processes under study. The remediation strategies. In addition, intermediate-scale
following is a list of objectives of intermediate-scale studies will provide testing grounds for improved
experiments: sampling and monitoring techniques.
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Field-Scale Test Systems highly instrumented and will provide opportunity for
multiple research approaches and collaborative

Carefully designed field experimental facilities selected research by off-site investigators, Each field facility will
to represent the major soil, rock, and climate regimes have an appropriate rationale that complements
of DOEwaste sites are needed to quantify investigations at other field facilities to provide a
contaminant transport and transformation processes comprehensive field-scale research program,
and to test simulation models of these processes

under conditions indicative of waste sites. These The heterogeneity of field systems will influence the
investigations will also integrate the findings from relative importance of component processes, and field
smaller-scale studies conducted in highly controlled " experimentation will provide the insights into the
systems and in the intermediate-scale facilities, behavior of complex coupled processes in waste-site

environments necessary for develo#ment of reliable
The range of environments and contaminants at DOE predictive capability, The existence of heterogeneity at
waste sites will be reviewed, and the established the field scale and the presence of transient flow
field-scale research sites in North America and Europe regimes result in complex behavior that must be
will also be reviewed, A few additional field research comprehended before simulation models can be
sites will be selected as appropriate to address adequately constructed, tested, and validated.
scaling-up issues and to test transport and
transformation hypotheses. The field facilities will be

,..,
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APPENDIX A.2
ADVANCED, SAMPLING,
CHARACTERIZATION, AND MONITORING
METHODS d

Geophysics Seismic measurements can be complimented by
multiple-frequency electromagnetic techniques.

Geophysical techniques have been used extensively Ground penetrating radar has proved successful for
for regional mineral exploration and development obtaining a high-resolution profile of the very near
surveys, However, these techniques generally have surface (m) to define geology and locate man-placed
been applied to very large areas to detect objects, whereas low-frequency electromagnetic
mineralization directly or to locate deep geologic methods are routinely used for locating conductive
structures. Additional techniques that measure bodies. However, more research is needed in the
parameters in the near surface with high spatial intermediate-frequency range (30 khz to 30 Mhz) to
resolution and accuracy need to be developed and provide high-resolution measurements that penetrate
tested, to greater depths than conventional radar.

These techniques can be divided into airborne and Geophysical instrumentation for airborne and surface
surface categories. Airborne techniques tnat snould geophysical techniques has not kept pace with general
be adapted for use in regional investigations of technological advancements and should be improved
hazardous waste sites include potential field methods to provide faster data acquisition and real-time
(gravityand magnetics), electromagnetic methods processing. Robotic data-acquisition systems that
(below radar frequencies), spectral remote sensing integrate geophysical and chemical property
techniques (visible to near infrared, including thermal), measurement systems should be developed for areas
and radiometric methods. Airborne geophysical that are dangerous to access by humans.
methods may be extremely useful in evaluating gross

patterns for potential on- and off-site contamination. Geophysical techniques in regional studies can be
applied to characterize the regional hydrogeology,

Surface geophysical techniques mustbe adapted to define features that are indicative of the presence of
the higher-resolution requirements of hazardous waste buried waste, locate the boundaries of waste sites,
site investigation. Accurate high-resolution surface locate surface and subterranean hydraulic conduits for
seismic techniques for defining three-dimensional fluids, and locate safe places to bury new waste.
subsurface structures will require the development of
new multidirectional sources and multicomponent
detectors arranged in three-dimensional patterns.

'11 I .... ,
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Chemical Surveys Amajor long-term research need is learning how to
interpret and quantify various biological signals specific

Site investigations will require chemical surveys of tile to radiological, organic, and inorganic contaminants. A
contaminants in soil, gas, and pore water. Improved deeper understanding of the use of biological systems
.capabilitiesfor rapid determination of radionuclide, for such measurements is needed to optimize
organtc, and mixed organometallic waste . remediation efforts,
contamination will be required to evaluate the extent of

the pollution efficiently and to establish a point of Plants, animals, and microbiota living on or near
reference for remediation, contaminated sites can integrate the effects of the

contaminants, At moderate spatial scales (101 to 104
Methodologies that can directly evaluate the potential m2), remotely sampled information about the
contamination problems will be most beneficial. Also, distribution, movement, and/or physiological status of
analytical methods should be both highly sensitive and organisms could be Used to detect contaminants and
selective, and instrumentation should be portable and to quantify their effects, Fluorescence action spectra
economical, Instrumentation must be coupled to the or leaf reflectance spectra of terrestrial plants, for
sampling methodology for differing geological settings example, could be used to identify
and contamination problems. State-of-the-art contaminant-induced stress. At smaller spatial scales,
laboratory instrumentation (e.g., Fourier transform it is possible to quantify contaminants by measuring
Raman spectroscopy, high-resolution mass their effects on cellular or mitochondrial DNA (e,g,,
spectroscopy) will be needed for in situ measurements DNA adducts), enzyme activity, proteins, or lipids of
as well as for more detailed characterization. A naturally occurring plants or animals, This
number of potential analytical methods hold promise measurement could involve using naturally occurring
for such surveys in the field and lab, including or genetically engineered organisms
chemoluminescent detection of organics. (e,g., supersensitive bacteria that emit light when a

unique contaminant intercepts a particular enzymatic
Techniques for sampling gaseous, aerosol, soil, pore pathway), Soil contamination and/or the degradation
water, and groundwater media will be required for the

capacity of soil microbes for a specific contaminant
complete evaluation of the mixed waste contamination could be assessed through the use of rapid in situ
of a site. The initial and subsequent characterization tests for microbial enzyme activity or genotypes (e,g,,
of contaminated sites is a key aspect of the evaluation

using fluorescent gene probes),
and assessment of the existing problems and any

future pollution problems. Advancements in our Biologically based methods used to identify and
abilities to directly and _'apidlycharacterize quantify contaminants focus on the need for
contaminants will directly lead to improved capabilities remediation and safe disposal of hazardous waste (a
for control and cleanup of the contaminated sites, material is hazardous if it directly or indirectly affects

man or his resources (i,e., air, water, or the plants and

Biological Surveys animals used as food)), Methods that can provide
walk-through rapid assessments on the types and

Organisms, including humans, are potential receptors concentrations of contaminants (e.g., metals and
of contaminants, and the enzymatically driven PCBs) in biological tissues or can quantify
processes required to sustain life in organisms can contaminants insoils and biota by in situ
alter both the environmental fate and rate of transport measurements would reduce site characterization

of many contaminants. The interception of a costs, Biologically based information as part of an
biologically active contaminant by a biotic receptor initial site characterization is an essential complement
generates a signal or marker that can provide unique to chemical-and geological-based information. These
information about the need for remediation. The biotic data can provide unique information and can identify
assimilation and concentration of contaminants (e.g., those sites in need of _emediation.
mercury, 90Sr, and polychlorinated biphenyls) can
facilitate contarninant quantification.
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Geostatistics Automated and Expert Systems
Restoration of DOEsites will require new statistical Field surveys and measurementsare patterned,
methods to define the spatial distribution of repetitive processes that are conducted at
contamination, Uncertainty in the understanding of a contaminated sites in areas often hazardous to field
site is an inevitable consequence of spatial variability staff, Instrumentation and methods to automate this
in chemical, biological, and physical properties and process and expert systems to guide field surveys are
limited observations (currently, the number and needed to reduce cost and minimize personnel
placement of wells or soil cores), Site exposure,
characterization, plume definition, comparison of
remediation options, assessment of remediation Robotics can be used to provide low-cost, dependable
results, and model validation ali depend on collecting in situ measurements of large, contaminated areas,
data in a cost-effective manner and developing These systems could be programmed to traverse a
scientifically based rules useful for judging and contaminated zone following a selected pattern, thus
quantifying how well each sampling objective was met reducing human exposure and saving worker-hours,
by the data set, Currently, a need exists for Expert systems are needed in the field to guide well
scientifically based statistical methods for sampling to locations, sampling, and measurements. Surveyors in
define patterns, judge temporal and spatial differences the field can provide immediate input data to direct the
or answer questions about parameter or contaminant subseqUent location and type of samples and
concentration maxima and minima in plumes measurements needed, Expert systems using
(regulatory limits) designed specifically for the defensible statistical protocols, which request
subsurface, standardized information and function as standardized

sensitivity analyses, are needed for guiding field
New basic quantitative and statistical exarnples for surveys, The results would be site-specific
characterization of the geology, hydrology, and characterizations that have been optimized in the field
chemical-mixture plumes in the subsoils and to reduce follow-up survey needs. Data collection can
groundwater will be needed at DOE sites. Examples be prioritized by needs balanced by risk and cost,
of research areas that may meet DOE's long-term
needs include statistical models that incorporate Automated and expert systems are needed in the field
site-specific geology and hydrology or at the time of the survey to aid survey teams to make
waste-site-specific information (e.g., specific dumping better and consistent decisions, Additionally, special
patterns and observed leaks), sampling models that survey needs for a site can be preprogrammed into
will allow a very precise spatial definition of low instrumentation to ensure successfui completion of the
contaminant concentrations and the distribution of survey, Such advancements will promote significant
widely divergent values of geological and hydrological cost savings by reducing the number and type of
parameters, and improvements in current geostatistical samples taken, reduce the amount of time the field
theory, including kriging, directed toward improving the staff spend in the field, and may reduce the number of
accuracy of multicontaminant plume estimates and field visits. Automation of field systems will help to
reducing concomitant error predictions, enhance the quality and quantity of data, and the

minimization of surveyor staff time in the field will
Cost-effective statistical methods designed for minimize their exposure to contaminants.
application to the subsurface environment are crucial
to the success of DOE's remediation efforts. The base

of statistical knowledge must be expanded to allow the
development of new and usefuJfield designs and
means of statistical analysis.
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In Situ Geophysics property analysis techniques should be devc._lopedfor
long-term monitoring, in additioo, the possibility of

Surface techniques should be integrated with using down-hole and surface sources and detectors to
subsurface borehole geophysica ! techniques for provide a continuous holographic image of the
detailed site investigations, Research is needed in ali migration of a waste plume should be investigated.
areas of borehole geophysics, 'Theultimate goal of

borehole electrical and seismic techniques is to Geophysical techniques in site characterization studies
provide two- and three-dimensional images should include defining hydrogeologic units; locating
(tomograms and holograms) that rel_.teto physical and detecting fracture zones; defining the boundaries
subsurface properties, Research is needed in field of trenches and other rna'n-madedisturbances in tile

equipment and applications, theoretical modeling, and regolith; locating barrels, drums, and other man-placed
understanding of physical propertiss above the buried objects; and detecting concentrations of fluids
water table, (e.g,, plumes) and other contaminants at depth.

Conventional geophysical well-logging techniques The overriding objective of site-specific geophysical
need to be enhanced for making physical property investigations is to provide in situ evaluation with an
measurements near the borehole,. New techniques emphasis on detecting organics and mixedwastes
(e,g., nuclear magnetic resonance, x-ray fluorescence (direct detection and indirect detection of waste-related
and spectroscopy) should be developed and adapted conditions and processes), Geophysical techniques
to drilling and penetration devices, including in situ can measure the sarne physical and chemical
measurement during the drilling process, properties over a wide range of scales (centimeters to

kilometers) and can provide an important link between
Geophysical well-logging and borehole geophysical the spatial scales, These advantages can best be
techniques should be an integral part of site achieved by developing survey design systems that
investigations, from the initial site characterization generate a synthesis of the models for individual
through long-term monitoring. Geophysical methods measurements and observations from known input
measure both physical and chemical propertiesand parameters in a given area.
processes and can be sensitive to small changes in a
system, However, more field studies are needed to
determine quantitatively the sensitivity of techniques to

,specific processes, Down-hole chemical and physical
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In Situ Hydraulic Measurements Technology for measurement of hydraulic conductivity
at or near the bottom of the borehole would be of

The tasks of delineating the spatial distribution of greatest value if lt were to be Combinedwith a
groundwater contamination and selecting and capability to measure the equilibrium fluid pressure in
Implementing appropriate plans for site remediation the formation, The dual measurement of hydraulic
depend considerably on accurate determination of the conductivity and fluid pressure as drilling proceeds
spatial distribution of physical hydrogeologlc would provide a powerful means of delineating the
parameters, most notably hydraulic conductivity, physical hydrogeologlc framework of sites,
Current methods for in situ measurement of hydraulic

conductivity involve drilling a borehole and then The highest priority for such technology development
conducting tests In the open borehole or in a well should be directed at methods appropriate for use in
placed Inthe borehole, This approach has severe fractured rock of ali types, because existing methods
limitations, because the measurements are not for site characterization of fractured rock are much less

contir_uoustn the borehole, and often, the most capable of meeting current needs than those available
permeable zones or other important zones are not for overburdenl
identified and tested, Often, monitoring wells are not

situated in the critical zones; this eventuality can lead In the development of the technology, consideration
to inadequate diagnosis of site conditions, should be given to the fact that once the borehole is

tested, the greatest benefit from drilling the hole would
New borehole drilling and testing technologies are be achieved if the borehole could be used for other
needed that will measure the hydraulic conductivity of purposes after the hydraulic profiling. The borehole
the formation at or near the bottom of the borehole as could used for installing permanent monitoring wells or
the borehole is drilled and deliver the results to the multilevel monitors, or for geophysical or
surface as drilling proceeds. The technology should hydrochemical testing or sampling.
be capable of measuring the hydraulic conductivity
over a small vertical interval of the borehole so that
detailed spatial resolution of the hydraulic conductivity
can be achieved,

p
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In Situ Chemical and Field , On-Site Chemical Analysis
Gas Measurements Optimal site characterizatlot_requires real-time

In situ measurements of Contaminantscan provide information to guide both surface and subsurface
enhanced analysis accuracy and greater spatial surveys, The development of appropriate methods for
resolution while improving worker safety and lowering the on-site chemical analyses of potentially very
costs, Conventional techniques require bringing complex, mixed waste materials will require both
samples to the surface, which can change important . adaptation and improvement in existing methods and
geochemical parameters such as pH and instruments, as well as the development of totally new
oxygen content, analytical methods and instruments.

Examples of in situ sensors include thermal, mass, Methods and instruments that'currently work weil in
electrochemical, and optical, Research is needed to the laboratory will require size reductions as well as
develop sensors in these and other categories to refinements in data analysis software. Although
determine chernical, physical, and biological probably not achievable in any single method or .
parameters relevant to DOE contaminants and their instrument desirable characteristics of ali methods will
indicators, Attention is especially needed to develop ' include portability, rapidity, decontaminatability,
techniques to eliminate interferences in chemical cost-effectiveness, simplicity, sensitivity, specificity,
measurements, Selective adsorption on surfaces, universality, and automation, Automation will allow
membrane technology, flow injection analysis, and systems i__tegration,operation, and control, as well as
selective (preferably reversible) chemical reactions rapid and reliable data output, requiring minimal
need to be explored to improve the selectivity of in situ on-site interpretation, lt may also be needed in using
methods. Many of the direct spectroscopic robots to handle highly hazardous samples. A wide
measurements such as surface-enhanced Raman, range of instruments and methods will be of interest,
laser-induced fluorescence, thermal lensing, and from specific and sensitive spot tests and electrodes to
photoacoustic methods are very versatile and require methods using sophisticated types of spectroscopy
high laser intensities, These techniques would benefit and mass spectrometry, Methods suitable for both
from research to develop miniature, rugged laser light organic and inorganic analyses are needed, as well as
sources, detectors, and spectrometers. Durable those designed for determination of radioactive and
optical fibers andwave guides, capable of transmitting nonradioactive species.
tligh-intensity light, are also needed. Research should
also be directed toward developing mass Rapid on-site analysis will minimize personnel
spectrometers and gas chromatographs that can . exposure and costs during the initial on-site
perform real-time, in situ analyses without sacrificing sampling/reconnaissance phases, lt will also allow
sensitivity, quick feedback during the execution of costly drilling

and excavation operations used to locate and

Accurate, inexpensive, in situ analyses will permit remediate contamination, minimize loss of sample
better site characterization and help ensure selection integrity resulting from delays between sampling a,nd
of the proper remediation techniques. In situ analysis analysis, and help reduce high analytical costs by
costs could be reduced by eliminating the need for achieving more integration between sampling ,and
collecting and processing purge volumes from wells, analysis.
This process can be accomplished by using in situ
screening to indicate when expensive laboratory
analyses are required, and by eliminating both
disposal of hazardous waste generated during purging
and expensive chain-of-custody requirements.
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Biological Characterization analysis models that can meaningfully Incorporate tile
results of biologically based tests to predict more '

lt Is imperative that sttos requiring remediation be accurately the long-term consequences of exposureto
characterized biologically, The need for biological low levels of key contaminants; controls on soil
characterization is, in many Instances, driven by microbial processes that affect a soil's porosity and
Federal or State regulatory needs (e,g0,CWA and permeability to gases and liquids; the prediction of
NEPA), However, such ,characterizationcan also bioaccumulation in potential human food sources or
provide information that can reduce the cost of ecosystems cornponents at risk;and mlcrobial-linked
remediation by facilitating priorltlzation of soil properties that alter contaminant transport (e.g.,
environmental problems, guiding remediation organic coatings on clay particle surfaces, colloid
alternatives, detecting unsuspected contaminants, and formation, or the formation of organic constituents that
documenting the effectiveness of the remedial actions, promote the 5olubitizatlon of rnetals).

Long-term research needs include studies in both Information gained on these processes and conditions
mesoscale and microscale biology, Examples of areas has direct application to remediation needs because
inwhich long-term basic research would probably be they permit insight into critical relationships between
of great benefit to remedlat',_nneeds include a deeper exposure to contaminants and effects, direct and
understanding of the movements of biota in indirect, to humans and their biotifi resources, The
relationship to various kinds and scales of spatial need for research in these areas is great, Microscale
heterogeneity in contaminated and noncontaminated and mesoscale biotic processes are almost certainly
areas; the influence of demic structure, over moderate important influences on contaminant movements but
spatial scales (i,e,, 1 meter to hundreds of meters), on simply have not been explored, For example,
gene-flow properties of plant and animal populations; earthworms alter soil porosity by tunneling, can
relationships between low-level exposure to bioaccumulate and move contaminants into higher
contaminants and behavior patterns of animals (e.g., trophic levels, can move contaminants through the soil,
those that affect breeding success, foraging, or and can alter soil sorptive properties by changing the
predator avoidance) and plants (e,g,, timing of organic coatings on soil particles. Surprisingly, little is
reproductive events and changes in mycorrhizal-host known, however, about the response of these
relationships); and DNA (nuclear, mitochondrial, invertebrates to contaminants or their degradation
chloroplast, andsatellite) damage and repair' products.
mechanisms in both plants and animals. Other
examples are the development of standardized in situ
genotoxic tests that can be used to accurately estin,ate
human health effects; risk assessment and uncertainty
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Drilling and Penetration Technology Subsurface Gas, Liquid, and
New technologies for drilling and well Installation need Biological Sampling Methods
to be developed to maximize the effectiveness of and Characterization and restoration of contaminated sites
to minimize costs for waste site characterization, depend on accurate and timely chemical analyses of a
monitoring, and remediation, The primary technology wide variety of organic and inorganic pollutants,
for collecting subsurface data for characterization and Although use of in situ analyses is a desirable
contaminan! plume definition currently consists of research goal, many analyses will require sample
standard drilling methods, New and Improved collection for either on-site or laboratory analyses.
technologies that can provide more immediate and Current sample collection techniques for soil gases,
effective characterization analyses must be developed, dissolved gases, species sensitive to changes in pH
The development of measurement:while-drilling and oxidation/reduction potential, and biological
technologies for obtaining both geophysical and characterization are very inadequate,
chemical data should be promoted. The development
of new techniques and the modification of existing Innovative research is needed to develop advanced
techniques for collection of uncontaminated (aseptic) subsurface sample collection systems. Techniques

, samples for microbiological and chemical are needed to preserve subsurface conditions for
characterization should be pursued, These would samples brought to the surface and during subsequent
include techniques _uch as use of inert drilling media sample storage. For example, it is extremely difficult
(e,g,_,argon gas); drilling with underbalanced fluids; to prevent subsurface samples from being
down-hole pumps; and freeze coring. In additionl contaminated with surface bacteria, thus greatly
improvements in the technologies for drilling and biasing subsurface biological characterization.
coring of horizontal boreholes and installation of Collection of dissolved gases and volatile organic
horizontai wells for application to contaminant contaminates is subject to degassing and alteration
remediation and monitoring should be encouraged, during collection and storage.
Development of new techniques for reducing
cross-contamination orstrata and water-transmitting Accurate site characterization and an understanding of
zones in well bores is also needed, fundamental processes can only be accomplished if

unbiased samples can be coliected and adequately
Developments in drilling technologies will be needed to preserved for analysis. Research leading to improved
obtain representative samples, both sediment and .sampling techniques will improve and ultimately
groundwater, for monitoring and remediation of waste reduce the cost of site characterization substantially,
sites more efficiently and effectively. New
technologies such as horizontal drilling can be used to
enhance the efficiency of in situ remediation
operations and to permit monitoring and remediation
activities beneattl existing facilities (i.e., closer to the
source). Measurement-while-drilling technologies will
greatly enhance efficiency and reduce costs for site
characterization activities.
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Measurements at the First, the physical structure, mineral/chemical

Solid-Liquid Interface composition, and biological colonization of natural soiland aquifer surfaces must be determined, and factors
To predict (and possible modify) the roles of aquifer (e.g., solution chemistry) controlling these properties
solid surfacos incontaminant transport, methods are must be identified. This includes not only surfaces of

. needed to characterize environmental phase heterogeneous immobile solids but also those of
boundaries. Sample preparation procedures are suspended colloidal phases as they occur in situ.
needed to prevent changes in the surfaces resulting
from collection and handling. Natural surfaces must Next, the physicochemical properties of natural
be exposed to solutes of known chemical reactivity surfaces that inhibit their heterocoagulation and the
(e:g., acid, base, and redox), and data must be mineralogical associations that bind preexisting aquifer
analyzed to reveal activities of surface species and colloids to immobile media must be determined,

quantify equilibrium distributions. The response of Finally, natural surface reactivity requires .,untification
aquifer solids to changes in solution properties (i.e., and quantification of reactive surface species and
mixed solid thermodynamics) should be quantified, determination of the molecule-scale mechanisms o'i
Therefore, improved methods are needed for their interactions with contaminants.
measuring various solution constituent activities as
they occur in situ (e,g., trace levels of 02), Concepts The processes that occur at solid-liquid interfaces are
for averaging the surface behavior of natural crucial in order to understand subsurface contaminant
heterogeneous porous media are needed to facilitate transport and design waste management strategies.
accurate simulations of their effects on subsurface Dissolution and precipitation play a major role in
contaminant transport, controlling the groundwater composition. Sorption and

desorption phenomena govern the availability of many
Colloidal phases present special measurement substances for inclusion in mobile subsurface phases
challenges. Observations of these materials as they (retardation) and for uptake by subsurface
occur in suspension and as they are attached to microorganisms (biodegradation, toxicity). Surface
natural wetted aquifer surfaces are needed. The properties of colloids and aquifer solids in groundwater
importance of steric factors and surface forces to roles solutions dictate subsurface mobility of the Brownian
of colloids (e.g., as sorbents) and to colloid fates (e.g., particles (spanning macromolecules tnrough

heterbcoagulation) must be examined, microparticles). Finally, physical surface-liquid
properties such as wetabiiity are important to problems

Data on solute-surface interactio._sare needed for of nonaqueous phase liquid flow, movement of vadose
predictions of sorption and heterogeneous reaction zone water, and fluctuations near the capillary fringe.
processes. Methods to examinesurface speciation of Thus, to develop basic knowledge involving the fate of
sorbates and to measure surface abundances are any compounds ingroundwater, a major effort must be
needed, and methods to measure sorbed directed at elucidating interactions occurring at these
concentrations in the field directly may be useful, critical solid-liquid phase boundaries.

A variety of approaches are necessary to develop
measurement techniques at the solid-liquid interface.
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Characterization of Microstructures suitable average values for use in multiporosity
' transport models, Laboratory techniques using x-ray

Microstructures such as fractures, fossil ruot channels, tomography, scanning electron microscopy, and
worm holes, primary rock porosity,,etc,, can strongly nuclear magnetic resonance should be developed,
influence the transport of both dissolved- and Promising field techniques include fracture mapping
pure-phasecontaminants in porous systems. The bulk via hydraulic response of water in flactures generated
movement of water in porous media typically has been by earth tides and seismic tomography.
described at a,macroscopic scale through averaging

techniques without necessitating characterization of A suitable macroscopic description of mass transport
discrete microstructures. When significant depends on proper averaging of microscopic
microstructure exists, employing the same averaging processes, Such averaging techniques can be
techniques used for flow to describe mass transport is developed only if techniques are available for
impossible because diffusiveexchange between characte.rizlngmicrostructure over a wide range of
regions of mobile and immobile water occurs. In many spatialscales, Discrete features, though small, can
systems, diffusive exchange between regions of high often dominate flow and transport processes, For
and low permeability constitutes the dominant control example, many clay aquitards have microfractures _hat
on mass transport. Because surface chemistry may can occur at 1-m intervals. The bulk effective

be different in mobile regions than in immobile regions, permeability in such systems can be 10 to 1,000 times
geochemical character;zationof microst,uctures is also greater than the unfractured clay matrix, Although
important. In fractured systems, the movement of fractures greatly enhance bulk water movement,
dense nonaqueous phase liquids such as carbon diffusion between fracture water andsurrounding
tetrachloride is strongly controlled by fracture matrix water, occupying the microporosity of clay
apertures, Characterization is needed at a scale minerals, can reduce contaminant mobility
ranging from microns to millimeters, significantly, Thus, predictions of both fluid flow and

mass transport would be impossible without an
Development of laboratory and field techniques is adequate characterization of the microstructure.
needed for characterizing microstructures in
subsurface systems. Techniques are needed for
determining microstructure geometry, evaluating
surface chemistry of microstructures, and obtaining
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Tracer Technologies useful, but research is needed regarding the
quantification of source terms. In complex systems

The use of trace-level substances to investigate mass such as fractured rocks, the intentional release of
transfer processes has been successful in a variety of multiple tracers having similar physical and chemical
scientific disciplines. Tracers mayenter environmental processes could greatly enhance and clarify site
systems as dissolved constituents in rain, from existing characterization and fundamental processes.
waste sources (tracers of opportunity),or by intentional

release. Tracers are useful in evaluating both physical Long-term research in developing suitable tracers for
and chemical processes, especially at the field scale, intentional release, methods of releasing tracers,
The following properties are considered important for development of analyticaltechniques for
environmental tracers: atmospherically derived tracers, and the application of

tracer techniques to investigate scale-dependent
. They must be exotic to the system of interest, physical and chemical processes is needed.
[] They must have known chemical reactivity

(including tracers with little reactivity). The overwhelming success of tracers in disciplines,

,, They must be environmentally safe (for intentional such as oceanography, has demonstrated its
release), importance in scientific investigations. Real

• They must t,ave low analytical detection limits, environmental systems are extremely inhomogeneous
and complex. Significant insight into the complexities

,. = They must be inexpensive to analyze and of advective-dispersive transport and physical flow
.... pr°ducel processes has been obtained recentlyby conducting

• They must be measured easily under in situ simple field-scale tracer tests. The most well
conditions, characterized subsurface systems are those in which

- They must exist in a quantifiable source term. tracer tests have b( en performed. Advanced tracer
techniques will alluw a determination of the net effects

Research is needed on the use of atmospherically of fundamer'tal processes at a scale that has practical
derived substances as tracers to evaluate large-scale importance.
and long-term mass transfer processes. Tracers
emanating from existing waste sources are potentially
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Monitoring Process Variables for of innovative methods will be necessary to monitor the
Control of Chemical and Biological critical process variables accurately. Optimally, these

methods will provide information in real time, allowing
Treatment Processes feedback to process control,
Definition of critical process variables and
development of methods for monitoring these variables To attain the high destruction and removal efficiencies
are needed for the application of effective chemical required by environmental regulations, a high degree
and biological remediation methods, both in situ and of process control is essential. Monitoring of effluent
ex situ. Critical process variables must be defined by alone indicates process upsets only after,they occur.
analysis of appropriate chemical or biological For ex situ methods, such an approachnecessitates
experiments coupledwith calculational simulations and retention of some portion of the output stream for
sensitivity analysis. Development of methods for reprocessing to avoid unacceptable damage to the
monitoring the variab0eswill make use of biology, environment. For in situ methods, the result may be
chemistry, geosciences, ano chemical engineering, failure of an expensive remediation effort. By
The variables to be defined may include but are not identifying and monitoring critical intermediate steps in
limited to concentrations of stable and unstable the remediation process in real time, feedback to
chemical and biological intermediates and changes in process control can be accomplished before
the physical state of the system (e.g., temperature or unacceptable pollutar_,tlevels are released to the
electrical conductivity). Once certain variables have environment. Optical and electrochemical methods for
been determined to be critical, methods of monitoring real-time monitoring trace species in hot, oxidizing, or
them to allow highly accurate process control should otherwise hostile process conditions may make such
be developed. The critical variables may well be process control possible. In addition, geophysical
different for in situ and ex situ remediation methods, methods that will yield real-time data on subsurface
even where the chemical or biological system used for conditions relating to remediation are needed.
remediation is the same. In many cases, development
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Chemometrics implementationsfor instrumentdrift,distortion, and
other effects that threaten to bias the information the

Modern analytical instrumentation is becoming analyzers generate. Once a problem is detected, the
increasingly dependent on sophisticated algorithm, working together with heuristic expert
data-acquisition, preprocessing, display, and systems, must be able to classify the problem
enhancement algorithms. Chemometrics is central to according to type, notify the scientist of the problem,
this trend inexploiting advances in applied and, if possible, apply a corrective action (e.g.,
mathematics and computational statistics to extract automatic recalibration or switch to redundant

useful chemical information from instrumental data, instrumentation or mathematical drift compensation).
design new measurement instrumentation, and A need also exists to support new research in

optimize analytical methods. Chemometrics advances mL'ltwariatecalibration methodology. Methods that
in spectral resolution and multivariate calibration have outpef iorm the currently popular biased regression
allowed complex samples to be analyzed for multiple methods (principal components and partial least
analyses oi'physical pioperties without the need for squares) are needed to handle integrated sensor array
time consuming physical separation. Also, these calibration. Even more important for the future are the
methods have partially solved the problems associated higher order calibration methods that hold the promise
with developing completely selective sensors (uniquely of complete information recovery from hyphenated
responsive to a single analyte) by providing the instruments (e.g., GC/MS, MS/MS).
needed chemical information from optimized arrays of

nonselective sensors. Chemometrics research optimizes the extraction of
meaningful information from analytical data. This both

A new generation of field and in situ environmental improves the quality of the data and reduces
analyzers/sensors will demand much more from the instrumentation requirements (e.g., separations).
field of chemometrics than their laboratory Chemometrics research has the potential to develop
counterparts. New forms of multiplex spectrometry multivariate instrument standardization methods to
that may rely on basic functions other than correct for variation both within and among
trigonometric (Fourier transform) or Walsh (Hadamard) instruments, thus improving reproducibility. By
functions will be needed. Sensor array or spectral maximizing information and improving reproducibility,
data will require new forms of waveform transformation chemometrics reduces costs, accelerates practical
algorithms to ensure optimal extraction of information application of new technologies, and enhances
for data analysis. Ideally, in-field analyzers will be

the probability of selecting an appropriate
error detecting and self correcting to guarantee the remediation action.
integrity of these chemical sentinels. Extensive
research is required to improve, extend, and test
chemometric methods and its associated computer
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Data Communication locations or by multiple _ensors at a single sampling

Management and Analysis point. In addition to fac.qtatingthe analysis and
reporting of data required by State and Federal

Advancement of new techniques and instrumentation regulations, a data base system should function as a
for site characterization will require the concomitant tool to improve subsequent sampling designs, provide
development of innovative methods of data a high degree of quality assurance (QA), and allow
communication, management, and analysis. For visualization of the site's characteristics in a

example, advancements in data communication will be three-dimensional perspective. For example, the data
required to transfer in situ data more effectively from base system should include expert system
the source to systems where they can be evaluated, components to assist in optimizing sampling,
stored, and documented. In addition, such informa!ion measurements, and other monitoring needs
must be communicated effectively within an individu'al and provide immediate QA feedback to detect
facility as well as among ali DOE facilities to be of instrumentation problems, classify the type of problem,
maximum value. Data systems must be developed notify the operator, and, possibly, apply a corrective
simultaneously with datacollection technologies to action (e.g., automatic recalibration, switch to
receive optimal benefit from these advanced redundant instrumentation). The data base system
techniques, should also include geostatistical modeling

components to visually depict a contamination problem
Data systems must be designed to take advantage of and to animate its movement in the environment under
ali aspects of the data easily and effectively. These various conditions.
designs will require that maximum use be made of the

rapid advancements in computer technologies, Advancements in characterization methodology are
including multiprocessor computers and sophisticated needed for DOE to accomplish timely site remediations
software for visualization of contaminated sites, nationwide. Many technological advancements for site
Communication of the data from the source to the characterization are possible, but ali will require a
management system must be rapid and accurate, both sophisticated data management and analysis
intrinsically (e.g., within the sampling device) and component to take advantage of these technologies
extrinsically (e.g., field to office and office to office), completely.
Development of in situ chemical measurements will
require advanced data analysis methods and expert
systems to interpret the vast quantities of data such as
those produced by an array of sensors at several
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Speciation Measurements composition (especially in mixed waste systems),
elemental oxidation states, simple and complex

Speciation measurements are important for cations and anions, mixed inorganic/organic
environmental restoration.. The measurements will be complexes and phases, and different polymorphic
directed at monitoring solid, liquid, andgaseous forms phases that can exist for many chemical species.
of species. Speciation measurements must be made Developmentof x-ray techniques for use in the
on chemical contaminants that are emitted from a toxic speciation of dust particulate matter that becomes
waste site as particulate matter (dust) and droplets airborne during remediation is needed.
during the remediation process. Gaseous species are Surface-oriented spectroscopies are necessary for
also highly likely to be scattered from the site, The looking at chemical species that form on surfaces as a
chemical speciation will have to be effected with result of both normal chemical and biological reactions
respect to different temperature regimes, because

in the waste repository and processes associated with
such remediation approaches such as in situ thermal the remediation. Species that undergo precipitation
remediation can change the chemical and biological (and thus possible redissolution) as a result of
speciation, and hence the mobility of components. In solid-liquid interface reactions will have to be studied
this context, remediation-induced speciation must be using microscopy and various appropriate
studied over a broad range of possible remediation spectroscopies. Speciation of liquid samples will have
processes. Chemical speciation involved in radiolytic to be studied using techniques such as
reactions of organic (both halogenated and

chromatography, liquid-amenable spectroscopies, and
nonhalogenated compounds as well as chelating

mass spectrometry, Fiber optics can be coupled to the
organics) and inorganic compounds, catalyzed use of optrodes, photoacoustic spectroscopy, and
reactions that might occur under inherent chemical

thermal lensing to study solution species, Techniques
repository and remediation conditions, and remediation will have to be developed to consider low
approaches (such as supercritical combustion or concentrations of both chemical and biological species.
inc,inerntion) must be studied. Species- (solid,

solution, and gaseous forms) related The speciation of a contaminant must be known
formation/degradation kinetics must be addressed for accurately to forrnulate viable codes and models for -
inclusion into chemical codes and transport models, contaminant transport. The rigorous documentation of

species allows them to be included in chemical
A wide range of experimental techniques will be reactions necessary for writing chemical transport
needed to characterize the species involved in toxic models, fordesigning chemistry-oriented remediation
waste site sampling, characterization, and monitoring, strategies, and for determining biological uptake.
In the area of solid samples, microscopic and bulk
spectroscopic approaches will have to be used to
study chemical species aspects such as chemical
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Separation Methods compounds; methodsin ion chromatography;
membrane technology to allow enhanced separations

Extraction, preconcentration, and analysis are both in the laboratory and in small in situ devices; and
important component steps in the methods needed to capillary electrophoresis. Methods suitable for both
analyze environmentally related samples. Each step organic and inorganic analyses are needed that can be
usually involves some type of phase separation applied to both radioactive and nonradioactive species.
method. For each step, the complexity of the samples

at DOEsites will require both adaptations and The complexity anddiversity of mixed wastes at DOE
improvements in existing separation methods, as well sites require that advanced chemical seParation
as new separation methods. A few examples of needs techniques be available for use in chemical analyses.
include, but are not limited to, improvements in the Such techniques will permit the efficient extraction and

fundamental understanding of supercritical fluid preconcentration of trace analyses from natural and
extraction to allow the efficient extraction of complex waste-related matrices for determination by
samples; the separation and analysis ofneutral conventional as well as new methods. The separation
water-soluble compounds in water; theseparation of and determination of multiple specific analyses by new
analyses from mobile chromatographic phases when and/or improved analytical methods will also be
interfacing chromatographs to various detectors (e.g., permitted.
MS and ICP/MS); methods in high-temperature gas
chromatography, high-pressure liquid chromatography,
and supercritical fluid chromatography to extend the ,,
range of analysis to include low-volatility organic
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Sensitivity and Screening contaminants (to aid in remediation). Short-term
measurements will be required for site characterization

Laboratory analytical techniques will continue to meet and long-term (months or years) measurements will be
screening and sensitivity needs that cannot be required for monitoring, Arnong the areas in which
satisfied by in situ analysis. Environmental laboratory work is needed are general indicator chemistries;
measurements are typically conducted by general automated flow-injection analytical methods' optical
purpose instruments such as GC/MS and ' '
characteristically havebeen expensive and time spectroscopies such as surface-enhanced Raman

scattering and photoacoustic spectroscopy; statistical
consuming. Long-term basic research in laboratory pattern recognition techniques such as chemometrics
analysis should focus on both improving existing electrochemical detectors, inductively coupled
techniques and developing new technology, The plasma/mass spectrometry, laser resonance
general research goal must be to assemble a battery ionization, and "hyphenated" systems combining
of measurements that can be applied as needed to the separation; and/or multiple detection systems,
unique problems of a specific site, This battery of Long-term research willbe required to fully develop
techniques must include measurements for single and implement new or improved technologies that will
analyses (includingradionuclides) at very low fill these requirements,,
concentrations and measurements that can screen a

sample for the presence of a variety of contaminants,, These new laboratory-based analytical techniques will
giving at least approximate concentrations, Because improve remedial investigations by providing a clearer,
fast initial characterization of a site can enable more

more complete data base on which to make decisions,
efficient sampling strategies, emphasis must be placed These techniques will also reduce costs of remediation
on techniques that provide r_qpidinformation, by improving decision making and reducing worker-
Specifically, screening techniques that will give rapid hours required to obtain data sets, The ability to make
information on concentrations or activities that may be rapid measurements will allow feedback during well
higher than regulatory guidelines are needed, drilling, rhis ability also wilt allow the best choice of
Screening for general classes of compounds may be well siting and prevent wasted effort. More useful
appropriate, Techniques that can be applied to information will become available, providing a large
samples without the need for separation or purification data grid on selected contaminants and allowing
steps are desirable, geostatistical methods to be applied more effectively,

Rapid screening and measurements can effectively
Techniques will be needed for rapid screening of reduce the risks of exposure to workers and can
samples for contaminants, (e,g,, organic, inorganic, reduce or eliminate the potential for shipping and
transuranic and mixedwastes) and for"rapid chain-of-custody problems,determination of concentrations of known
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APPENDIX A.3
NEW REMEDIATION TECHNOLOGY

Advanced Control for D&D (e,g,, position, orientation, and velocity) and the

Robotic Systems surrounding envtronrnentfrom several complementary
or redundant sensors; combining or fusing these

Decontamination and decommlsslo_ing (D&D) of observations into a form which can be used for control;
Inactive facilities Isan example of a classic and Integrating this information into a system's control
"unstructured"environment for robotics, In comparison structure, Because a single sensor often provides only
with industrial application of robotics, where parts from part of the Information needed to perform a task,
exactly the same design are worked on repeatedly, additional complementary sensors are needed to
D&D robots rarely perform the same function twice, provide the mtsslng information, In addition, redundant
The ability to detect and correct for unexpected sensors are built into systems to improve estimates of
situations is critical to Increasing the safety of robotic the state of the environment and to provide a means of
operations. This capacity requires the development of error recovery in case of sensor failure, Although
advanced algorithms and the ability to integrate some work has been performed in this area, a general
multiple sensor Inputs. multisensor integration control structure has not been

developed successfully, Additional researchfocusing
Researchis needed on algorithmsdevelopmentto allow on the development of a complete integrated system
smartrobots to generate softwareautomaticallyto detect is needed,
off-normalevents andeither automaticallygenerate a

recoveryplan or requestdirection from thesystem Sensor integration will require advancement in the
operator, Areas requiringstudy includeautomatic following research areas:
generationof error detectionand correctionprograms,

executionmonitoring,expectation-basedprogramming, - Probabilistic methods of representing
andcommunicationwith the humanoperator, uncertainties in observations and states,

,. Methods for fusing and combining sensor
Because smartrobotics is an emerging science, information.
researchers should represent a variety of disciplines,
Computer science, phYSiCS,math and engineering ,. Multlrate control structures with state and
departments are ali carrying Outrelated research at observation uncertainties.
various universities, Access to robotic test beds, ., Dynamic selection of sensors and sensor features,

which include robots,computers, and sensors is keyto - Computational distribution irl a multiprocessor
the ultimate success of the research. Remote system.

operations typically are carried out very slowly; speed = Real-time software environments that support
of operation is an additional research need. logical sensors a hierarchy of sensors,Successful research in this area will allow increases in

the productivity of remote operations. Experiments - Smart sensors with local preprocessing
and analyses in similar but different hazardous capabilities.
situations indicate that dramatic cost reductions are

Successful completion of this researchwill lead topossible with the use of smart robots with automatic
error detection and correction capability, improved operation of robotic devices in nontraditional

environments, resulting inhigher-efficiency D&D of

Sensor integration in a robotics system involves facilities at lower human health risk,
collecting noisy observations about the systems' states
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,Robotic Systems: Smart Robots and Mechanisms of Material
the Man-Machine Interface Contamination
Smart robotics is an emerging field aimed at the During normal operations and subsequent
development of automatic plat_ningand programming environmental restoration activities, components or
techniques that allow robots to be used inoperations, structures at DOEsites may become radiologlcally
such as environmental restoration. These operations contaminated, The radionuclides may be deposited on
are less structured than the typical mass-production the material surfaces by aqueous solutions, organic
application. Smart robotic technology for completely liquids, oils, or airborne media. The fundamental
autonomous remote machines has not been mechanisms of contamination of plastic vitreous,

implemented completely. During the period inwhich oementitious, soil-particle, and metallic surfaces by
environmental restoration is being carded out, some fluids that contain radionuclides are.not fully
remote functions will be conducted by computer understood. Depending on the nature of the material,
control, and others, by human control. The means by the contaminant, and the service conditions, there
which the human operator and the computer share could be either simple surface adsorption or chemical
control is critical to both the acceptance of smart combination.
robotic technology by human operators and the safe
performance of the system. Basic studies are required to determine the precise

mechanisms of surface contamination for relevant

Neededresearch in the area of.automated planning material/contaminant combinations. Locating the
ahd programming includes three-dimensional mapping contaminants in the surface and near-surface
of facilities and contents; qualitative physics of microstructure, determining depth of contarnination,
disassembly processes; sensing strategies; automated and identifying reaction products as a function of time
path planning of manipulators and mobile robots; and test conditions will help to accurately characterI:_e
automated strategies for grasping, supporting, and the controlling mechanisms, lt will then be possibl,_to
cutting; and manipulator control. Improvements to the construct a framework for determining the most "
man-machine interface require research and appropriate means of decontaminating equipme_ltat
development directed toward an understanding of the the DOE sites, thus leading to cost savings, increased
means by which a human operator and a controlling efficiency, and waste reduction. The researchwill
computer can share overall control of a remote system involve a long-term effort to identify and chr_racterize
for D&D of inactive facilities in a way that optimizes the radiological contamination mechanisms for appllopriate
productivity and safety of the overall remote system, materials. With a fundamental understanding of the
Specific areas of research include graphical physicochemical characteristics of the radiological
programming, voice programming, preview control, contamination of material surfaces, improved and
shared control, real-time three-dimensional graphics, more cost,effective procedures can be defin_ad. In
switching between manual and programmed control, addition, the work will inevitably lead to the use of new
and devices for feedback of sensing and control classes of materials with slower rates of contamination
information to the human operator, and simpler and safer decontamination procedures.

Research in this area will result in remote operations
that can be carried out faster and with less reliance on

human operators, thereby reducing life-cycle costs and
minimizing hazards to humans.
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Mass Transfer Mechanisms contaminants may not be known, Islands of waste

Controlling the Release of .... may be dispersed in the matrix (physical
Contaminants From Waste Forms encapsulation), the waste (including the contaminants)

may become an Intimate part of the matrix (chemical
Solidification/stabilization is a widely used waste immobilization), or additives dispersed in the matrix
disposal and remedial action technique, One may sorb the contaminants (chemical Interaction and
disadvantage is that this technique does not destroy physical encapsulation).
the contaminant. Because the contaminant Is still

present, the continuing possibility of release and Basic research Is needed to establish the following
subsequent harmto the environment exists, conditions:
Stabilization strategies are currently selected,
evaluated, and implemented without a basic = Waste form rnlcrostructures (i.e., morphology,
understanding of the long-term performance of the crystallinlty, phases, and homogeneity).

waste forms, ,, Fate contaminants in this microstructure (I,e.,
substitution in the crystalline structure,

Determining the controlling mechanism of release precipitation in the grain boundaries, sorption or
requires a fundamental study of the Internal chemistry adherence to surfaces, and dissolution in pore
of the waste form, the physical avenues for mass solution).

transfer, the interfaces between the different avenues = Thermodynamics and kinetics of the phases
(and different species), and the rates ofthe chemical identified in the Wasteforms,
and physical steps involved. Another important area of
research is the stability of the waste form in a given ., Stability and durability of the waste form and the
environment over a long period of time (i.e., how long relevant contaminant phase under different
the waste form can remain localized), environmental conditions (irradiation, corrosion,

and matrix attack by waste or envirof_ment)and

A fundamental understanding of the mechanisms over time (conversion of microstructure from
controlling release will lead to more accurate intermediate form to final form, or "weathering"),
source-term models, improved waste forms, and
guidelines for matching waste-form binder materials to The research should explain how a contaminant is
individual wastes, immobilized, help design new waste forms, and help

,, explain how a contaminant is mobilized and
transported out of the waste form and into the

Waste Form Microstructures and environment. If the chemistry and physics of the

Properties Controlling Stability microstructure of immobilization can be demonstrated,
then this knowledge can be used to better understand

Solidification/stabiliza.tionof a variety of wastes has how the contaminants are mobilized and transported to
occurred at DOE sites without a fundamental the environment and to improve extrapolations to
understanding of waste form microstructures and the different geometries, chemistries, environments, and
properties controlling stability. Even if the waste form times.
matrix has been determined, contaminants are only a
minor constituent of the waste and the resulting waste
form, and the location and phases of these
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Durability and Failure Mechanisms sealing materials (I,e,, clays and grouts), Durability

of Waste-Packaging Materials experiments specific to the environment and the waste
type will be performed on materials judged suitable for

Waste management pr'oblemscaused by leaks in further development, Both localized and general
previously buried waste are well documented and aspects of atmospheric, aqueous, and inside-out
numerous, An option to remediation Is the corrosion/degradation will be investigated, with special
recontalnment of these wastes In more-suitable emphasis on environmental and waste-specific ,
containers either initially or after reprocessing, An considerations (e,g,, ionizing radiationand organic
understanding of the durability and failure mechanisms interactions),
of waste-paokaglng materials is a long-term
research need, This task Involvesconso dating existing Information on

container and packing material durability for the
A need exists to develop durable materials to proposed waste site locations, Because long-term
package/repackage both existing and newly generated waste isolation Is the objective, experiments lasting
DOE waste, Long-term packaging provides a needed more than 1 year are needed,
option for the remediation of existing waste,
Funda[nental issuesto be investigated are the Benefits from this research include establishment of

corrosion/alteration of the material in the actual the required parameters for effective design of
environment and the likely modes of degradation packages for waste storage, resulting in minimization
under expected environmental conditions, of waste transport to the environment,
Investigationswill ino',udestudies of localized and
uniform corrosion of candidate container materials and

studies of the durability of various overpack and
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Novel Separations Processes temperature, pressure, or other physical parameters

Applied to Concentrated Waste would reduce the mass of_prooesseffluent sl:reams.
The use of crown ethers an_ of supt_rcrltlcalsolvents

Separation processes continued to play an important has received consldarable attentlo,,1,This It_tof

role in the remediation of DOE sites, Concentration of approaches should be expanded to include micelle-
waste constituents is likely to yield economic benefits, and reversed mtoelle-based separations, the use of
even in situations where contaminants could be sequestering/complexing agents, pyrochemical
destroyed (e.g., by thermal or biological treatment), Ali processes, and more exotic areas such as
of the .candidateprocesses have not yet been defined; enzyme-assisted separations,
some potential processes are described below,

Separation based on differences In magnetic
For separation processes such as liquid-liquid susceptibility should also be considered, Both
extraction, membrane extraction, aqueous blphaslc open-gradient and high-gradient magnetic separation
extraction, or sorbent extraction, fundamental research have provided some level of separation for a variety of
should focus on the nature of the molecular DOE waste streams tested. The separation factor for
interactionsbetween solutes and the extractant, In this technology is dependent on material size
addition, there are large gaps In the knowledge of distribution and concentration. Advances in

solute behavior in concentrated, aqueous electrolyte high-temperature superconductor materials cat1make
solutions and of solution thermodynamics In this process competitive by making itpossible to obtain
nonaqueous solvents, Thermodynamic models of high magnetic gradients at reduced costs,
physlcochemical interactions forthese types of

systems need to be developed. Reliable data Collection of fundamental separation process data will
pertaining to activities and complexation constants promote remediation of chemical or radiological
need to be measured for both aqueous and contamination with the high levels.of contaminant
nonaqueous systems, The development of new recovery required to ensure the safe return of the host
classes of extraction reagents is an importantaspect matrix to the open envlron;nent. Selective separation
of this research. Conventional solvent extraction and processes should ultimately minimize the volume of
ion exchange processes typically rely on the use of the concentrated waste stream.
high-ionic-strength solutions to regenerate the
extraction system. New extraction systems inwhich
reversible complexation is governed by changes in
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Interfacial Phenomena structure and bothstatic and dynamic scattering
techniquessuchas photoncorrelationspectroscopy

A betterunderstandingof the physicochemical and small-anglex-rayand neutron scatteringfor
propertiesof interfacialregimeswouldenhance the obtainingstructuralinformationon colloidalsystems.
abilityto model and predictcontaminantmigration,to

developimprovedseparationprocesses, and to Remediationofconcentratedwastes, soils, and

developmore effectivestrategiesfor controlling groundwater,regardlessof the technology,willbe
contaminantmigrationwithinthe environment, influencedby the interfacialand colloidalpropertiesof

the environmentalsystem. In addition,many
Interfacialphenomena play a significantrole in separationprocesses couldbe improvedby better
deter,nining ._""_tepartitioningbehavior ;t liquid-liquid understandingand controlof interfacialphenomena.
and liquid_ _nterfaces.Separationtechniques Forexample, membrane-based separationprocesses
such as sorp.ton,crystallization,solventextraction, offerthe possibilityoI obtainingvery selective
and flotationare examples of separationprocesses separationswith low capital and operatingcosts. The
that are greatlyaffected by interfacialproperties. The moreserious problemsassociatedwith membrane
partitioning of colloids and solutes also plays a role in systems, suchas concentration polarization and
contaminant migration through soils and groundwaters, membrane fouling, both occur within the interfacial

Research effortsshould be directed toward the regime. Solutions to these problems wou!d represent
a major advancement in separation science and wouid

development of new instrumental techniques for enhance the technology base for remediation.
_,tudyinginterfacial and colloidal phenomena. Some

, recent areas of promise include internal and external
reflectance spectrometry as a probe of monolayer
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Transmutation of Long-Lived target isotopes into a reactor core; for increased
Waste Constituents transmutation, it is also desirable to concentrate the

target isotopes. Therefore, t_,_effec_of long-lived
' If long-lived radioactiv9 components of wastes (the 'waste constituents (particuL_rlY"atenhanced

transuranics and a limited set of the fissiu, 1product concentrations) on the material properties and
isotopes) could be recycled for effective transrnutation morphology of fuel and target pins must be clarified.
in a reacto', design of the waste containment and
repository might be simplified and environmental Measurement of basic nucleardata would be

concerns _lleviated. completed in the following two steps: (1)differential
cross-section measurements on accelerators

The long-lived waste constituents are a p;imary dedicated to basic nuclear data measurements and (2)
concern when evaluating the biological risk aspects o_ in-reactor irradiation experiments. These steps require
a nuclear waste repository. For light-water reactor detailed chemical and massspectrograph supporting
spent fuel, it takes 1 million years of decay before c_e measurements, Analysis of fuel pin morphology would
potential biological risk contained in the mass of spent also be completed in two steps: (1) in-reactor actinide,
fuel is reduced to a levelequivalent to that in the burning experiments (fuel pins with prototypic
original ura:'..ium.Mostof the fission products are transuranic concentrations) and (2)laboratory
short-lived isotopes and decay in the first 500 years, analyses quantifying the effects oi fission product
Long-lived waste constituents can be transmuted to impurities and high transuranic content.
shorter-lived forms by undergoing nuclear reactions.

Ideally, the long-lived higher actinides are fissioned, Transmutation of actinides through fission potentially
producing shorter-lived fission products. In addition, eliminates the actinides; it also provides the additional
the few fission products that are long-lived (e.g., 99Tc benefit of energy production. This research is a
and 1291)may be transmuted to shorter-lived isotopes, necessary first step in the evaluation and
Nuclear data that quantify the neutron capture and implementation of long-livedwaste transmutation.
fission probabilities of these long-lived isotopes are
necessary for accurate predictions of their
transmutation rates. Significant transmutation of
long-lived isotopes requires repeated recycle of the
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Properties of Certain Waste Rheology
Elements in Waste Remediation requires the removalor retrieval of

Certain minor constituents in concentrated wastes, sludges and semisolids at DOE sites, often from very
especially in sludges, typically cause problems in hostile and inaccessible environments, as well as the
separation and conversion processes (e.g., they do not subsequent pumping of these wastes to and through
partition predictably and can foul equ{pmentor treatment systems.
products) These constituents are specifically
identified as Ru, Tc, Cr, Zr, Hg, and noble metals .Rheological properties and factors that can modify or
(including Rh and Pd). Some of these elements would .control rheology and mobility of concentrated waste
have considerable value if separated in pure form. sludges.and semisolids should be investigated.
Better chemical, physical, and thermodynamic property Chemical composition, particle size and morphology,
data (in waste matrices) are needed to design effective and electrical and other fundamental properties--as
processes to separate and/or control these elements, well conditions such as temperature, pressure,

concentration, shear, vibration, and acoustical

Researchcould focus on a particular element or on a energy_will be investigated. Studies should be
particular set of properties for some or ali of the conducted on generic waste types that are as realistic
elements. Research should be basic and somewhat as possible. Laboratory-scale demonstrations of

exploratory but at the sametime be guided by practical rheology control and modification are needed.
consideration of an ultimate scheme to exploit those
properties being studied. Behaviors in simulations of A better understanding of waste rheology will result in
"typical" wastes, including fission product, metal efficient use of water and energy, thus minimizing
finishing, and a!;_tir_ideprocessing sludges, must be waste volume and cost. Such understanding also
demonstrated, minimizes the use of costly and risky operations (such

as mechanical mining) and makes trial-and-error and
Minor constituents of concentrated waste often "brute force" approaches at the sites unnecessary.

produce process, environmental, safety, and cost
problems in the treatment ofthese wastes for
environmental remediation. Qne or more of these may
contribute hsavily to costs of off-gas systems, toxicity
of products _-._"ider_vironmentalreleases, or process
constraints. This researchwill lead to better control

and perhaps isolation of some of these problem
elements.

i
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Gas Generation in Waste processed. The mobility of various radiolytic and

Disposal ,Sites decomposition gases in various barriers (including
geomembranes, clays, and asphalt barriers), as well

Radioactive decay in a waste disposal site can as in different soil types, should also be measured.
produce flammable gases. In addition, ordinary Gases investigated should include H2,02, OH4, and ,

biodegradation of materials can produce methane gas. N20. The potential for pressurization at large sites that
These gases can create pressure or become a have barriers both above and below the waste should

potential explosion t_azardwhen they are trapped by a be evaluated. The potential for explosion or
barrier intended to minimize release of contaminants combustion of flammable gas mixtures in the porosity
from the disposal site. Although this problem is very of a soil or gravel medium must also be evaluated.
similar to that encountered in an ordinary landfill, the.

composition of the barriers for containment of This type of information is required for an accurate
radioactive components may make the problem analysis of hazards when evaluating waste disposal
more severe, scenarios. Confidence in the long-term stability and

safety of existing disposal sites will be increased as a
To quantify this problem, the types and quantities of result of this research.
gases generated in waste forms intended for
near-surface disposal need to be determined. Specific
tests should be performed by using waste streams and
dry materials that are representative of those to be
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Bioprocessing/Biotechnology .systems that exhibit broad substrate and broad
effector ranges, enable co-induction and expression of

Many of DOE's concentrated and mixed wastes multiple substrate utilization pathways, minimize
consist of various mixtures of organic compounds, repression of other degradative activities, and
nitrates, heavy metals, and radionuclides, minimize organism-level toxic effects would be
Microorganisms can potentially degrade the organics valuable assets. The genetic regulation of induction,
to innocuous end products, reduce the nitrate to N_, expression, and potential genetic transfer of important
and adsorb the nuclides. Successful bioremediation of degradation/tran,sformationpathways also requires
complex wastes will require a thorough knowledge of clarification and the optimum conditions for microbial
the genetic and biochemical potential of important growth and enzyme formation need to be determined.
microbial isolates and communities, the ways in which

these organisms respond (in terms of genetic The biochemical engineering task is to develop new
regulation of their biochemical potential) to types of bioreactor systems for dealing with
manipulation of environmental parameters, and the concentrated wastes, The objective will be to minimize
extent to which optimization of the subsurface the reactor size by maximizing the volumetric
physical/chemical parameters will improve productivity and minimizing the amount ofwater
degradation/transformation, required to support the microbial population.

Fed-batch reactor types and those exploiting
Research is needed in the fields of microbiology and simultaneous adsorption/biodegradation of organics
biochemical engineering. The microbiology task is to should be considered. Methods of sparingly
isolate strains or mixed cultures capable of degrading dispersing soluble organic wastes in the aqueous
the organic components of a concentrated waste to microbial phase must also be studied.
innocuous end products and adsorbing the

radionuclide fraction of mixed wastes. The The use of microorganisms to degrade the organic
biochemistry and genetics of biodegradation of fFactionof concentrated wastes and to biosorb the
important complex mixtures should be addressed radionuclide fraction of a mixed waste is a new

under aerobic, microaerophilic, and anaerobic concept. Degradation rate constants and data on the
conditions. Emphasis should be placed on denitrifying extent of degradation on actual or simulated DOE
metabolism because many DOE wastes contain mixed wastes are required.
nitrates. These cultures will necessarily be waste

specific, but the procedures involved in their isolation Bioprocessing technology as applied to concentrated
are general. Enrichment techniques, random waste holds the potential for remediation at reduced
mutation, and recombinant DNA approaches should be cost and increased efficiency,
considered to increasethe specific degradation rate
and the tolerance of the culture for high concentrations
of the waste, Discoveries of microbial enzyme
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Electromigration Methods • The identification of fundamental parameters of
the technology,the waste contaminant,and the

Developmentof insituelectrophoreticmethods for siteenvironment that can be used to evaluate and

removingcontaminantsfromsoilsin proximityto developthismethod for use in specific
groundwaterhas been hamperedbya lack of applications,
understanding of site-specific c,,,_ndittons/_hatinfluence
these methods. The in situ electi',c,#'%)r_ticmethod ' [] The design of a small in situtest bed for verifying

..... the applicability of this method and maximizing its
generally relies on the use of a_l!!:_i,:#ti_e:dlrect
current voltage that acts between 'ele.o_rode_placed in effectiveness for treatment of specific
the soil and arranged such that positively charged contamination sites.
waste species migrate in one direction while the ,

negatively charged species migrate in the other System parameters such as the tollowing must beunderstood'
direction, both toward receiver wells,for removal. The
effectiveness of the technique is coupled to a number
of important parameters such as the magnitude of the • Effects of aqueous phrase composition on

transference numbers for waste species.
electroosmotic pressure produced between electrodes,
the effective charge of waste species, and the [] Relationship between electroosmotic force and

current densities.
hydraulic parameters specific to the site. This use of a
very simple electrochemical principle to clean soils in [] Effects on distribution coefficients of waste
,place is now being tried with some success in industry, species on soil and clay surfaces and aqueous
However, such trials are essentially empirical in phase composition.
operation and control. For this reason, more [] Effects on waste mass flux as a function of

fundamental data are needed to support efforts in current density and aqueous phase composition.
the field.

Removal and treatment of contaminated soils is costly,
Laboratory tests have been of little value in predicting and in situ treatment is likely tOafford a large
applicability of this method in the field. Therefore, the economic advantage. The development of this
following two major needs must be met by basic technology--in conjunction with both an understanding
research studies: of the parameters that determine the suitability of a site

for the use of a simple electromigration method and
the choice of optimum control parameters--is essential.
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Biosorption of Heavy Metals appropriate, Existing biosorption systems emphasize
and Radionuclides regenerationof the adsorbent, but this may be

unnecessary for DOE problems involving
Many species of microorganisms are ableto adsorb radionuclides. The spent adsorbent can be dried to
heavy metals, transuranics, and other radionuclides minimize its volume and then readied for disposal,

' selectively from dilute aqueous solution, Some

experimental information is available on the effect of Thistask requires further experimental work in
pH and other physicochemical parameters on conventional biotechnology laboratories and involves
adsorption, and various hypotheses have been isolation of microbes possessing useful
proposed concerning the significance of extracellular biosorption/accumulation traits. The growth and
biopolymers and the production of chelating physical/chemical conditions that optimize biosorption
:polypeptides specific for certain metals, Much must be determined. The biochemical and molecular
additional fundamental research is needed to basis for biosorption must be investigated to aid in the
understand the mechanisms important to biosorption if exploitation of this remedial strategy.
this phenomenon is to be used fully as the basis for a
new generation of adsorbents. The adsorption of heavy metals, transuranics, and

other radionuclides onto biological material has two
There are many variables in biosorption, including the potential advantages over competing technologies
metal, the pH, the strain of microorganism, and the (e.g., ion exchange) for the removal of these
conditions under which it is grown. Research must be contaminants from aqueous solution. One advantage
continued to,measure multicomponent adsorption is affinity, the ability to adsorb from extremely dilute
isotherms (i.e., affinity, maximum capacity and solution. (The high affinity of Pu for living matter is one
selectivity parameters, preferably based on Langmuir reason for its toxicity.) The other advantage is
adsorption theory) as a function of these variables, selectivity, the ability to adsorb the target contaminant
Other types of biomass (e,g., dead microbes and : while ignoring chemically similar metals (e,g,, Ca and
cultured plant cells) also may be studied. Thebest Mg) present in natural water systems. A systematic
strains can be studied to uncover the biochemical , exploration of the biochemical basis for this affinity and
basis of their activity. The activity then can be selectivity will lead to the production of highly effective
amplified by conventional mutation or by recombinant biologically based adsorbents.
DNA techniques. Adsorbents are of practical use only
if they can be recovered in concentrated form.
Research on microbial flocculation, gel immobilization,
and other possible separation techniques is therefore
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Chemistry of Organic Pyrolysis to be determined, In addition, other participation by
metal compounds in the pyrolysis reactions is useful,

An improved understanding of the chemistry of organic

pyrolysis, namely those reactions that take place when Organic pyrolysis takes place whenever organic
organic compounds are heated without oxygen, is compounds are heated. Many remediation methods
essential to the development of thermal destruction require heat to drive off or destroy organic compounds
methods for organic compounds, A variety of available from soil matrices. In addition, remediation methods

and developing remediation methods make use of heat based on oxidation may require or generate heat.
for removal or destruction of contaminants, particularly Pyrolysis may lead to the formation of toxic polycyclic
from soils, aromatic compounds. Preventing these compounds

from forming is essential to complete remediation,
Information needed includes the natura of the products Pyrolysis reactions compete with oxidation reactions in
of pyrolysis of a variety of organic compounds, such oxidation-based processes as incineration. An
particularly the haloorganic compounds, and the improved understanding of the kinetics,and
kinetics and mechanisms of pyrolysis reactions. The

mechanisms of pyrolysis reactions may allow ..
variation in pyrolysis products with heating rate and the improvement of remediation methods based on
presence or absence of water need to I_edetermined, oxidation by indicatingthe required alterations to
The conditions producing polycyclic aromatic

process conditions necessary to avoid theproduction
hydrocarbons mustbe identified, and kinetic data that of polycyclic aromatic compounds. The appropriate
can be used to infer and interpret pyrolysis background of fundamental information may also make
mechanisms need to be determined. Surface science it possible to develop pyrolysis into an acceotable
and kinetic data relating to catalysis by metal destruction method for some wastes.
compounds of pyrolysis in soils and kinetic data
relating to catalysis by ions in aqueous solutions need ,,
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Adsorption/Biodegradation Laboratory-scale research that uses both natural soils
Interactions in the Subsurface and well-defined artificialsystems is needed.

Adsorption equilibria of contaminants and
Several interactions between adsorption and biode- microorganisms at concentrations typical of
gradation are criticalto the migration of contaminants groundwater systems, as well as the activity of
through the subsurface and the 'success of in situ adsorbed microbes, require study. Some
bioremediation operations. Many interactions are only mathematical modeling will be essential to separate
poorly understood and require the following the effects of mass transfer, thermodynamic, and
fundamental research: metabolic phenomena at the solid-liquid interface.

,, Microorganisms adsorbed toa surface mayshow In situ bioremediation is considered for any site where
different biodegradation rates and resistance to organic contamination has spread over a large volume
inhibitors than those in liquid culture, of the subsurface. However, field trials have produced

m Metal and radionuclidecontaminants may adsorb variable results even when indigenous soil bacteria

onto microorganisms (and other colloids). This should be capable of degrading the contaminant
action may increase or decrease its migration rate (e.g., gasoline). The m_in problem is that of mixing
through groundwater, depending on the relative the injected nutrients (and possibly bacteria) with the
adsorption behavior of contaminant and microbe contaminant plume in the subsurface.
to the solid phase. Adsorption/desorption equilibria of both microbes and

i Microorganisms can degrade organic chelators contaminant, together with dispersion, play a critical
(e.g., EDTA), thus releasing a metal ion either to role in this process. Adsorption of the centaminant
migrate through the groundwater or to strongly also may reduce its concentration to levels that no
adsorb on the solid phase, longer inhibit microbial activity. Adsorption onto both

mThe shear at the solid/liquid interface will be microorganisms and the soil particles also plays a
insufficient to remove microbes if they absorb critical role in migration of heavy-metal and
strongly. Consequently, a biofilm that clogs the radionuclide contaminants in groundwater. A better
aquifer may develop. Although this effect may be fundamental understanding of these complex
desirable ("biocurtain"containment), it may interactions will allow more effective migration control
adversely effect in situ bioremediation, and design of in situ biodegradation systems.

I I . _1 , i I
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Supercritical Fluid Processes Theory of Heat Flow in Porous
Research is needed to increasethe informationbase Media and Vitreous Material
on chemical and thermodynamic properties of wastes Much of our ability to predict heat flow in porous media
for development of supercritical fluid methods of still depends on empirically derived thermal
separation and conversion. This research is conductivity data. Available methods using this
necessary for furthering the development of approach are not reliable, and improved methods for
supercritical fluids as a means of extracting or estimating thermal conductivity from information on the
destroying contaminants. Currently, these methods constituent materials of the medium are needed. A
are primarily supercritical carbon dioxide extraction of first-principles approach for quantifying thermal
soils and water and oxidation insupercritical water, conductivity of porous media and vitreousmaterial
Application of supercritical fluids to processing of should be used.
materials, and to waste remediation in particular, is a
relatively new field. Phase diagrams above the critical Heat flux in a range of representative soil types should
point can be extremely complex, particularly for two or be investigated and related to the constituent
more components. Both extraction of waste components (e,g., sand, silt, and clay). To determine
components from contaminated soil or water by thermal conductivity, a series of single-component
supercritical carbon dioxide anddestruction of wastes heat-flux experiments should be conducted under

, by oxidation and other reactions in supercritical w_,.ter controlled conditions ranging from near-ambient to
are now being developed as remediation methods, vitrification temperatures. Composites of components
The currently available information base on the should be similarly tested, leading to a comprehensive
chemical and thermodynamic properties listed above theory and a predictive model for the relation between
for most waste components in most supercritical fluids soil attributes and thermal transmission properties
is very limited, under a wide range of temperature conditions.

Phase diagrams, solubilities, Partitioncoefficients, heat Heat can be used in remediation techniques as a
and mass transfer properties, and speciation, under a means of volatilizing and inducing liquid-phase
variety of temperature, Pressure,and solvent transport of contaminants, and reliable predictive
conditions, are needed. In addition, where it is capability is essential to the effective use of such
possible, theoretical correlations for these properties in methods. In situ vitrification uses an extreme heat

supercritical fluid systems should be developed, treatment, and prediction of heat propagation through
the treatment zone should led to more-effective

Enhancement of this information base would speed the remediation methods.
application of the technology to new waste systems
and avoid needless development effort where the
technology is not applicable because of limitations in
these chemical and thermodynamic properties. In
addition, theoretical correlations of properties above
the critical point based on reduced temperatures and
pressures (temperatures and pressures relative to the
critical temperature and pressure) can be extremely
powerful. Development of these theoretical
correlations may help to provide information more
rapidly than it can be supplied by experiment.
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Oxidation Processes hazardous organic wastes to smaller, less toxic
molecules which can easily be disposed, such as

Fundamental chemical research is needed on a water and carbon dtoxlde. These methods include

number of issues relating to oxidation processes, incineration, chlorination of drinking water, wet-atr
particularly in aqueous media and material systems, oxidation, supercritical water oxidation, photochemical
The issues to be investigated include, but are not hydrogen peroxide or ozone oxidation, catalytic
limited to, mechanisms of oxidation by different photochemical oxidation, microwave-enhanced
reagents; interaction of electromagnetic and ionizing oxidation, and electrochemical oxidation. In addition,
radiationwith the oxidation process, particularly to many organic wastes are modified by oxidation during
enhance the comFieteness of reaction: and catalysis their exposure to air and water. In addition to studies
by naturally occu,ring media, such as the organic and

of the standard oxidizers (oxygen, hydrogen peroxide,
mineral compone__tsof soil. Oxidation processes are and ozone), lt may be desirable to study less
important components iri a varleiy of available and conventional oxidizers such as metal oxides. For in
developing remediation methods which make use of situ remediation, lt will be necessary to understand the
oxidation as a means of destroying contaminants in interaction of oxidizers with soil components, both
groundwaters and in situ treatments of soils.

organic and mil_eral,so that optimum strategies can be
developed for efficient use of oxidizer, Metal oxides

Necessary information includes kinetic data that can
found in soils may'enhance or retard the oxidation

be used to infer and Interpret mechanisms; process, and the study of surface oxidation processes
identification of unstable intermediate species in
oxidation; kinetic data on the interaction of l,lay produce new oxidation catalysts that can improve

ex situ treatment processes as weil.
electromagnetic and ionizing radiation with the

chemical reactants, intermediates, and products; and Information about mechanisms and kinetics will allow

surface science and kinetic data relating to catalysis by improvements to existing remediation methods as well
such naturally,occurring media as mineral and organic as the development of new and enhanced methods.
components of soils.

Many methods of destroying contaminants rely on
some form of o'_,_.,_tionbecause it converts complex
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Organisms in Engineered performance. Obtainingthis knowledge will involve the
Ecosystems for Environmental isolationand analysis of plant genetic systems and
Remediation research to promote their expression, lt will also

Involvetracingthe pathwaysbywhich organicsare
Engineeredecosystems can be designed based on an degraded and Identifyingmicrobes that can more
understanding of natural wetland communities. These efficiently perform each of the required blo'chemlcal
ecosystems can perform adsorption, sedimentation, reactions. Although some research would be devoted
chelation, volatilization,and chemical reduction in to optimizing poorly characterized systems currently
contaminated areas, thus leadingto restoration, under development, most of the effort should be
Pilot-scalewetlands have been shown to mineralize applied to i'dentifylngorganlsms for use in
toxic organic compounds and efficiently concentrate more-advanced and more-defined applications.
AI, Ca, Pb, and many radioisotopes. In addition, the
compounds have reduced the biotoxicity of water to Most, if not ali remediation efforts involve waste
minnows and brineshrimp by a factor of 20 or more. streams containing low but unacceptable levels of
These activities are a function of adaptations by complex and mixed wastes. These streams constitute
specific genetic varietiesof plants and microorganisms a long-term threat tOgroundwater but are too dilute to
to a toxic environment and biochemical interactions be treated by conventional technologies. Artificial
between membersof the wetland community, including ecosystems can be designed to provide continuous,
plants and microbiologicalconsortia, low-cost treatment of these streams which can be

integf'atedwithexistingenvironmental-engineering
Successful application of engineered wetlands in processes. Furthermore, knowledge of the
remediation efforts is predicated on acquiring more _undamentalmechanisms by which these communities
knowledge of the mechanisms by which certain accomplish detoxification will benefit other
subspecies of plants concentrate metals, the bioremediation efforts and suggest additional
interacting biochemical pathways that degrade applications for these systems.
complex mixtures, and the adjustments to the
ecosystem that will be necessary to optimize
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Multicellular Organisms as competitive manner, For example, lt has been found
Remediation Agents that certain engineered bacteria, in the presence of

' earthworms, are completely eradicated within 2
In contrast to prokaryotlc organisms, such as bacteria, months. However, little research is being done
multicellular organisms possess a greater number of currently on the accumulation of toxic compounds or
biochemical abilities of potential use irl biorernedlation, Its degradation by insects and worms; thus, the value
However, very little is known about the responses of of such organisms in bioremediationis unknown.
higher organisms, such as insects and worms, to
environmental toxinsl lt is knownthat insects, such as Fundamental research on the metabolism of

grasshoppers and fly larvae, can concentrate environmentally important compounds by invertebrates
chemicals, envh'onmental toxins, and metals. Some of and a survey of such organisms are needed, Higher
thase insects can also secrete large quantities of organisms are more efficient metabolizers than are
protein and polysaccharides that may have potential bacteria. Furthermore, they are capable of a much
as a biosorbent. The fact that the behavior of many of greater range of metabolic activities. There are some
these organisms can be manipulated both chemically detoxification reactions that, when performed with the
and genetically raises the possibility that they could be use of bacteria, may be accomplishedonly with great
used to accumulate and subsequently transport difficulty. Invertebrates possess specialized organs for
environmental toxins. Many species also possess a the production and secretion of hundreds of oxidative
large number of enzyme activities to degrade and and degradative enzymes, They degrade complex
detoxify organic compounds, For example, certain compounds more easily and reduce toxicity from a
aquatic worms can reduce the concentration of eukaryotic, and thus from a human point of view, In
aromatic fuel oil components (components that addition, many of the by-products invertebrates
bacteria fail to metabolize) in sediments by more than produce, including their own tissues, have potential
50 percent in 10 days, In addition, terrestrial worms economic value.
are known to metabolize many organic compounds in
soil and, as a by-product, produce soil with a high
economic value. Some of these species could be
used in concert with bacteria, in either a cooperative or
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Chemical Filters and in Situ MaterialsSynthesis
Interactive Barriers and Formation
Development of chemical filter technology requires Natural earth materials deposited In the interstitial,
fundamental research on the physical and chemical fissure/fracture, and open voids of porous geologic
properties of these materials. In concept, a chemical media can reduce the transport of contaminants
filter (or an Interactive barrier) is a curtain of material, significantly. These materials may consist of a wide
created In situ, that permits water and most other range of mineraloglc constituents, Including silicates,
aqueous species to flow through but ts.tailored to carbonates, zeolites, oxides, and clays. If these
possess great btndlng capacity for radlonuclld,gsor mater!als can be introduced successfully or be caused
organtc contaminants. For example, a curtain of to form in contaminated geologic media under
hydrous metal oxides formed In situ by separately near-dlagenettc conditions, then waste confinement
injecting a soluble metal salt and a base constitutes a can be attained for a significant period of geologic
chemical filter, These materials possess very low time. Geosclence investigations need to be completed
aqueous solubility and occur naturally. Another to determine the mechanisms controlling the rate,
example Is the incorporation of highly specific magnitude, and special characteristics of interstitial
sequestering agents into the barrier. Such barriers void-fill cementttious materials. These mechanisms
would make use of the natural flow of groundwater to then may be quantified and the methodology
concentrate the contaminants. Once concentrated, dew;loped for the in situ synthesis of materials In
"solution mining techniques" could be used to recover contaminated media. The treatment of geologic media
the radionuclide and effect a much better level of contaminated with heavy metals, radionuclides, and
remediation than Woulda simple containment barrier, bound organics is especially Important,

Conventional barriers are costly and unreliable for Typical geologic media occurring at DOEsites must be
remediation of radionuclide migration in soils and considered in Investigating the synthesis of long-term
groundwaters and offer little toward the goal of waste containment/confinement mlneralogic
permanent cleanup. In comparison, a chemical filter constituents. Because of rate-controlled processes of
barrier would offer lower cost and the possibility of precipitation, oxidation, etc., in natural systems, the
concentration of contaminant for later removal. Some synthesis of introduced or modified materials in
of the problems with other barriers, such as osmotic geologic media will require a significant period of time
pressure buildup leading to rupture, are eliminated to complete (from 10 to 20 years). Existing
because water and most other materials will pass methodologies and materials for in situ treatment of
through the chemical filters. Because such barriers contaminated areas reasonably can be expected to
make use of groundwater flow, they may offer an ensure waste confinement for no more than a few

alternative to expensive and inadequate pumping and hundred years. In addition, current methodologies and
treatment technologies, materials have been developed primarily for

point-source treatment, lt is irnportant to develop a
technology that synthesizes "natural" in Situinterstitial
void-fill materials that have the capacity to contain and
confine waste materials over geologic time and to
demonstrate the effectiveness of such a technology.
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Natural Analogues for Remote Microsealing of Barriers
Containment Barriers The use of subsurface structures such as grout

Natural analogues for containment barriers exist in a curtains or other barriers to contain waste raises
variety of geological environments. These natural inevitable questions about the integrity of the barrier
"experiments" will provide valuable information for and the necessity of precautionary measures in the
projecting the performance and stability of engineered event of a breach. Because excavation can be
barriers. For example, natural reducing agents such expensive and environmentally undesirable, the
as sulfide minerals or organic matter are responsible remote sealing of cracP,s and leaks mustbe
for the reduction and precipitation of uranium from considered. Remote sealing entails some means of
groundwater in roll-front type deposits. Insights gained moving the sealant to the site where failure has
from detailed geochemical and hydrogeologic studies occurred. Dri!ling and pumping can deliver sealants to
of such deposits could be incorporated into the design the general vicinity of the failure, but further transport
of engineered barriers for the containment of uranium becomes a problem. Basic research on mass
and other elements. Examples of data to be collected transport in the variety of geomedia surrounding such
for each natural analogue includedetailed structures is necessary. Focus should be upon the
hydrogeologic and geochemical characterization of the materials necessary to achieve sealing and the driving
containment-related phenomenon, with particular forces needed (e.g, thermal, electrical, and hydraulic).
emp_asis on the waste-barrier interactions. Data Examples of this technique are the electromotive
collection (i.e., field measurements, sampling, and transfer of metals ions to the high pH environment of a
analyticalwork) for a natural-analogue study are likely concrete crack with the formation of a clogging
to be followed by theoretical-numerical modeling hydroxide and the hydraulic transport of nutrients and
efforts to understand fully the waste-barrier biota to a crack with subsequent production of a
interactions occurring at the site. The information clogging biomass. The need for research la this area
collected and analyzed should be sufficient to enable is predicated ultimately on the ability to detect, with
the design of appropriate containment barriers for high degree of accuracy, the location and extent of a
specified contaminants, barrier failure. This condition would need to be

examined carefully before undertaking any research.
There is clear need in environmental restoration

activities for both minimization of further dispersion of Researchshould be directed toward a basic
wastes at existing contaminated sites and design of understanding of mass transport of candidate sealants
future waste disposal sites to ensure that containment and sealant precursors in geomedia. Emphasis should
is as complete as possible. The behavior of many also be given to the effects of the barrier material on
contaminants at existing waste disposal sites is this transport.
unknown. Experience with the performance of many
of the containment barriers currently in use (or in the The need being addressed is that of ensuring the
design stage) is not comprehensive enough to allow ultimate isolation of waste from the environment by
effective evaluation of the options. Natural-analogue sealing barriers that have been breached. Knowledge
studies for certain containment problems and barrier gained from research in this area would be of potential
designs are likely to help yield cost-effective use in other areas of remediation such as in situ
alternatives in the short term. In contrast, laboratory immobilization of waste in geomedia.
testing of similarly complex systems may take much
longerand produce more-ambiguous results.
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Biological Barriers This change can happen indirectly via the controlling
effect of microbial activity on the local

There are a number of mechanisms by which oxidation/reduction potential in the groundwater (as is
indigenous or introduced microorganisms can halt or the case with chromium), but other cases
reduce the migration rate of metal or radionuclide (e.g., selenium) involve reactions that are directly
contamina.'lts through the subsurface. Tile catalyzed by microbes.
development of remediation technologies requires

fundamental research on microbiology, chemistry, and The technologies listed above ali require
hydrology and how these interact to alter the migration interdisciplinary research in the areas of microbial
rate. Microbiological strategies for the selective physiology, chemistry, and fluid mechanics. For
removal of metals and radionuclides from aqueous example, the overproduction of biopolymer and the
systems havebeen developed. These strategies direct effect of bacteria on metal valence states are not
include the use of microbes possessing understood weil. The solubility and adsorption of
biomacromolecules (i.e., chitin, accumulation proteins, metals in natural groundwaters are very site specific,
and biopolymers) able to accumulate metals and and the ability to create the correct environment over a
radionuclides and the use of ultramicrobacteria that large volume of the subsurface by injecting microbes
(upon addition of nutrient) grow and produce and nutrients at discrete points is critical, as is the
polysaccharide, thereby producing a biobarrier that effect of shear on developing layers of biopolymer.
contains or restricts the transport of a contaminant

plume. Certain indigenous microbes may possess The off-site migration of heavy metals, transuranides,
useful biobarrier traits and also the ability to degrade and other radionuclides is a concern at many DOE
organic contaminants (e.g., complexing agents and sites. Capping and groutingare commonly used but
chlorinated solvents) and thus be suited for may be too expensive (e.g., where the groundwater is
bioremediation of complex wastes. Where the very deep) or even counterproductive (e.g.,capping a
potential electron acceptors in groundwater are mixed-waste si_,epromotes anaerobic bacterial activity
dominated by sulfate, as in many mine-drainage on the organic fraction, producing organic acids that
situations (includingdrainage from uranium mill solubilize the radionuclide fraction). Controlling
tailings),a suitable organic substrate (e.g., acetic acid) migration by stimulating the activities of a desirable set
that is injected will consume the available oxygen and of subsurface microorganisms can be a useful
stimulate the growth of sulfate-reducing bacteria. The complement or alternative to these technologies at
resulting sulfide production will precipitate many metal many sites.
ions from solution as insoluble metal sulfides attached
to the solid surfaces. Several other situations are

po_;siblein which microbial activity can precipitate
metals from solution by changing their valenco state.
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Mechanisms of Crack Formation and thermal expansion of the body. Cracking caused by

Propagation in Cement Structures expansion resulting from the interaction of alkali in the
cement and aggregates in mature structures can be

Engineered barriers such as slurry walls and curtain delayed many years before manifesting itself and is a
grouts are a critical part of remediation activity, significant problem. In the latter category, the
Injecting grouts to provide low-permeability barriers introduction is made into a cementitious body from the
can contribute to isolation effectiveness, but only to the surrounding environment of principally sulfate, but also
extent that such structures maintain its relative integrity carbonate and chloride anions can result in the

and do not undergo excessive volume changes, which initiation of phase development (e.g., in the case of
result in extensive cracking and thereby'provide sulfate, ettringite) which causes the formation of
preferential pathways for release of waste species, excessive tensile forces. Many of the mechanisms for

the formation of cracks are site dependent; in fact,
Crack formation and propagation in cementitious consideration of these mechanisms often affects the
structures take on two different causative forms: fundamental materials selection process at the earliest
(1) those created during the hydration of cement and stages of design.
(2) those caused by external influences, both chemical

and physical, on the solidified cementitious body. Combined chemical, physical, and mechanical
Included in the former category are the effects of attributes of the cementitious structures within the

"auto-desiccation" in which too little fluid is present in soil/ground structure/groundwater/waste system
the cementitious body, and the effects of drying should be investigated. The long-term performance of
shrinkage, in which the presence of too much fluid such structures will involve response to different
results in microcracking. Alternatively, excessive heat variables imposed by both the earth system and the
generated as a result of hydration of the body results introduced wastes.
in the instability of component phases of the hydrating
phase assemblage, causing dimensional instability of
the body or microcracking produced by unacceptable
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Long-Term Stability of A comprehensive knowledge of materials science and
Barrier Materials state-of-the-art instrumentation for surface and bulk

analysis of a wide range of materials is needed.
Comprehensive research is needed to characterize the Material interaction with soil, aqueous, and air
degradation and failure modes of waste-barrier environments will be important. The influence of
materials under actual or simulated service conditions, variables such as moisture level, pH, radiation, and
From data obtained it will be possible to identify the time are likely to be of significance. Synergistic effects
most likely mechanism of failure, thus providing a that could influence the rate of barrier degradation
basis for estimating rates of release of radionuclides must be quantified. As the level of understanding of
and hazardous wastes through breached components the degradation mechanisms is increased, an attempt
as a function of time. Barriers of interest include waste should be made to determine a scientific basis for

forms (e.g., cementitiousl bituminous, glassy, and accelerated testing in which long-term behavior may
polymeric), containers (e.g., metallic andpolymeric), be predicted from less-expensive, short-term
and other engineered barriers (e.g., clay backfills and procedures. Many of the tests probably will be on
caps, concrete structures, and polymeric covers or small specimens, but a defensible procedure for
seals). By studying the ways in which these materials extrapolating to full-size barriers should be
lose their integrity over extended periods of time, it will demonstrated.
be possible to provid_ input into materials selection,

disposal facility design, and performance assessment The results of this research will provide a detailed
studies, as well as give direction concerning preferred understanding of the degradation and failure modes of
geohydrological locations for disposal. Key correlating barrier materials. This knowledge will help in making
parameters should be determined by considering meaningful decisions on materials selection and
fundamental properties of these materials. Also, banier designs and in supplying performance
standard durability tests should be used on various assessment. In turn, the researchwill be useful in
cementitious waste forms as well as an ancient (e.g., developing analytical procedures to be used in
podzolic and tabby) and natural (coquina) concretes, calculating the rates of release of radionuclides to the
Considerable effort is needed to collect and accessible environment.
characterize ancient and natural concretes.
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Osmotic Interactions Between discharged should receive special consideration, as

Matrix, Barrier, and Contaminants well as tile nonisothermal:coupled driving forces
typical of sites where significant contamination has

Coupled mass and heat transfer inporous geologic occurred. Large concentrations of salts existing as
media containing salts from nuclear and chemical waste components of high-level waste tanks, grout
processing operations may be altered significantlyby vaults, etc., should also receive special consideration.
the osmotic potential induced by the type of salts Diffusion and advection :Jnderboth unidirectional and
present, its concentrations, and its spatial distribution countercurrent flows should be determined.
within and proximal to the dispersed waste zone. An
osmotic potential that controls or contributes Many nuclear and other waste material processing:
significantly to radioactive and hazardous waste operations at DOE sites involve the discharge or
constituent mobility may act as a steady-state driver or storage of waste that contains salts. These salts may
may interact within the geologic domain to cause a often perturb the stability of discharged or stored
non-steady-state transport of waste contaminants or wastes by inducing the multiphase mass transfer of
carrier solutions. Additionally, transport under salts and geologic/soil solutions. This action can
osmotic-inducedconditions is significantly altered by potentially result in loss of waste confinement and can
the thermal domain resulting from the decay of culminate in occupational or public exposure.
radioactive materials. The interaction and transport of Because of the limited understanding of the
contaminants and carrier solutions in solid, liquid, and mechanisms and interactions involved, mechanisms of
gas phases are influenced by salt concentration, mass and heat transfer in relation to osmotic potential
interstitial water concentration, and thermal gradients, often are ignored when evaluating or simulating '
both under saturated and unsaturated copditions, transport of geologic regimes. As a result, the
These mechanisms, once understood andquantified, first-order effects controlling waste material stability
can be used to simulate and predict the stability of often are not included, and assessments of risk and
contaminants under typical waste disposal conditions safety may be significantly in error. Understanding
in which salt materials have been discharged, and quantifying the effects of osmotic-induced ,

transport of waste materials are important in verifyi_'lg
Determination of the interactions and mechanisms and directing engineering solutions for in situ treatment
controlling osmotic-induced tratlsport of materials in of waste zones containing these materials.

, geologic systems should be c¢,nducted relative to
materials and geologic media typical of DOE sites.
Unsaturated conditions where salts have been
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Verification and Validation of sciences concerned with stability in the natural

Barrier Performance subsurface o,q.vironment(the geosciences) and the
development of methods and techniques for remote

Barriers and curtains can be emplaced to surround determination of barrier characteristics.
and contain hazardous and mixed wastes to prevent

migration. In general, the containment is to be A unique requirement for validation of barrier

considered temporary and serves to contain wastes performance is the development of a new type of field
until a permanent remediation technology is deployed_ laboratory in which the geology is set to assess the
In some cases, it is possible to use barriers to provide performance of a barrier technology without the
long-term or permanentcontainment. Containment complexities introduced in the natural environment.
technologies may be based on physical, chemical, or This laboratory can be used to screen methods as well
biological methods.In any case, it is essential that the as to verify performance models. A fundamental
predictive capability for the barrier performance be understanding of subsurface geoiogy and processes is
available before deployment. Critical factors in required to design such a facility,
assessing barrier performance include barrier stability,
thickness, continuity, and capability to provide Temporary containment is essential to prohibit off-site
three-dimensional containment. A key element is migration of hazardous materials while efficient and
being able to control placernentof the barrier through cost-effective permanent mitigation technologies are
excavations or in situ migration processes. This being developed. If there is an inadequate basis for
research is related to development and assessment ct prediction of its performance, a proposed barrier is not
the necessary predictive capability and includes the likely to be approved, given current regulatory
use of a test facility to simulate field conditions, lt constraints.
involves the physical, chemical, and biological
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APPENDIX A.4
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

Multicomponent Models Models capturing the interactions between transport
and attenuation processes are the focal point of these

The distribution of contaminants in the field multicomponent models. Processes within
environment is governed by the highly integrated multicomponent models include transport of
processes of fluid flow, solute transport, colloidal nonreactive constituents, geochemical reactions (e.g.,
transport, geochemical reaction, and microbiological aqueous speciation, redox, adsorption-desorption, and
transformation. Becauseof the need to predict precipitation-dissolution), microbiological interactions,
contaminant distributions that have resulted from the colloidal transport, and the couplings between these
disposal of complex radioactive and hazardous wastes

reactions and transport processes. Equilibrium and
in natural environments, models of these highly kinetic processes in mixtures of organic, inorganic, and
integrated processes are needed. In particular, radioactive contaminants are of interest.
multicomponent models that effectively couple

transport, geochemical, and microbiological processes Integratedtransport-geochemistry-microbiology
are essential for evaluating both contaminant behavior models are important because complex mixtures of
in natural systems and environmental response to radionuclides and hazardousChemicalshave been
remediation technology. Ultimately, coupled models of released to natural environments at DOE sites. The
these complex processes will be needed to address subsequent movement of these contaminants in the
multidimensional and spatially variable environments, environment under uncontrolled conditions and
To be efficient, multicomponent models of site-specific proposed remediation alternatives require that
events will probably involve only a subset of the large multidimensional and mechanistically complex models
number of potentially importantchemical and be developed for field-scale applications. ,
microbiological reactions active in the field Assessments of highly probable future consequences
environment. Different sites will require different cannot rely on engineered features to simplify required
subsets of reaction, therefore, the design of model complexity. In addition, remediation alternatives
multicomponent systems should be modular, may rely on geochemical or microbiological reactions
permitting the adaptation of such models to sites, to immobilize contamination. Isothermal,in situ

methods of remediation will place emphasis on the
simulation of complex natural and altered systems.
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Coupled Processes in In particular, models applicable and predictive at the

Complex Environments field scale are topics of research,

Becauseof the character of many DOE waste Novel in situ remediation technologies that employ
byproducts and the variety and complexity of field changes in temperature are common. In situ heating

environments in which theyare found, models of is used to mobilize volatile organic compounds. The
coupled processes and complex environments are an most extreme instance of such heating is in situ
extremely important aspect of environmental vitrification, which essentially melts the waste deposit
remediation at DOE facilities. Wastes associated with and surrounding soil to create a glass:like deposit
DOE facilities are, in many cases, complex mixtures of having slow release rates. Another innovative
radionuclides and hazardouswastes. When stored in technology involves freezing the soil surrounding a
or otherwise introduced to the environment, they have, contaminated site.
in some cases, given rise to high-ionic-strength wastes

and solutions, In addition, radioactive decay and Models that accurately simulate the special effects of
several remediation technologies (e.g., soil freezing, coupled processes in complex environments are
heating, and vitrification) create nonisothermal needed to model many wastes and novel in situ
conditions. These conditions and other novel remediation technologies appropriately.
remediation technologies create a need to simulate Nonisothermal events and its simulations are complex,
coupledprocesses and complex environments, because thepotential exists for water movement in

both liquid and gas phases. The extreme range of
]he above situations (i,e., nonisothermalprocesses possible nonisothermal events requires not only
and high-ionic strength wastes), introduce additional energy transport but also phase change relationships.
complexity with respect to fluid flow, solute transport, Of interestduring vitrification is the potential for
geochemistry, and microbiology. Decay gives rise to vapor-phase contaminant migration, Vapor-phase
elevated temperatures over a relatively short period of movement is also of interest for methods that use gas
time. Current waste management practices keep phase extraction to remove organic compounds. The
temperature elevations within limits, but even modest use of frozen soil barriers will result in nonisothermal
rises in temperature may affect geochemical reactions influences on these extraction methods. The

and microbiological processes. High-salt-content capabilities of geochemical models of ali types need to
waste forms give rise to osmotic potentialcontributions be extended to include complex and competing
to the total potential that governs water flow in processes (e.g,, algorithms for high ionic strength
unsaturated zone soils. Because of the levels of salt solutions and nonisothermal reactions). Also included
Contentcommon to some wastes, it is possible for are equilibrium and kinetic geochemistry models and
water to be drawn from the surrounding soil into the multicomponent coupled models of geochemistry and
waste deposit. The presence of high-salt-content transport phenomenon.
wastes also makes simulating geochemical reactions
more complex. Special algorithms addressing
high-ionic strength solutions must be included in'
geochemistry models and in multicomponent models.



Process.Level Models

Single and Multiphase Fluid Flow well known but poorly understood in a quantitative
sense, especially at the field scale,

Performance assessment models for evaluating

existing or planned waste disposal sites or for Most of the problems that exist in modeling
developing remedial action plans have a fundamental single-phase flow become even moredifficult when
requirement: to accurately model the movement of dealing with multiphase flow, Despite much work over
fluids in the subsurface at the field scale. This the years incharacterizing permeability-saturation-
requirement reflects the fact that convection, in the capillary pressure relationships, significant questions
form of mean Darcy velocities and in the guise of remain concerning the representation of these
hydrodynamic dispersion, is the primary mechanismof properties at a scale relevant to the physical problem
contaminant transport insoils and groundwater and the mathematicaldiscretization. Hysteresis in
systems. Many facets to the modeling flow problem in multiphase flow is qualitatively well known but not well
porous media remain to be elucidated, understood quantitatively, particularly at the field scale.

For many problems involving nonaqueous organic
Despite n_anyyears of experience,in modeling ' wastes, characterizing "residual" liquid retention is
single-phase flow, certain problematic areas persist, especially important. The questions of fluid-porous
One of the most troublesome problems plaguing ali media interactions and their effects on hydraulic

aspects of subsurface hydrology is heterogeneity. In properties are also more complex for multiphase flow.
single-phase flow, the problem is most commonly The nature of such interactions and the conditions

addressed by defining the distribution of hydraulic' under which they result in time-dependent effects are
conductivity or, more generally, that of the conductivity not well known. Multiphase flow properties are highly
tensor. Specific relevant problems here include the nonlinear functions that are known to exhibit marked

development of accurate stochastic models and spatial variability in geologic media at various scales of
practical inverse orcalibration methods. Integral to the observation. However,the problem of dealing with
problem of modeling heterogeneity is the question of spatial variability and heterogeneity in multiphase
how to reconcile data obtained at different systems has barely been considered to now.
measurement scales in terms of parameters "

meaningful and useful at the scale of the assessment To date, no workhas addressed the effects of
model. Fracture flow is one of the most difficult issues small-scale hysteresis, fluid entrapment, and
in the list of uncertainties in single-phase modeling, anisotropy in hydraulic properties on large-scale
Although considerable work has been performed on behavior; such effects may be exhibited as additional
the topic of fracture flow modeling, importantquestions hystereticand anisotropic behavior. With regard to the
remain regarding the limits of "equivalent porous description of multiphase flow, it is generally
media" approaches. Aside from the continuum contended that Darcy's equation irl combination with a
approach, model calibration is the single greatest macroscopic continuity equation provides a
impediment to the application of fracture flow models, satisfactory description of fluid flow at a scale
The issue of temporal variations in hydraulic properties sufficiently large to encompass pore-scale variability
is a problem that has received little attention but that but not so large as to suffer from large-scale
may have significant effects in certain circumstances, heterogeneity effects. In the case of porous media
For example, it is well known that fluid-porous media with continuous fractures or other channels, opinion is
interactions can strongly affect hydraulic conductivity divided about whether such a range may bu _,;fined to
via effects on interparticle forces controlling enable simulation of the porous medium as a single
flocculation-dispersion phenomena and other continuum.
processes. Pore clogging resulting from particulate
transport andpermeability variations associated with
effective stress changes are also phenomena that are
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Solute Transport in Porous, field-scale events based on measurable physical
parameters. In proportion with DOE site needs, efforts

Fractured, and Karst Media to understand and model transport in porous, fracture,
Physical processes that control or strongly influence and karst media should be undertaken.
contaminant migration in the subsurface will remain an
area of research. Existingconceptual and Both forecasts and backcasts of solute migration are .
mathematiCalmodels of convection and dispersion do important research areas. In addition to the common
not provide accurate results for porous media problem of forecasting, backcasting is of considerable
en@onments or for spatially variable or geochemically interest because of the uncertainty in sources (i.e.,
complex environments. Considerable progress has both in terms of rate of release and magnitude of
been evident in the past decade in developing mass release) and the need to identify the origin of existing
transport as a practical tool. However, the goal of . contamination. Estimating the uncertainty in forecasts
routinely using these models inpractice has not been will, in part, depend on an ability to identify and
attained because of its limited ability to account for the quantify sources.
dominant transport processes realistically and relate
these processes to measurable quantities. This At the heart of ali contamination problems and
problem is apparent with respect to porous media but especially its remediation is the need to know tile
is even more evident with respect to fractured and contamination location and how it will respond to
karst media, This research is particularly urgent remediation efforts. Regardless of remediation
because models of field-scale transport phenomena alternatives whether ex situ or in situ or physically,
are the foundation of more complex reactive transport geochemically, or microbiologically based, it is
models, and nonreactiveconstituents are often of essential that basic transport processes be understood
greatest immediate interest. Another reason for the and well modeled. For example, the efficiency of in
research is that remediation efforts will generate a situ methods will depend largely on knowingthe initial
significant body of data enhancing our understanding location of the contaminant mass and how it will
of transport processes atthe field scale, migrate in response to injection of the in situ

remediation agent. Estimates of efficiency and hence

A basic understanding of transport processes and an necessary duration of ex situ treatment (e.g., pulmp
ability to model them at the field scale for ali media and treat) also require accurate information on the
underlying DOEfacilities is the objective. Coordination contaminant mass and its migration.
of effcrts with related activities is necessary to ensure
a physically based, robust capability to model
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Homogeneous Chemical Reactions incorporated into such models and proved valid by
comparison with accurate experimental data.

Improvements in process-level models are needed to

describe the therfnodynamic properties of bulk phases; The major goal for the next 5 to 10years should be an
speciation within phases; and homogeneous reaction accurate and internally consistent, computationally
rates, mechanisms, and equilibrium constants in economical, semiempirical description of ali existing
multicomponent aqueous and organic fluids and experimental and field data on geologic solids, liquids,
mineral solid solutions quantitatively. Such models andgases. The maximal use of fundamental
include conceptual as well as mathematical ther,retical constraints in such algorithms at the
descriptions of structure, viscosity. P-V-T properties, atomistic level should be a long-term goal, leading to a
speciation and complexation, redox state, activity and quantitative description of a phase that extrapolates to
fugacity coefficients, homogeneous reaction rates, conditions well beyond those in the current data base.
mechanisms, and catalysis, each as a function of Investigation oi error propagation is fundamental to
tem_,aratureand composition. To predict contaminant this effort.
behavior in the subsurface as a function of time and

space, the ideal solution would be either a completely The development of reliable mathematical models for
rigorous theoretical description of ali relevant phases describing reaction rates and mechanisms in aqueous
at the molecular or atomistic level or a set of andorganic fluids and the thermodynamic properties
interpolatable empirical equations based on an of homogeneous fluids and solids, coupled with
extensive array of experimental data describing ali rate transport and heterogeneous reaction codes, will
constants and thermodynamic properties of ali species enable accurate prediction of the distribution,
and phases over the range of conditions of interest, reactivity, and transformation of subsurface

contaminants as a function of time and space.
Because neither solution is currently available for most Algorithms constrained by theoretical relationships are
natural systems, research is needed on both required to extrapolate beyond existing data bases.
approaches and, especially, on the coupling of these On the other hand, empirical algorithms can be useful
methods. Empirical models that make full use of the for interpolation within the existingrange of
most accurate experimental data but are experimental and field observations. The quantitative
mathematically constrained based on fundamental predictivecapabilities of coupled, semiempirical,
theoretical developments are needed. Also, methods process-level models will steadily improve as
of predicting unknown species, thermodynamic advancesare made in both approaches.
properties, rateconstants, and model par-: T_etersthat
can be verified by a few additional observations are
needed. Error estimation and pr'opagationmust be
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Heterogeneous Chemical Reactions An intermediategoal should be a parallel program that
develops theoretical and empirical moi_elsof

Theoretical developments, empirical models, and experimental and field observations of interphase
coupled semiempirical algorithms that mathematically phenomena and incorporates these models into a
describethe rates,mechanisms, and equilibrium general predictive algorithm for interactions in
characteristics of reactions and processes occurring at multiphase systems. Long-range research should
natural and human-made phase boundaries in seek to establish mechanistic models of interphase
contaminant disposal environments must be processes within a few atomic monolayers of the
advanced. These items include dissolution and phase boundary.
precipitation of minerals, amorphous solids, and highly

viscous liquids; corrosion of metals; bubble, crystal, Aqueous, organic, or mixed liquids and gases are the
andcolloid nucleation and growth; adsorption of primary vehicles for the migration of toxic and
molecules and ions on mineral, colloid, and radioactive contaminants from a disposal site to the
amorphous solid surfaces; .developmentof hydrated accessible environment. However, the rate at which
surface layers on solids; volatility and solubility of contaminants migrate can be enhanced greatly or
gases in aqueous and organic liquids; co-solubility of retarded depending on ihe interactions of liquids,
immiscible liquids; and surface-catalyzed reactions, gases, and solids in the subsurface. Interphase
Important areas of research include the effect of phase phenomena can lead to occlusion or enhancement Of
composition on surface tension and charge, as well as permeability (bubble cr colloid formation, mineral.
the degree of saturation with respect to a given dissolution or precipitation, and fracturing as a result of
component; viscosity and P.V-T properties of froths, phase separation); viscosity changes; transfer of a
emulsions, and suspensions; and changes in toxicity contaminant to a more solublephase (such as a gas);
or mobility of a contaminant after adsorption on or sorption or desorption of contaminants at the interface
transfer across an interphase boundary. Because between fluids andsolids (including minerals and
these processes largely are controlled kinetically in colloids); and surface-cataJyzedtransformation
shallow environments and not easily :elated to processes that render contaminants more or less toxic.
individualphase chemistry, the data needed to The rate and extent of transfer of material across
develop a quantitative predictive capability are phase boundaries also result in compositional changes
enormous. Therefore,,needed rates and properties that must be incorporated into models of
must be estimated, based on empirical and theoretical homogeneous phase chemistry; these changes can
relationships. Semiempirical models for these effect the reactivity or toxicity of co-contaminants.
processes are needed. These models must reproduce
available experimental data, are extrapolatable to
unstudied conditions, and should also incorporate error
estimation and propagation. Verification of model
predictions and error estimates is essential.
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Microbiological Reactions Waste sites are complex; thus, models used to
simulate them must take mixed bacterical populations

Microbiological reacticns are only row being integrated and mixtures of contaminants into account. The
iilto existing models and much remains to be done in effects of additional biological interactions such as
this area to produce a field-scale modeling capability, predation should also be included.
Both microbial biodegradative reactions and microbial

growth _nd transport need to be included. The models The major goal should be the development and testing
need to deal with transport of bacteria, contaminants, at the laboratory scale of flexible models that
ce-metabolites, and electron accepters either explicit!y incorporate biological, hydrological, and geochemical
or through inteructions with other process.level processes. Emphasisshould be placed on the actual
models. Then, microbial processes, including bacterial coupling of microbiological and hydraulic processes,
gruwth and biodegradation of the contaminants, can specifically the impact of microbial growth on aquifer
be considered in the con_-xt of ".hetransport and physical and hydraulic properties (e g., porosity and
resulting availab!lity of':ne factors necessary for growth permeability). Flexible models are necessary so that
and biodegradatio'. ]he linkage of microbial new knowledge on biodegradative pathways or on the
processes to other model components will be crit_..'al, controls on microbial populations can be incorporated.
For example, movement of bacteria in fractures may The models should incorporate sensitivity analysis so
be important _nt,_ansportof bacteria, thLJsmodels of they can be used to guide experimental efforts.
mic,obiological renctions need to be coupled with

improvements in tile modeling of fractur6d/porous Microbial processes are a critical factor in the
media. Effective models incorporating microbiological transformation and degradation of organic
reactions must be based on a better theoretic.':J contaminants during transport from disposal sites. The
understandingo_particle transport than those currer.tly rates and types of transformations that occur will
available, which underestimate the degree of bacterial depend on the intrinsic metabolic capabilities of the
transport observedin field experiments. Models of bacteria as affected by environmental conditions. In
microbiological reactions must include microbial turn, the metabolic activities of the bacteria will change
utilization of ali ,_,ubst,'atesand electron accepters, as the environmental conditions that will feed back on

well as production of degradation products. The microbiological processes and also have significant
- models should include a number of alternative kinetic effects on chemical reactions and transport of

formulations, including the commonly used contaminants. The potential feedback effects of the
Michaelis-Mentor' formulations and biofilm kinetics, organic contaminants (e.g., changes to the interfacial
However, new models must be flexible enough to properties of the solid phases) may also significantly
include a variety of.kinetic formulations. For example, affect geochemical and microbial reactions. In
in tne case of co-metabolism additiona_expressions addition, the toxicological and chemical properties of
must be add_,dfor concentration of tne contaminant microbial reaction products must be considered.
and for competitive inhibition. The models need to Under the right environmental conditions, these
include modification of growth ;ate and biodegradation products will in turn be substrates for additional
rate based on toxicity of contaminants or other microbiological transformations.
components such as metals. Most existing models
include 6nly the ability to model relatively few types of
bacteria, in most cases using just one suDstrate.
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Hierarchy of Spatial accuracy related to field-scale observations and the

and Temporal Scales creation of models that are indeed predictive.

Spatial and temporal variability exist in the natural Research is needed to develop a greater fundamental
environment and must be accounted for in and mathematical understanding of relationships within
groundwater flow and contaminant transport theory, the hierarchy of spatial and temporal scales in the
To translate a fundamental understanding of environment. These scales arise in the spatial
processes at the microscopic scale to macroscopic dimension and in the continuity of geolog,icstructure
and megascopic scales and, ultimately, to the and soil deposits. These scale effects exist between
heterogeneous field-scale environment, the hierarchy model parameters that are either measured directly or
of spatial and temporal scales must be couched in deduced from field data and obser"ations of field-scale

mathematical theory to establish the relationship of flow and transport phenomena. The application of
measurements and predictions made at a variety of informatidn gained at the microscopic scale and under
scales to those at another. Research should examine larger scale but controlled conditions within the
fundamental mathematical,physical, geochemical, and laboratory to the field scale requires an understanding
microbiological issues with respect to modeling natural of scale effects. Fundamental knowledge in the area
and altered environments that exhibit significant spatial of spatial and temporal scales relates .toseveral
and temporal variability (e.g., resolving issues problums facing the integrated discipline of
surrounding derivations of field-scale equations by performance assessment modeling. Field
using molecular-scale and fluid mechanical principles observations to define model parameters and to
and probability concepts), observe environmental response have embedded

self-embedded scales (i.e., time and space) of the
While fundamentally mathematical in character, this observing instrument. These observations present the
area of research embraces a variety of disciplines in its problem of determining larger-scale hydraulic
field application. The participation of scientists from properties from smaller scale observations and the
soil physics, hydrology, meteorology, microbiology, largely unexplored aspect of spatial variability and
organic and inorganic chemistry, and sedimentary and heterogeneity with respect to geochemical and
structural geology will be required. This research will microbiological processes. Models must incorporate
build on other elements of basic research that focus model parameters that have a variety of these
directly on modeling capabilities (e.g., single and embedded scales and make predictions at larger
multiphase fluid flow, equilibrium and kinetic scales. The scale of these predictions must be
geochemistry, microbiological interaction, conservative resolved with respect to the field-observation scale
solute transport, and reactive (coupled transport and before comparisons are made and model accuracy or
mechanistic geochemistry) solute transport models), reliability is quantified. Improving fundamental
The objective of this research task is to formulate understanding of mathematical principles that underlie
theory to bridge the gapsamong traditional disciplines field-scale modeling is of crucial to the development
that focus on smaller scales and those attempt to reliable field-scale models,
forecast field-scale events. The results may be
modeling capabilities that include measures of model
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Interpretation of Data Research directed toward improving data interpretation
and Model Results for modeling should include expert systemsand

artificial intelligence applied to field observations and
The following difficulties arise inany attempt to their subsequent interpretation. Methods developed
describe the natural environment: the intrinsic spatial for use with field data should apply equally to model
variability of ali environmental properties, poorly known results. The scope of researcn should embrace
site..specificgeological processes that have over time _tatisticaland geostatistical analysis procedures and
created large-scale heterogeneities, sparsity of extend its use to expert systems designed to formulate
observations, and observations made at various scales conceptual models. The field of geostatistical analysis
and of various quality. Each of these difficulties is, in a is currently being extended to merge soft data with
sense, quantifiable through field observations, data obtained from observations; this important step
Another problem is merging subjective interpretations should be furthered, making it possible in the near
or soft data with these observations, lt may be term to use such a tool in describing field settings.
practical to treat certain components of spatial Methods of presenting massive amounts of data,
variability deterministically (e.g., interpretations of the correlation among data, and sensitivity of data to
location of stratigraphic units or pedologic layers), model parameters are within the scopeof this research.
whereas others may be explicitly addressed only within

a stochastic framework, because measurement "r'heability to interpret the environment in quantified
frequency always imposes a limitation on the ex_..,?,t terms is essential to predicting the response of the
level of detail known. The logical extension of environment to manipulations. Field data are the
research in this area of data interpretation for model cornerstone of ali modeling efforts; they reveal the
application is the automation of site-specific simulation physical, chemical, and microbiological structure of the
through artificial intelligence. A hierarchial approach to environment, form the basis of ali conceptual models,
modeling could be developed whereby fully consistent and provide moment-in-time snapshots for calibration
and economic models would be based on ali available andvalidation. Methods that make it possible to
observations and the most logical and simplest suite of structure data and to extract information for use in

data interpretations and modeling assumptions, models (i.e., either deterministic or probabilistic) are
vital to establishing model reliability. Development of

The presentation and interpretation of Voluminous advanced visualization and interpretation techniques
output data from models used in performance must parallel the development of advanced
assessments also present a challenge. New graphical multicomponent predictive models.
display methods, animation techniques, and expert
systems will be required to apply and interpret
predictive models effectively involving multiple
processes, reactions, and dimensions.
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Reliability of Models immediately to control site activities. The overall
structure would start with the mostcomplex of systems

Computer simulation models are critically important (e.g., three spatial dimensions, dynamic, and multiple
tools in the performance assessment process. The chemical and microbiological species), and based on
models are used to predict responses to alternative ali available site and process-level information, this
management strategies, guide,field investigations structure would be logically reduced to the level of
through sensitivity analyses, aqd provide rational complexity supported by our knowledge of the field.
expectations against which actL,alperformance of a

restoration strategy may be co,'npared, Models Research to quanth_yand improve model reliability
currently available do not provide, as pari of their should focus on the development of methods of
output, a rationale for their simplicity or complexity, for assessing accuracy (i.e., associating model forecasts
the number of spatial dimensions represented, or for directly with field observations). Research should
the significance of the model predictions in reference extend also to intelligent and adaptive computing
to field measurements. An automated and objectively technology, making it possible to control the
measured level of model reliability is essential to application of models systematically, thus
assessing the significance of predicted and observed guaranteeing the parsimony of a model with respect to
performance, ali available data for a particular site. This activity will

require input and interpretation of data from spatial-
Knowledge of sites will always be incomplete. The and temporal-scale research. A fundamental
physics, chemistry, biology, geology, or waste form restructuring of ,,-nodelswill make it possible not only to
cannot be characterized completely; uncertaintywill select the best among several potential models, given
always exist. Nevertheless, models will be and ,_hould certain information about the site, but to do this as
be applied. A formal way to choose which features are knowledge about the site is evolving (through more
included in a model (i.e., simplified representation of sampling).
reality) and which can be omitted is extremely

important, because complete generality implies A new generation of truly predictive models that is able
intractability (for the foreseeable future at least), to provide estimates of mean environmental
Models should be simultaneous, as complete as performance and estimates of variance or potential
necessary, and as economic as possible, based on the error will be essential for conducting DOE site
knowledge of processes andconditions at the site. remediation in the next decade. Such models are

needed to quantify the uncertainty arising in the

A goal of this research task is to develop tools that modeling process. The number of sites requiring
build reliability into the modeling process through a characterization and remediation makes it essential to
shell that accepts site data, adopts relevant not only have this new generation of models, but
interpretations and modeling assumptions, compiles eventually to control the application of models
the associated code, and executesthe economic systematically to ensure that efficiency exists between

" model. This goal ultimately will be achieved in an field data and codes for modeling efforts.
active control setting. As newly acquired field data are
fed in, new estimates of environmental performance,
monitoring requirements, and remediation
effectiveness could be generated and used
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Field-Scale Testing ali scales up to and includingthe fieldscale,
Observations of controlled and extensively monitored

Model reliability research includes a significant field experiments to confirm field-scale predictive
element of field research. The collection of data sets capabilities for a host of natural environments will be
sufficient to characterize heterogeneity and essential. In addition, it will be necessary to conduct
discriminate among alternative process models is most controlled experiments (or perhaps, extensively
important. Independently run, controlled experiments monitor existing plumes) of contamination typical of
in the field setting will be essential. Valuable research DOE facilities. Finally, it will be essential to monitor
documenting field-scale response to remediation will

field tests of remediation technologies being studied or
also be possible in jointly run, somewhat less

applied to field settings.
controlled, but highly monitored remedial action cases.

Sites undergoing reclamation will provide both site To the extent that the ultimate goal of this research is
characterization and remediation data and should to predict the response of the environment to the
provide a challenge significant for predictive models for disposal of wastes and the manipulation of the
near-term and near-fieldpredictions. Certainly, as environment through remediation, it is crucial to obtain
innovative remediation technologies employing field-scale data and to compare it with modeling
complex coupled evolve and processes (e.g., forecasts. In this context, research involving actua!
nonisothermal bioremediation of organically wastes and contaminated sites should be emphasized.
contaminated environments) are field tested, the ability Field-scale testing is essential to generate the needed
to forecast events will be challenged severely. Such data bases for model validation so that informed

field-scale tests offer uniqL_3opportunities to evaluate choices can be made. Proven field-scale modeling
and improve field-scale simulation capabilities, capabilities will be critical for the adoption of innovative

in situ remediation technologies or a no-action
The focus of research in performance assessment is alternative.
the creation of field-scale predictive capabilities, lt is
most significant to collect and analyze data revealing
physical, chemical, and microbiological processes at

q
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Algorithms for Massively Novel Computational Methods
Parallel Computation Neural networksal_ the mostwidelyknown of the

Computershavinglargenumbers (100) of novel computationalmethods. Computervision,
processor/mamoryelementswill be the usual hearing,voicetranslation,and otherfacultiesnotwell
platformsfor high-speedcomputinginthe future. The handled byconventionalmethodsare beingadvanced
implementationof simulationand managementmodels significantlyby buildingcomputationalelementsthat
on these massivelyparallelarchitecturesmustbe are somewhatfaithfulto neurobiologicalsystem$_ lt is
performedcarefullyif the potentialforperformance significantthat these systemsare developedthrougha
increaseis to be realized. Indeed, inefficient processof conceptualization,simulation,hardware

implememations may result in poor use of these design, andchip fabrication that may have large
machines, implications for modeling in support of performance

assessment.

Ali computer codes, except for preprocessing and
postprocessing packages left on graphics Novel computing methods are expected to have the
workstations, should be examined _.nd,where greatest impact in areas that have not been well
appropriate, ported to parallel architectures; this is a treated using standard algorithms. Examples include
major undertaking affecting many disciplines. An organization and retrieval or reconstruction of huge
intermediate-range goal is to port codes to commercial data bases, pattern matching for use with field
machines. In the long term, neural computing systems measurements to develop hydrostratigraphic
and a resurgence of analog devices may occur, but interpretations, real-time control of active remediation
long-range plans must be flexible, systems, and as part of "smart" optimizers.

Performance assessment is critically dependent on Because advances in computer hardware have had a
computational science. As environmental systems of dominating effect on the computations performed in
interest increase in size and complexity and as the performance assessment, new developments in
kinds of management questions posed become more hardware and methods, that could potentially be
realistic, the required computing resources will committed to hardware, offer the possibility of large
escalate dramatically. This fact is particularly true if payoffs. Consequently, it is essential to involve those
stochastic analyses, optimization, and large chemical improving our fundamental knowledge of processes
suites are to be considered. Thus, the effective use of and field-scale predictions in the design and
computers is crucial to the goals of environmertal application of these systems.
restoration and the as,sessment of its impacts.
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Mathematical Representation conditioned on (i.e., incorporate) field and laboratory
of and Numerical Methodsfor measurements.

Transport and Reaction Mathematical models and numerical methods for their

Transport and reaction of phases and components are solution are essential to performance assessment.
the core of'fate and performance assessment The fundamental basis for equations used in
analyses. Proper governing equations are essential to hydraulics to describe fluid movement and
effective modeling (e.g., Fickian dispersion is known to contaminant migration should be reviewed. Eulerian
be a limiting case only). Nonlinear differential systems and mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian viewpoints have been
maychange character (elliptic-hyperbolic and taken in past work, and a purely Lagrangian approach
stiff-soft), and predictability and stability of the should be examined. Numerical methods for Eulerian,

mathematical models are indicatorsof their behavior, mixed Lagrangian-Euler!an, and Lagrangian equations,
Numerical methods are generally used to solve these especially adaptive numerical methods, are included in
transport and reaction problems. Several issues this scope of research. Therefore, the scope of the
needing continuing research exist. Reliable method3 studies will be broad in nature.
for iterating to the proper solution of nonlinear
differential equations, accommodation within programs Numerical models of flow and transport processes are
for change of equation type (elliptic-hyperbolic), the tools with which the effects of design decisions can
theoretical studies of operator splittings, adaptive be evaluated with modest cost, high speed, and, ,

meshing for multiphase multicomponent without performing costly experimental work by trial
multidimensional systems (i.e., multifront problems in and error. In addition, their outputs can help organize
three dimensions), and uniformly low relative error the understanding of the natural system being
over many (e.g., eight) orders of magnitudeof the considered, and determine where and what resources
dependent variables are examples of areas needing to invest in a manner that maximizes results and
more research. Another important concc n is minimizes costs. Further, models aid in the
large-scale simulation of stochastic systems that are understanding of experimental results.
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Smart Optimizations smart optimization methodology would be an important
factor in defining the optimal allocation of limited

Methods.of optimizing characterization, monitoring, characterization and remediation resources.
and remediation efforts with respect to modeling

uncertainty,environmental standards, and finite A hierarchy of optimization problems exists within the
resources are needed because of the high degree of context of performance assessment. These problems
variability within the natural environment and the high range from simple optimization of sampling location
costs associated with remediation. The efficiency of and frequency to optimization of site characterization
innovative remediation systems implicitly requires an cost (e.g., with respect to risk of remediation failure).
accurate assessment of contamination extent and an Optimization algorithms need to be dynamic so that
accurate understanding of operative processes. At remedial actions, when implemented,will yield more
field sites, our understanding is inhibited by the information about a site than its initial characterization.
variability of the subsurface environment and Thus, as information accumulates from field
limitations in available information. Consequently, measurements, optimal solutions should reflect the
decision makers frequently want answers to "what if" insight gained and should produce more reliable
questions regarding the design of characterization or predictions.
remediation strategies, given a changing

understanding of the environment and specific The questions that decision makers ask are highly
objectives. Optimization methods must be combined variable when put in the mathematical language of
with field-scale simulation models that are highly optimization. When transport of reactive solutes is
nonlinear and perhaps stochastic. The optimization involved, a nonlinear optimization problem arises, and
may be based on minimal cost while not violating a it will usuallycontain multiple competing goals.
regulatory threshold, or there may be competing Further, the objective function corresponding to a
objectives (e.g., cost, time, treatment efficiency, or given question may be smooth or highly discontinuous.
environmental quality targets). Optimization techniques are available for smooth

functions and for highly variable objectives. Alternative
Risks inherent in the investigation or remediation of a or combined techniques that can treat a wide range of
site can be reduced if site characterization and objective functions are needed.
contaminant extent can be better defined through

optimal location of additional environmental samples. Alternative methods to reduce computational times
Increasingly, costs for additional aquifer and resource requirements while allowing increasingly
characterization data must be justified by an increase flexible questioning are required. The ability of a
irl the probability of successful remediation. The risk of computer to make intelligent use of earlier work to
failure can also be reduced if the remediation strategy answer new or reformulated management questions
is optimally designed.(e.g., optimal well locations and leads to the idea of "smart" optimizers. Innovative data
pumping schedules). Ultimately, a comprehensive base management and pattern matching strategies
methodology is needed that will explicitly and may prove useful to this effort. A continual effort is
interactively consider such factors as restoration costs, foreseen, with the focus shifting from algorithms to
treatment efficiency, time constraints, and confidence hardware implementations. The availability of such
in remediation success when developing aquifer tools for environmental restoration problems is
characterization and site remediation alternatives, important, because they will greatly increase the
Advances of such technology could lead to adaptive, productivity of decision makers. To be effective, these
and smart methodologies that would accept newly methods must be flexible, robust, and responsive.
sampled field data and optimally adjust ongoing
characterization or remediation operations. Such a
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APPENDIX A.5
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Exposure Assessment reached a level of sophistication atwhich they can
begin to be applied in epidemiologic studies, other

Improvements in measurement science and dosimetry methods continue to be developed,and still newer
research are needed to develop new and more techniques should be invented for mixed waste
sensitive technologies for physical, chemical, and problems such as those at DOE sites.
biological measurements of exposure to compounds

resulting from the remediation and environmental Priority for major investments in site-specific
restoration of DOE waste sites. This monitoring epidemiological studies or major cleanup efforts should
program will provide answers to the following vital be given to cases where evidence shows that some

questions: meaningful exposure and internal doses.are occurring
in the population of interest. To this end, several

• Who is exposed? "indicators" of exposure should be available for
= What is the extent of their exposure? evaluation. These indicators may be external to the
= Are remediation efforts increasing or decreasing exposed person (e.g., measures of toxic substance

this exposure? concentrations in inhaled air or consumed water or

[] Are the procedures and equipment effectively evidence of toxic substance accumulation in
designed to protectworkers'? ' indigenous animals), or they may be internal to the

study population (e.g., blood, urine, or tissue

Interpretation of the findings of many epidemiologic concentrations of toxic substances or their
studies are compromised because of poor exposure metabolites).
data and an inability to define the biologically effective
internal dose of the xenobiotics being studied. Many Several sites that are moderatelywell characterized in
new molecular methods have been and are being terms of the classes of chemicals known to exist and
developed in an effort to define the exposure levels of where human exposures either have occurred or may
individuals. The common goal of these methods is for occur during remediation need to be selected.
each individual to serve as his or her own dosimeter Methods for quantifying exposure should be

with various internal systems providing "readout." developed, focussing on the conditions of exposure at
Examples of the methods used include immunoassays these sites. Once validated methods are in hand,
for carcinogens, their metabolites, and the DNA and these should be applied to both worker and community
protein adducts formed by these compounds. Other populations. In addition, an archive of biological
sensitive methods for detecting adducts formed with samples (e.g., blood, urine, and hair) from these
DNA bases knavebeen developed using 3,p populations should be established. These samples will
postlabeling, synchronous fluorescence, line-narrowing be useful not only for currently available dosimetric
or time-resolved spectroscopy, and mass techniques, but also for studies using future methods.
spectrometry, GC/MS methods have been developed Time course studies should be conducted on chese
for measuring deposits of lipophilic compounds stored populations to allow for comparison of workers before

and after working on the site and to demonstrate ain human adipose tissue. X-ray fluorescence or
coupling of chromatography with atomic absorption reduction in community exposures resulting from the

DOE remediation efforts.spectrometry are sensitive methods for detecting
metals. While some of these methods have no

L
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Bioavailability and pharmacokinetics of the priority chemicals and
Pharmacokinetics of Radionuclides radionuclides at priority _aste sites,

' and Hazardous Chemical Mixtures Because bioavailability studieswill be site specific,
To evaluate the impact of waste sites and the planned information should be obtained early in the effort to
remediation/restoration activiti,_son human health, the prloritizethe DOE waste sites with respect to currently
pathways for exposure of humans to these perceived levels of potential hazards to human health,
mixtures--both those humans involved in the both for the sites in their current form and as they
remediation/restoration activities and those living in the might be affected by remediation/restoration activities.
vicinity of the waste sites-must be identified. To be For those sites having the highest potential for human
relevant to evaluating potential human health effects, health hazards, studies of site-specific sources of
these pathways must take into account the human exposure to chemicals and radionuclides
bicavailability and pharmacokinetics of the toxicant should be conducted to determine the bioavailability
mixtures, and pharmacokinetics of those agents, both separately

and in relevant combinations, and to determine how
DOE waste sites represent potential sources of human . chemical/physical forms and combinations of agents
exposure to avariety of chemicals and radionuclides, specific to those site environments influence uptake
These qomponents can exist in dif.ferent and tissue interactions.
chemical/physical forms, some of which are readily
taken up by humans and distributed to tissues and This research could be coordinated with a dosimetry
others of which are not available because of their researchprogram. In particular, if results from a
chemical or physical nature. The possibility also exists biomarker study indicate that exposure has occurred
that chemical/physical forms may be altered by for a given radionuclide, chemical, or combination,
site-specific environmental conditions or processes particular effort should be invested in identifying the
associated with the remediation/restoration. This chemical/physical form relevant to exposures at those
condition will determine the bioavailability and sites and the pharmacokinetics of those agents.
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Molecular Techniques to therefore be measured In a smaller population.

Identify Genotoxic Responses Changes in these response biomarkers could be used
to evaluate changes in risk associated with

and Gene Activation remediation/restorationactivities prior to changes in
Cellular- and molecular-level biomarkers that can be disease incidence. They could also be used to study
used as indicators of early biological responses to interaction or synergism between toxic agents.
waste-site radionuclides, chemicals, and their
combinations need to be developed. The amount of Specifically, this research plan would focus on
time between exposure to a given toxic agent and the identification of sensitivebiomarkers of response that
ultimate manifestation of an adverse response can be occur at the gene level. Indicators of genotoxic
very long for low-level exposures, as might be responses that measure changes in the DNA, rnRNA,
anticipated for populations living in the vicinity of waste or proteins would be devel[ped. For a given gene
sites. Early molecular-level responses or indicators of response biomarker, the relationship between the
response to a number of toxic agents have been frequency of this biomarker response and the
iclentified,including specific-locus gene mutations, development of a disease state should be studied in
heritable mutations, and activation or inactivation of an animal system to provide the data base required to

,specific genes for metabolizing enzymes, rep,_ir apply the biomarker response measurements to
enzymes, metallothionein, interleukin-1, oncogenies, estimations of health risk in humans.
viruses, stress proteins, and others. Highlysensitive
biomarkers for early responses to the relevant forms of The biomarkers could be applied to studying
the toxic chemicals, radionuclides, or combinations responses in workers involved in site remediation, in
specific to DOE waste sites are needed, populations.living close to waste sites, or in sentinel

animals living on or near waste.sites. Biomarkers of
Developmentof biomarkers for early responsesto genotoxicity could be used to identify synergistic
toxic agents or combinations of agents will provide an responses to chemical/raclionuclide mixtures, in
effective means of measuring responses in a human addition to studying reductions in community
population in a reasonable time frame. These responses following remediation efforts.
responses would be expected to occur at higher
frequencies than the final disease response and could
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Markers for Nongenotoxic (suchas the liver) that may activate a chemical to a
reactive toxin; and excretion systems that may

Responses concentrate the chemical for removal, The selectivity
Research of the mechanisms of nongenotoxiccellular may be related to other special functions of the tissues
damage (i,e., membrane effects and action on proteins such as proliferation, For example, the bone marrow,
and flpids) is needed. Investigationsrelated to immune system, and gastric mucosa are particularly
determining specific target organ/tissue toxicities (i,e., vulneraEle to chemicals and radionuclides that inhibit

pulmonary, nervous, immune, and reproductive) proliferation. Because each system/tissue cardes Out
require emphasis, a different function, the biochemistry of the system is

different, making it vulnerable to different
Two types of research are at issue. First, research on chemicals/radionuclides,
chemical or radionuclide toxicity that may have a

common denominator at the cellular and subcel!ular An important aspect of the target organ/tissue
level is necessary. Understanding the Subcellular research would relate to the sensitivity of the
target for chemical or radionuclide toxicity will allow a endpoints. Biochemical and functional endpoints of
more rational extrapolation to human risk assessment, toxicity may be more sensitive than morphological
For instance, if a compound interacts with lipids of an endpoints, Therefore, the sensitivity of these
experimental animal cell to increase the influx of ions endpoints are studied to determine dose-response
through the membrane, the same actions would most relationships.
likely take place in human cells. From this data, the

relationship of a chemical concentration in the human Understandingthe mechanism(s) by which a chemical
versus the concentration necessary to produce tho or radionuclide produces toxicity and the specificity for
membrane action would be a major factor in risk a particular target system (tissue) provides a rational
assessment, approach for setting "Safelevels" for humans and for

furrow animals. (Furrow animals and humans have a
The second type of research relates to tissue certain degree of adaptability to chemical exposure.)
specificity, Each organ system of the body carries out Thus, data from suct-'studies will delineate levels of
special functions, Although certain cellular functions exposure at which nu expected adverse actions of the
(i,e., DNA, RNA, protein synthesis, and glucose mixed waste can be established, In addition, an
metabolism) may have similarities among ali cells, the understanding of the mechanisms and specificity of the
cellular products are different. Thus, each organ target system's (tissue's) response will provide
system is targeted by chemicals/radionuclides with information that can be used to determine the

some degree of selectivity, which is determined by appropriate treatment of individuals in the event of
several factors. Some of the factors include tissue exposure-related injury at a mixed-waste site and the
site, such as the integumentary system, eyes, lungs, at-risk populations of humans or furrow animals.
etc., which are exposed directly tothe chemical from
the outside; blood flow to organs,
chemical/radionuclide exposure via the blood;
proximate relationship to biotransformation systems
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Markers Versus Biological Response occupationally exposed groups and for patients having
chemotherapy with known carcinogenic drugs could

Research Is required to validate the relationship also be used.
among markers of exposure, biological response, and

adverse health effects. The linkage among exposures, Although use of biological markers such as mutations
acute responses, and long-term risks is essential for will facilitate the detection of effects from lower

making policy and for providing counseling to exposed exposures than has been possible in the past, there
workers and communities. Populationmeasurements will still be a need to extrapolate risksto even lower
of exposures and biological responses need tobe exposure (to simulate environmental levels).
related to widely recognized, concrete measures of Research is needed to identify dose-response
risks for adve,'_ehealth effects,. Regulatory decisions relationships among external exposure, internal dose,
and community _'eactionswill be guided, In part, by and the response observed in the biomarker and
calculated risk estimates for increasud mortality and theoretical assessment of shapes of dose-respon.se
for expected lifetime risks of specific diseases, lt will curves that might be present below the observable
be possible to develop dosimetric methods to range. The meaning of "negative" findings from
document exposure to PCBs, for example, andto biomarker studies needs to be assessed. Some

develop other methods that might showa carcinogens might not exert their effect by causing
dose-dependent increase in the level of mixed function mutations, for example. Tt_erefore,an important
oxidase unzymes, but the significance of these question is: How should a study that fails to find
observations will be greatly increased if specific increased mutations for those exposed be interpreted
exposures and/or biological responses can be linked for risk assessment purposes?J

with specific risks of disease (including no

increased risk). Studies using biomarkers should involve Comparison
populations. Data from these comparison populations

Research studies should be undertaken using gradually will enable identification of the general
biomarkers in high exposure populations whose population distribution of biomarkers. However, there
cancer risks attributable to such exposure can be may be a need to characterize general population
reasonably well characterized on the basis of distributions of biomarkers more rapidly, and studies
published epidemiological studies. For example, that focus on identifying general population
because,the cancer risks for smokers are well distributions for biomarkers should be considered

characterized, biomarker studies on smokers could be before they are used at specific sites.
used to ascertain how biomarker data could be used to
predict cancer risk. Cancer risks for certain
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Advanced Model Systems toprovide a basis for linking these measurements to
, disease. For example, an animal counterpart to the

Research on development and use of model systems human somat{c mutation assay based on the loss of
is required to facilitate understanding of basic glycophorin A (GPA) from red cells nee'dsto be found.
mechanisms and interspecies extrapolations. Such a counterpart would'be used to provide detailed
Populat!onmeasurements of exposures and biological ' time-course, dose-response, and dose-rate
response,sneed to be related to adverse health information, as well as link the GPA mutation rate to
effects, Because epidemiologic data on human leukemia incidence in a whole animal. Counterparts
exposures will take decades to collect, animal models could include development of an assay of mouse
and in vitro models need to be developed and studied, glycophorin alleles, transfecting the human GPA gene
These surrogates for human exposures will allow into a murine host, c,rtransplanting the human
quantitative linkages to be established among the hematopoietic system into a suitably sensitive mouse
various endpoints. Understanding the molecular basis strain. Other similar models are needed for

fur biological response ,,'!11facilitate the extrapolation determining the biological significance of dosimetry
from models to humar s. measurements that will be applied tOpopulations

exposed to chemicals and radionuclides from
This research will provide the linkage between waste sites.
exposures and biological response. Controlled

exposures of animals and in vitro test systems allow The radioactive and chemical combinations at
precise determination of dose-respon_securves and mixed-waste sites are virtually limitless. Blind testing
the capacity of biological systems to repair damage of ali possible interactions resulting from multiple
and the elucidation of mechanisms leading to combinations of agents is clearly prohibitive.
biological response. Ali of this information is needed Alternatively, mechanistic hypotheses can be
for the assessment of the health risks of the DOE formulated and tested that will provide a molecular
waste sites. Understanding the response processes basis for anticipating adverse interactions. Research
will facilitate the necessary extrapolations between on basic biological mechanisms, therefore, provides a
species and from high to low doses, more rational approach to assessing the risks posed '

Several new methods for measuring doses and by mixed wastes.
biological responses will need to be applied to human
populations. Animal and in vitro models are required
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Information Needs for base changes in DNA, because other binding sites or

Advanced Risk Assessment macromolecules are unlikely to have direct
transmission through many vertical generations of

Developmentand implementation of advanced risk cells To date, initiation is the most thoroughly
assessm6nt models is limited by availability of input researched area of cancer bioassays. However, there
data on pertinentparameters. Necessary parameters are significant questions about whether or not
include those related to the transport and distribution indicators of cell initiation, adduct formation, etc., can
of agents and the molecular damage they produce, be correlated accurately with carcinogenic potential.
repair processes, and stimulation of cell proliferation. Cell proliferation and, especially, compensatory

repopulation in response to toxicity show strong
Exposure to the cells and organs at risk is estimated correlations with carcinogenic potential. Toxicity to
by using physiologically based pharmacokinetic DNA is only one measure of carcinogenic potency.
models. Thisarea of research has been receiving Cytotoxicity can result from damage to proteins,
attention during the past few years and continues to be membranes, mitochondria, or virtually any other
important for estimating the doses of chemical agents subcellular target. Thus, ali m_char:.;rns of
to which large numbers of humans are exposed, cytotoxicity should be researched, with more emphasi._

given to epigenetic studies and less emphasis to
Mec.hanismsof moiecular damage should be explored well-develop_d mutation bioassays. In addition,
by use of labeling compounds and markers specific to studies desig,led to clarify the particular role of
the particular macromolecule affected and the carcinogens in stimulating proliferation and cytotoxicity
a_sociated target sites. For example, cell function that is followed by proliferation are necessary.
commences with a particular sequence of DNA bases.
The flow of information is from DNA to RNA to protein.
Seeding of heritable changes in a cell that is
associated with cancer initiation is thought to involve
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Expert Hazard Ranking/Risk results. The expert system for the long-term
Assessment assessment, therefore, should be targeted to use

results of in vitro assay batteries. These batteries
An expert-based system, focusedon health risk, for should be evaluated for predictive validity against the
prioritizing remediation alternatives is necessary to epidemiologically based response models and against
provide an unbiased, consistent method for making the animal-based models.
thousands of risk-based decisions. Studies leading to

expert risk assessment should contain the following Generally, about 60 percent of the agents tested to
two major components: date have been positive under the standard National

Toxicology Program (NTP) carcinogen protocol, lt is
• Basic research that develops and feeds concepts impossible to extrapolate to the 70,000 or more

and new forms of knowledge, industrial chemicals used in the United States. During
,, Applications research directed toward compliance the next decade or two, it is likely that a majority of

and/or rank ordering of contaminated sites and toxic agents will be listed and controlled either as
emission processes, carcinogens, initiators of cancer, or potentiators of

cancer. Because EPA has not developed methods
Because of the difficulty and long lead time required in that contain internal standardization, exploratory
developing realistic mechanistic models, effects-based studies must been undertaken to rank the order of
risk and hazard ranking models should also be pollution mitigation actions, develop some capacity to
pursued for application within the next 10 years, forecast future compliance problems for emissions that

are now acceptable by current statutes, and develop a
lt is important to develop nonparametric models as position to argue in support of remediation decisions
well as parametric models that have explicit means for based on a consistent set of health effects criteria.
internal standardization. Ranking of concerns by
standardized and consensus criteria will help to avoid Forecasting is necessary to minimize cost in the
futile attempts to gain public/occupational acceptance design of new facilities and to stem emissions before
for acceptable levels of risk. widespread environmentalcontamination_which will

require large expenditures to clean up--has occurred.
Concepts being developed for use in the next 20 years
and beyond should be geared to use future test data
which may, only rarely, include traditional toxicology
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Short-Term Tests Existing in vitro tests were developed for use with large
amounts of pure chemicals. W_',atis needed are very

New and improved, inexpensive short-term tests are simple but sensitive assays, requiring only very small
needed for input to hazard ranking/health risk samples, which can be used to pinpoint the most
assessments and for aiding in the fractionation of biologically active materials so that they can then be
mixed waste and effluents resulting from remediation, chemically characterized. These assays can be used
Tests are required to screen for a wide variety of to compare the effluents resulting from various
toxicological endpoints, methods of remediation; they can also be used in the

context of a hazard ranking/risk assessment
Chemicals released into the air, water, and soil will

framework to prioritize the remediation of waste sites
often react with other chemicals in those media. A

Microbial mutagenicity assays already have been used
complex series of reactions may continue with time in this way to compare different sewage treatment
along the transport pathways, thereby changing the methodologies. However, the mixed-waste nature of
toxic mixture between the source of contamination and

many DOE sites makes it importantthat any proposed
the receiver. Further, there are many cases in which system demonstrates sensitivity to both the radiation
the environment is contaminated by a poorly and the chemicals likely to be found. This new system
characterized mixture of chemicals. A major role for in

would probably require thedevelopment of new
vitro assays exists in the evaluation of complex microbial strains.
environmental mixtures necessary for making

decisions about remediation alternatives. Methods to The importance of developing in vitro human and
identify biologically active agents of ali types are mammalian cell systems for the study of a variety of
needed that are inexpensive, sensitive, and easy to toxic endpoints cannot be over stressed. Cytotoxicity
perform. These assays can be used to assess toxicity and mutagenicity are frequently studied, but few
of mixed wastes or the products of their remediation, systems exist to study neurotoxicity or immunotoxicity.
even in the absence of chemical-specific information. Even in the case of genotoxicity, almost ali cell lines
The use of these assays in the fractionation of used have lost their metabolic capability. This would
complex mixtures (as has been accomplished, for make it impossible, for example, to study synergy,
example, in the case of diesel exhaust) is an which may involve alterations in xenobiotic metabolism
invaluable tool in identifying the major biologically by radiation. In addition, most mutational markers
active materials in mixtures. A second area for which used in mammalian cells are relatively insensitive to
new short-term tests are needed is in the study of ionizing radiation. Recent progress in mammalian
interaction mechanisms between chemicals and gene transfection techniques'has made it possible to
radiation. Transgenic hurnan and mammalian cells genetically engineer mammalian cells for desired
could be developed to study interactions dealing with characteristics. Transgenic cell lines will be important
metabolism of xenobiotics, DNA repail, mutagenesis, in the study of synergistic interactions.
and other aspects of toxicity.
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Human Diversity subpopulations that vary in a parameter of sensitivity
could be of great importance epiderniologically.

A better understanding of human heterogeneity with

regard to sensitivity to radioactive and toxic waste is A genetic contribution to cancer susceptibility is
needed. This effort may allow detection of especially indicated by a number of well-defined inherited '
sensitive individuals and may provide data on the syndromes associated with increased cancer risk,
range of human sensitivities, which is essential to such as polyposis coli, multiple endocrine neoplasia,
realistic risk assessment, familial retinoblastoma, and xeroderma pigmentosum.

In addition, familial clustering of cancer at such organ
Animal toxicity assays are generally carried out using sites as breast, colon, or ovary also suggest a genetic
inbred strains of the test species. In contrast, human role in susceptibility. In the case of retinoblastoma, we
populations are genetically diverse; evidence exists now know that this disease is associated with loss of a

that humans differ (sometimes by orders of magnitude) tumor suppressor gene and that xeroderma
in their sensitivities to environmental agents. The pigmentation is associated with a number of different
discovery two decades ago of allozymic variation in defects in DNA repair of pyrimidine dimers and other
human populations gave biochemical proof to what is bulky DNA adducts. Humans are also known to vary
obvious--that human populations do not resemble with regard to their abilities to metabolize certain
inbred strains of animals. These electrophoretic drugs. Therefore, it is possible that a great deal of
studies of enzyme variants proved that a high degree heterogeneity in human populations exists with regard
of polymorphism exists for many gene products, a to agents other than genotoxic agents Methods to
concept now confirmed at the DNA sequence level via measure such heterogeneity in humans simply,
the study of restriction-length polymorphisms (RLPs). reliably, and inexpensively are needed (i.e., to identify

especially sensitive individuals among site workers
For remedial action situations involving a potentially and in the population.surrounding a site). These
vast cleanup effort in which human exposure to assays must be performed in a relatively noninvasive
relatively few chemicals is anticipated, the ability to

manner (e.g., by sampling of blood, urine, hair, or
measure heterogeneity for a number of important saliva, or by behavioral testing). Such "markers of
toxicologic parameters would be very useful, heterogeneity" will be useful in a variety of
Individually, persons with high sensitivity (e.g., the lack

epidemiological studies. Risk assessment methods
of some repair enzyme or other detoxification system) would also find a measure of variability useful in
could be protected against certain types of exposure, helping to define a range of susceptibility.
On a population level, the identification of
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Research on Nonspecific Symptoms Essential Data for Planning
in Waste Site Communities, Epidemiological Studies of Waste
Nonspecific symptoms, such as headache, abdominal Site Communities
pain, and skin rashes are frequently reported by A variety of background information must be
citizens near hazardous waste sites and have been accumulated before the implementation of specific
documented to be in excess for many epidemiologic health effects studies. To better target information for
studies performed near Superfund sitas. The study of the intended purpose of human health studies and risk
symptomatology constitutesthe "first generation" of assessments, it is necessary to undertake research in
environmental epidemiological studies because the the form of strategic planning. The end uses mustbe
symptom reports are the best tool available when no compatible with scientific as well as public needs.
valid biological and exposure markers exist. For a Many of the needs discussed in this work element
dose-response assessment, these studies often use contain a basic and an applied component. The two
surrogate measures of exposure such as distance should be considered together to best fulfill needs.
from the site, perception of odors from the site, and
years of life spent nearthe site. The California A computerized environmental data base (such as
experience from such studies probably has been GIS) should be developed to assess the presence and
typical because many similaritieswere found in the potential movement of contaminants through
types of symptoms reported (e.g., headache, nausea, environmental media at waste sites and should be
skin rash) among waste sites, despite the presence of optimized relative to health risk assessment needs.
many different types of contaminants in the various This information will assist in determining which
sites. Therefore, these symptoms may be nonspecific, populations may be potentially exposed to specific
That populations near hazardous waste sites classes of toxic wastes. This data base needs to be
experience these problems is not disputed, but the made available to the epidemiological community. A
degree to which recall bias plays a role is unknown, feedback process should be undertaken by having a
Studies of citizens near Three Mile Island in research response that would combine the work of
Pennsylvania have found sim.._...." .:mptomatology and both risk assessors and epidemiologists,
an interesting association between these symptoms
and persistent elevations in catecholamine levels and A sociodemographic data base should also be
average Dloodpressures, developed to enumerate and characterize the

populations living near DOE sites. This information,
If these symptoms are indeed stress related, there coupled with the inventory of substances mentioned
could be significant public health consequences for previously, is necessary for planning and evaluating
these populations. However, to control for recall bias, the feasibility of epidemiological studies.
an effort is required to measure exposure objectively
and to develop markers for exposure and Another component of a desirable data base for
stress-related biological endpoints. Biological markers planning is the identification and evaluation of existing
of stress are already identified, but many have multiple records of health outcomes that might be relevant to a
causes. Research is necessary to identify more preliminary assessment of health effects in a waste
specific biomarkers of nonspecific symptoms and to site community. Sources of health outcome records
understand the relationship of these markers to more include birth and death certificates, State cancer
conventional public health indicators. Until such registries, State birth defects registries, hospital
research is completed, it will not be possible to discharge logs, and pathology logs.
address the wide ranging nonspecific concerns of the
public. Knowledge of the substances and mixtures present at

waste sites is incomplete. An inventory of substances
at waste sites would considerably enhance the
process of selecting sites for epidemiological studies.

I I I I I II
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Feasibility and Utility of BioRogical and specificity, This rese.',rchcannot be conducted
Markers in Health Effects Studies meaningfully in the laboratory, becausethe Standard

ultimately must be a measure of the true biological
Although various recently developed biomarKers of event in humans.
exposure and effsct show great promise as
epidemiological tools in measuring both exposure and Because most epidemiclogical studies of waste-£!te
effects in human populations, major issues of communities will require evaluation of the potential
feasibility and utility of these markers need to be effects of exposure to multiple agents in combination, __
addressed before they can be used with confidence in the epidemiologist sho!Jidhave access to a select
studies of waste-site communities, array of genetic markers. These biomarkersshould be

responsive to broad classes of chemicals sdch as
Regarding the feasibilityof using biomarkers, the polycyclic hydrocarbons, metals, aliphatic
following questions must be addressed by hydrocarbons, and b_omarkersreflecting an internal
epidemiologists in planning a waste-site study: response to xenobiotic genotoxins, neurotoxins,

immunotoxins, or reproductive toxins.
.. What is the cost of collecting, preparing, and

analyzing tiuman specimens? . Because the nLJmbersof workers and surrounding
[] What vo!ume of sample is required for analysis? populace that will be exposed is expected to be small
• What is the variance of these biornarkers within markers should be selected to provide preclinical

J

and among individuals? evidence of processes that are likely to bewidespread
irl the human population following exposure.

• Can specimens be obtained by noninvasive
procedures (e.g., urine, breath and saliva)_ Specifically, these incl_de measurements of

' ' genotoxicity, gene activation, neurotoxicity,
[] Can samples be stored for later analysis? immunotoxicity, ar,d pulmonary and reproductive
[] Is it feasible to develop a sample bank of effects. In addition, methods need to bc developed for

specimens from waste-site cornmdnities? If so, ascertaining stress-related effects. Em;:;lasis should i
" then what supplementary data should be obtained be on measurements suitable for monitoring of

from subjects who providespecimens'? humans or sentinel species under conditions of chronic
z

• Should there be a semistandardized protocol for exposure at low dose rates and on potential synergistic
quality control of the tissua collection process in interact!cns.between chemicals and radiation. [

epidemiological studies of waste sites?
Some of these assays will involve refinement of

• What laboratories can epidemiologists depend on
_" for processing several hundred tissue samples for current technologies, whereas others will require the

, biological markers? development of new approaches. For example,molecular techniques tor determining mutation rates,
: mutational spectra, and gene activation are needed.Beyond the issue of feasibility is the utility of the

Cellular approaches to targ_.to_gantoxJcityfor- existing array of biomarkers in epidemiological studies.
assessment of immunocompetence and reproductiveTo make intelligent choices among different

: biomarkers, research needs to be performed on the capabilities are also needed H_._rnarlmolecular
epidemiological sensitivity and specificity of probes should be developed for [he analysis of

-- biomarkers. A major difficulty in quantifying activation of metabolizing enzymes, repair _enzymes,
epidemiological sensitivity and specificity is the choice stress proteins, oncogenies, and acute pha_seproteins,
of a gold standard, that is, the optimum measure of the among others.

- true biological effect of interest. Much "basic" research
on the epidemiological use of biomarkers is required io
compile a body of evidence on biomarker sensitiwty

III III
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Comparative Biochemistry Tile approaches employed will vary among organisms

and Physiology (Interspecies (e,g,, plant, invertebrate, vertebrate, and microbe) but
generally will involve the application of methodologies

ExtYapolation) readily available from appropriate, established
There is a ne_'dto increase the ability to perform disciplines (e,g., microbiology, biochemistry, botany,
comparative dose/response data extrapolation and to physiology, and zoology), An important consideration
improvethe understanding of scales of extrapolation here may be a prioritization of organisms that
(e.g., species-to-spenles versus taxon-to-taxon). This particularly rnerit scrutiny (e.g., organisms at high risk
need requires a comprehensive data base for exposure. _ensitive _pecles, sentinel species, and
encompassing comparative biochemistry and highly valued species).
physiology in animals, plants, and microbes. This
approach has broad application to ali a,spectsof Criteria will need to be developed for selecting species
improving the ability to conduct adequate risk to be used for laboratory and field testing and for
assessments fo_any situation requiring an comparing species that differ in structures, lifestyles,
ecotoxicological evaluation, and habitats. Early efforts will involve establishing a

data base for selected species on key biochemical and
Currently, only a very limited data base exists on the physiological variables of known significance in terms
basic biochemistry and physiology of most of contaminant metabolism and toxicity. In animals,
nonmammalian organisms of ecotoxicological interest, these variables wilt Include microsomal metabolism,
Ecotoxicologicaldecisions are supported by a metal and metal-binding protein metabolism, collagen
generally poor knowledge base of the basic b;ology of synthesis, endocrine function, immune system
the many potentially affected organisms, The function, neurochemistry, and physiolegy. In plants,
proposed research will assist in determining the key variables includechloroplast metabolism, electron
applicability of cross-species extrapolations, thus transport and photophosphorylation, auxin metabolism,
reducing the number of species that must be studied and stomate function.
for particular hazard or risk assessments. This
approachwill also help to identifysurrogate species Development of a comparative dose/response data
that can be used for testing in place of more highly base for potentially affected organisms will permit
valued organisms, effective identification of sensitive environmental

components and implementation of corrective or
The current inability to design and fund controlled field remedial activities. This approach provides a
experiments adequately necessitates the use of cost-effective means for identifying and talgeting
laboratory data to predict potential effects in the field, priority problem areas for remediation.
Research is needed to substantiate and validate the

extrapolation process.
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Pollutant Bioavailabilityand into the aqueous portion of,the Interface, l'his
Persistence at the Air-Water Interface accommodation will vary withthe composition of

different wastes. Consequently, data are needed on
The air-water interface is a site of high microbial the partitioningof compounds in these interfaces, both
activity in the water column of aquatic ecosystems, lt in aquatic and soil microhabitats, to predict the toxicity,
isalso the site of accumulatlen of many compounds, biodegradation, and persistence of mixed wastes in
especially hydrophobic chemicals. Research is aquatic and terrestrial habits.
needed to determine the persistence and

Liodegradatton of mixed pollutants and its effects on It will be necessary to determine the partitioningof
microbial ecology in this layer, both In aquatic and different natural mixed wastes from DOE sites in the

terrestrial systems. In addition, the toxicological and aquatic (both in the laboratory and in situ) and soil
remedial aspects of mixed pollutants in this bioactive microhabitats; the effects of chaotropic and
layer needs to be defined, antichaotropic compounds on this partitioning; the

effects of partitioning the microbial events in these
The air-water interface serves as an accumulator of interfaces (e.g., metabolic activity, species diversity,
dissolved chemicals, which are both substrates for and predation, and parasitism (such as phage activity));
toxicants to microbes. Consequently, the majority of and whether biodegradation can be enhanced by the
microbial activity occurs at the interface, Essentially addition of chaotroplc or antichaotroplc compounds to
nothing is known about the effects of pollutants, even polluted waters and soils.
as single species, much less as mixed pollutants on

microbial ecology in this interface. The aquatic system, in many instances, accumulates
mobile contaminants derived from surface and

Hydrophilic (polar) compounds will be absorbed in this subsurface environs and as such may provide a
interface, whereas hydrophobic (nonpoiar)compounds means for biotic improvement of contaminant impact.
normally will be excluded, resulting in a partitioning of . Remediation of affected sites will require that this
compounds. This partitioning can affect component be understood and exploited with respect
biodegradation rates and results, eventually in the to in situ processes and potential,
accumulation of nonpolar compounds, However, in
I,lixed wastes, the presence of chaotropic compounds
could result in the entrance of hydrophobic compounds

. --r- " " ' -- '1 II I III
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Sublethal Effectsof Chemicals microbial community structure and function, lt may be

and Amendments on Microbial possible that significantchanges in microbial
relationships would occur with prolonged exposure to

Communities low concentrations of toxic wastes.

Sublethal biochemical (including modes of action) and
metabolic responses of microbial communities Experiments should be performed to investigate the
resulting from chemicals andamendments such as effects of low-level additions of toxic wastes on the
nutrients need to be determined, Such amendments biochemical, physiological, and metabolic processes of
may cause significant changes in the microbial microbiological communities, Particular attention
community, changes that could be as harmful as should be given to those mixed wastes commonly
remediation strategies, found at DOEfacllitle_, Studies should address the

effects of low concentrations of mixed wastes over an
Significant sublethal impacts (e,g., biochemical, extended period of time,
physiological, genetic, ,,_ndmetabolic) of contarninants
are likely to occur in microbial communities, The Current remediation strategies include the addition of
responses to sublethal exposure of hazardous microbial enhancers, such as energy and carbon
chemicals as well as amendments may result in sources, terminal electron acceptors, etc., to stimulate
disruption of ecological relationships among microbial activity for the purpose of accelerating
microorganisms, including changes in available niches biodegradation or bioaccumulation of hazardous
disruption of microbial consortia, changes in viable but wastes. This promising technique has tremendous
not culturable microorganisms, changes in the potential for the remediation of hazardous wastes
population and community DNA, and Increases or sites, yet little is known regarding the effects of
decreases in tolerance for hazardous wastes, microbial enhancers on the long-term microbial

ecology of a hazardouswaste site.
Research is needed to determine the effects of
sublethal, chronic doses of hazardous wastes on
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influence of Chemical and Biological hand and biological transformations and availability on

Transformations on Exposure the other will enhance mathematical modelingused to
predict chemical concentrations through time as well

Research is needed to understand better the as the uptake by biota at specific sites,
interactions between the phystcochemtcal environment

and the availability and toxicity of hazardous wastes, Generic methodology for accomplishing this research
Further research on the Influence of chemica! structure includesdetermination of the nature and rate of
and soil properties on biotransrormatlon and biological transformation over a range of environmental
availability of contaminants in terrestrial systems is conditions; the presence of constitutive or inducible
needed to increase our unaerstandingof the enzymes capable of carrying out the transformation(s);
processes involved and to assess risk, the distribution of organisms with these capabilities;

the bioactivity of the+metabolite,if any; and the means
Marlychemicals are detoxifledor otherwise rendered (analytical and biological) of assaying the metabollte in
harmless or even rendered more harmful by changes diverse media,
in chemical structure caused by abtottcand biotic

transformations, In a number of cases, the "detoxified" Evaluation of representative chemicals from a broad
material is not harmless to a consumer or other range of classes, as well as a broad spectrum of
organisms in the environment, If the metabolite is organisms possessing or lacking transforming abilities,
stored, excreted, or otherwise made bioavailable, it will permit effective ranking and selection of remedial
may cause problems, Notable in this regard are some needs, By focusing on functional groups and other
metabolites of DD'I (e,g,, DDE), nitro-substituted properties of the candidate chemicals and by directing
organics (munitions), and the degradation products of efforts to uncover structure-activity relationships,
pesticides by microbes, plants, and animals, The remediation approaches can be better directed and
transformation, dissipation, and biological availability of therefore made more cost effective,
chemicals in natural environments are governed by the
physicochemical properties of the contaminant as well
as the properties of the specific soil, Establishing the
relationships between chemical properties on one

.......... "-- III r ' ....
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Contaminant Availability and An understanding of the structure/function
Chemical Fate in Plants relationships for organic residues can be useful In both

establishing limits for ecotoxlcology and also
Biotic and ablotlc transport, bloavallablllty, and remediation. Similarly, the capacity of plants to
chemical behavior of contaminants in terrestrial accumulate cations and anions Is well established, as
environs are key processes in establishing the level of is the metabolic potential of plants to produce
risk from the contaminants presence, Fundamental organically complexcations and alter the chemical
process information to assess the Impact of plant species on anions. Each of these processes is critical
metabolic processes, namely carbon cycling, on both to establishing environmental and health effects,
near-surface and subsurface carbon transport and
contaminant mobilization dynamics is important In The dynamics of the plant process will be used to
establishing remedial methods, assess environmental and health effects based on

subsurface transport routes particularly related to
Resolution of ecotoxicological problems requires an metal complexation poteqtial, biotic recycling of
understanding of the fundamental soil/plant processes oomplexed contaminants, and the plant contribution of
that influence absorption of contaminants, chemical organic contaminant-derived residues resulting from
transformations and their affect of on higher trophic detoxification/metabolism and their subsequent
levels, and/or surface recycling processes, which recycling through normal plant processes,
contribute markedly to subsurface carbon and

contaminant dynamics. A very clear data gap exists The metabolic potential of plants to alter the chemical
between surface and subsurface processes, lt is form and therefore the behavior of inorganic species
assumed that soil microbial processes drive the and tO perform effective detoxification and related
solubility, chemical transformations, and transport of transformations with organic xenobiotics will affect the
contaminants in the subsurface. However, the higher quality and quantity of contaminants entering the
plant communities (through normal processes of subsurface environs (e.g., groundwaters), Know!edge
carbon cycling (litter), root exudation, and foliar of these processes and the accumulation capacity of
leaching) markedly influence the quantity av;dform of plants is important in establishing remediation options,
organic carbon in soils and subsequently leach to including in situ remediation (biomining).
subsurface and surface waters.
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Detection of Plant Responses photosynthesis Is fluorescence, A high probability
to Stressors exists for successfullydeveloping the tools of the plant

physiologist into toxicological field assessment. The
The analytical methods used to detect photosynthetic development of this methodology into portable field
dysfunction must be improved to make this a truly and remote sensing instrumentation will enhance site
diagnostic tool. Fluorescence techniques that are characterization, diagnose exposure and
currently available in laboratory models must be bloavallabillty, and provide easy postremedlatlon
adapted to field conditions and ultimately scaled up to monitoring.
ioerrnltremote sensing to be of value In situ

remediation. Expertm.entationon known or defined chemical
systems will be established to calibrate the diagnostic

Current efforts to analyze phytotoxicity are slow, capability of the fluorescence system, Research into
cumbersome, and costly. Because plants generally signal noise and sensitivitywill be used to design
have little opportunityto avoid contaminant exposure, sampling strategies to characterize plant response to
they can provide an excellent means of reporting define spatial patterns. The aim Is to develop
bloavailablllty, If sufficient information is generated remote-sensing capability and to Interfacewith GIS
over a site, spatialdistribution patterns can be displays.
developed. The key issue is to develop a rapid,

low-cost means of sensing plant responses to Remote change detection can be a valuable tool in
environmentally dispersed contaminants, identifying contaminant-affected areas cost effectively

and also in assessingthe efficacy of remediation
Basic research on photosynthesis has provided efforts. Fluorescencedetection on a field scale

detailed knowledge of the cellular and molecular represents one of the more applicable techniques to
machinery of photosynthesis. As part of that augment remediationefforts at a variety of site
long-standing research effort, virtually every class of locations.
poison was used to dissect the photosynthetic system.
As a result, a good diagnostic base exists from which
to work. One highly sensitive and diagnostic feature of
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Sublethal Responses biology, genetics, physiology, pharmacology, and
1'c.,_<lcology).However, considerable care and creativity

A critical need exists to determine sublethal _ie required to adapt properly existing methods and/or
biochemical responses (including modes of action) and devise new methods to address the particular
3hyslological responses to toxicants In selected compound-organism interaction of Interest.
organisms, Sublethal impacts of contaminants have

the greatest potential to be overlooked and therefore Biochemical responses meriting particular attention
affect human health and the envlronrnent, include mixed-function oxidase (MFO) and non-MFO

modes of metabolism, free radical-mediated modes of
Significantsublethal Impacts (biochemical, action and response, effects on polyamine metabolism
physiological, and behavioral) are likely to go (particularly at early life stages), neurochemlcal
undetected In natural aquatic systems, The sublethal effects, andpotentlally genotoxic effects (e,g., covalent
responses (endpolnts) commonly measured in bonding to DNA, DNA strand Scission,and oncogene
traditional laboratory toxicity tests are growth, survival, activation). Key influences on plants Include effects on
and reproduction. However, these endpolnts have not chloroplast biochemistry and secondary compound
been measured.largely for chemical/radiological production, Important physiological effects in animals
mixtures. Irladdition, more sensitive measures of that merit study includeeffects on the immune system,
sublethal effects are needed. Sensitive endpolnts of endocrine system, reproductive physiology, and
chemical/radiological exposure can be used in neurophysiology.
evaluating hazardous waste sites before, during, and

after site cleanup activities. The ability to extrapolate This research will provide Innovative techniques for
from validated, controlled laboratory studies to field assessing exposure, which is particu!arly needed for
situations is essential in assessing the impacts of DOE most nonaccurnulating chemicals. The clarification of
site cleanup activities on aquaticsystems, these responses and an understanding of their

relevance to the health of the organism ultimately will
The approaches employed for this research will vary be useful in assessing impacts of exposure on
depending on the particular group of organisms populations.
studied and will, in large part, rely on existing
methodologies available from various disciplines (e.g.,

microbiology, botany, zoology, biochemistry, molecular
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Mechanisms of Action by these systems. Estimates of predictability and
uncertainty should be integral aspects of such models,

Basic investigations into biochemical toxicology and

pharmacokinetics of materials are needed. Research The ultimate benefit of understanding the biochemical
will enhance our existing knowledge of mechanisms of toxicology and pharmacokinetics in organisms that
uptake, metabolism, storage, depuration, and mode of have been exposed to chemical radiological mixtures
action of chemical/radiological mixtures; describethe is an increased ability to interpret the significanceof
relationships between the properties of chemical and,,, chemical/radiological-induced biochemical,
radiological mixtures and toxicological endpoints; and ....... physiological, and histopatrhologicalresponses and to
enhance understanding of pharmacological dynamics, relate these responses to the ge,'.:;,athealth and

survival of the organism. The understanding of
Quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs) molecular and cellular interactions and resultant

correlate toxicity test results with other properties of modes of action will lead to more qualitative and
chemicals so that the toxicity of untested chemicals quantitative predictive techniques and endpolnts,
can be predicted. Such relationships are extremely

importantwhen risk assessments must be based on T.hisresearch will address a number of critical

limited data, QSARs also give useful irdications about problems DOE has in trying to understand the
the mode of biological action. ApplicatiOnof this " biological significance of contaminant exposure at
approach to chemical/radiological mixtures will aid site various facilities. Such knowledge is particularly
cleanup efforts, relevant for predicting the potential impacts caused by

the release of materials during remediation and
Mathematical models that simulate the physiological restoration activities,
action of chemical and radiological materialsprovide
many of the same benefits but use basic cellular and
physiological parameters. Effects on reproduction,
longevity, and behavior may be modeled successfully

i I
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Patterns of Response Related response (both immediate andcumulative) of the test

to the Duration, Frequency, organism must be known. In some cases, this is
possible for highly studied chemicals but not for new or

and Intensity of Exposure unstudied agents or environments.
Toxic effects, including bioaccumulation, as an
outcome of exposure are determined by the temporal Generic methodology is vital to reduce the cost and
conditions of exposure, which can be highly variable in time of testing and to improve the precision of risk
real environments (as contrasted to laboratory or other assessments. A representative range of chemical
test situations). Methods for predicting outcomes from classes (in terms of structure and properties) and
diverse patterns of such exposures are urgently various dosing regimes needs to be tested with a
needed to support risk assessments, range of representative organisms from different tax&

These testing regimes would examine the duration of
Commonly usec i sting methods reveal only a portion exposure at different exposure concentrations and
of the temporal relationships: however, for certain compare the outcomes with respect to various
chemicals, the consequences of temporal relationships functions of time and concentration. Statistical
may be very important in distinguishing between a evaluation and pharmacodynamic models will be used
serious and a negligible risk. Generic knowledge of to establish the most appropriate measures of
the relationships by classes of chemicals would response for different exposure regimes. If these
considerably enhance predictability, models can be characterized and grouped into useful

types of response, then the generic application in risk
Exposures of terrestrial species may be very complex assessmer,_scan be validated in field trials.
in a temporal sense. Typical exposures can be
repetitious, continuous, highly variable, or single (with This methodology is critical to risk assessments in
a declining or steady dose). Bioaccumulation will be predictive toxicology, groundwater quality protection,
markedly different for each type of exposure, and toxic field test validation, at__:osphericchanges, alternative
response can similarly vary from no response to a species testing, biological monitoring, and waste-site
highly significant response, depending on the remediation.
character of the response and exposure. For the
computer-generated stochastic concentrations from
models of exposure to be used in assessments, the
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Biomarkers of Exposure/Effects Development of New Techniques
Biological responses carl be used to measure the and Methodologies
exposure to or toxic effects of chemicals and other Research is needed to develop new and innovative
pollutants. These responses must be determined and techniques that demonstrate interpretable biological
evaluated for each of the numerous pollutants found, responses in an organism exposed to hazardous
lt is often difficult to determine that wildlife has been waste. Especially important are those methodologies
exposed to a pollutant or that the probable cause and and techniques that can be used to detect exposure to
extent of a toxic res#onse can be attributed to a hazardous chemicals, determine bioavailabiiity,
particular pollutant, measure compensatory and repair processes, detect

an adverse effect on normal physiological functions,
Bio,ogical markers are indicators that signal events in and estimate the potential for long-term deleterious
biological systems or samples or indicators of variation biological change. The advantage of the technique
incellular or biochemical components or processes should be documented through research that
(structure or functions), which are measurable in a enhances existing knowledge on mechanisms of
biological system or sample, action of xenobiotic chemicals and chemical mixtures

on living organisms. Methodologies should quantitate
Biomarkers may be classified as three types--those of biological responses at the biochemical, physiological,
exposure, susceptibility, and effect. _everal cellular, and organismal levels.
biomarkers will be evaluated.

An evaluation of the status of DOE waste sites and the

A biomarker of exposure is really a marker of internal health of the biota is hampered by the lack of
dose (i.e., the amount of or an indicator of dose, in the comprehensive techniques that measure and interpret
case of excreted parent compound or metabolites, the responses of organisms to potentially hazardous
xenobiotic material absorbed by the body), chemicals. This research initiative will provide data

and information of relevance to decision tree models
Biomarkers of susceptibility include changes in that predict the potential environmental impact
membrane permeability, induction of carrier proteins, a activities at DOE waste sites.
decreased level of repair enzymes, and changes in

immune system surveillance or the functioning of other Examination of effects at various levels of biological
organ systems, organization will be required. Research should focus

on techniques that detect biological responses that
Biomarkers of effect include alterations in the functions underlie the fundamental problems related to exposure
of target tissue, changes in enzyme activity, and the to hazardous waste and to subsequent deleterious
presence of gene and chromosomal mutations, consequences.
aneuploids, sister chromatid exchange, and DNA and

protein adducts. This research ultimately will provide an increased
ability to understand and interpret the significance of

Researchwill provide insight into the relationships chemically induced responses at the biochemical,
between biomarkers and exposure to a effects of DOE physiological, cellular, and organismal levels and to
pollutants. In many cases, these biomarkers can be relate these responses to the general health and
used to reiate exposure and effects in wildlife survival of the organism.
definitively and therefore establish remediation options.
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Sentinel Species as Biomarkers Selection can be augmented by laboratory screening

of Exposure and Effects of candidate species, which would be improved bybasic research to develop novel approaches (such as
Certain biological responses can be used to measure methods used in cell toxicology) to reveal sensitivity.
the exposure to or toxicological effects of chemicals Choice of species should cover a broad range of taxa
and other pollutants. These responses often can be and include the full range of ecosy_,em components
used as evidence that exposure to a pollutant has likely to be exposed.
occurred and should be determined and evaluated for

each of the numerous pollutants found at DOE sites. Experimental investigatiOnsare needed to explore the
utility of indications other than presence/absence to

Evaluation of the environmental threat of a toxicant reveal the presence of a toxicant (e,g., behavior
requires assessment of its effects over a wide range of abnormalities, biochemical changes, etc.). Validation
plants, animals, and microbes, lt is not realistic to should involve field studies in which a range of species
monitor ali species that are exposed to a substance, is monitored in addition to the proposed sentinels.
Therefore, the rational choice of appropriate sentinel
species is essential. A sentinel species is a plant, Evaluation of sentinel species is an effective means of
animal, or microbe that can be used as an indicator of understanding the critical impacts of contaminants. Its
exposure or toxicity of a xenobiotic because of its use in directing site remediation activities will eliminate
sensitivity, initial position in the community, likelihood the application of wide spread and costly remediation,
of exposure, or abundance sufficient to allow statistical where none is warranted,
interpretation.
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Field Validation of Exposure Models Transport, Exposure, and Effects
Field validation of models is needed to provide Models for Risk Assessments
evidence that model predictions invarious Methods are needed tOconduct multimedia analyses
environments are credible. Further research is needed to apportion the risk by pathway so that more targeted
to ascertain the quality of existing modeling control strategies can be developed. To be useful, the
frameworks, models must be parameterized with data available to

the assessor, must accept and integrate uncertainty
The prediction of environmental concentrations is an estimates, and must provide output that is useful in
important element of hazard and risk assessment, decision making (i.e., computer visualization);
because it is not possible to extensively monitor every probabilistic models should be considered.
environment of interest. Model predictions depend on

a number of assumptions. Any assessment of the Currently used models do not yield a probability
adequacy of models requires that they not only distribution of exposure concentrations for a given
reproduce what has been observed but also forecast problem context. Rather, a point estimate of
responses to changes in input. Therefore, it is concentration is determined, possibly with an
essential that data be developed to validate model assessment of the degree of uncertainty associated
predictions. Judicious validation is cost effective, with that estimate. This information may be used to
because a valid model often can be used in place of project exposure probability, but it does not reflect
expensive monitoring studies, accurately the statistical nature of the parameters

controlling the concentration. One important
Research in model validation should address data application of probability models is to provide a way to
gaps, the frequency of data collection, perform large-scale simulations. Models improve with
parameterization, and the postauditing of toxic models, further understanding of parameter ranges. Currently,
Development of cost-effective laboratory data that are no generally accepted or commonly used ecological
useful in field predictions is also needed, effects models exist.

Research in this area will be central to understanding Modeling studies that would satisfy this need must be
risk assessment effects in a variety of environments integrated into the entire ecological risk assessment
(e.g., groundwater, surface water, and estuaries) and methodology. Model linkages, such as between
will be useful in defining waste load allocations. exposure and effects models, must be provided.

Model output must address the appropriate effects
assessment endpoints in a readily interpretable form.
The model development program should include a
variety of modeling approaches so that robust
conclusions can be reached.

Research into the linkage of exposure and effects
models will significantly enhance the capability to
make environmental risk assessments for

less-than-complete data bases and will provide a more
accurate basis for decision making.

IIII II II I'll ' - ""' III
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Exposure of Terrestrial Organisms Effects of Environmental
to Chemical Contaminants Factors on Toxicity
Understanding the relationshipsbetween and among Because tOxicitymay be altered .in field exposures by
factors such as habitat and behavior is important to the the influence of environmental factors, research is
issues of biological monitoring at remedlated sites, needed to understand the influence of environmental
design and interpretation of field studies, and factors on toxicity of chemicals to terrestrial animals
development of scientifically sound bases for and therefore assess the need for and types of
predicting species differences in susceptibility based remediation.
on exposure.

In many instances, laboratory toxicity data for
The actual exposure of nontarget wildlife to chemicals terrestrial animals may not reflect toxicity in the field
in the field is poorly understood, What is still uncertain accurately. This work will address the question:
is the important routes of exposure for wild terrestrial "What is the impact of environmental stresses on the
animals in sprayed agricultural fields or forest toxicity of chemicals or organisms?"
canopies. Current techniques for estimating exposure
of wildlife to chemicals rePyprimarily on extrapolations Most toxicity values are generated in a controlled
of vegetative residues to oral (feeding) uptake. This laboratory setting where other environmental stresses
technique is overly simplistic, because many are not a factor. However, it is known that the toxicity
chemicals are absorbed readily through the skin, of chemicals to terrestrial wildlife can be corrlpounded
inhaled, or ingested as a result of preening and/or by the addition or interaction of superimposed
behavioral interactions. Estimates of actual wildlife environmental stresses such as temperature,
exposure to chemicals willbe crude and/or inaccurate physiological and nutritional condition, food availability,
until the routes of exposure are better understood, etc. These factors must be taken into account in any
The metabolism and translocation of chemicals from risk assessment that uses toxicity data. The addition
leaves to stems to roots (or vice versa) play an of environmental variables into laboratory toxicity tests
important role in the resulting exposure of animals that would strengthen the value of the data and increase
feed on the plants, the interpretive meaning of the toxicity data for actual

field conditions.

The most promising preliminary approach to studying
the effects of various routes of exposure on chemical Laboratory tests used to determine the toxicity of
uptake is laboratory simulations of field exposure chemicals must be designed to incorporate several key
conditions. By using laboratory chambers, environmental influences such as temperature,
quantification ofthe exposure from ingestion, preening, physiological and nutritional State,food availability, and
inhalation, and dermal routes can be evaluated. A behavioral impacts. Various environmental situations
complete quantitative description of the relative couldbe studied, and the most important
importance and rates of uptake via each route of environmental variables could be ranked and used as
exposure could be developed, appropriate in toxicity tests.

The uptake of plant segments can be studied by Environmental factors can have a dramatic impact on
chemical exposure of plants at the root, leaf, or stem, the intensity of contaminant effects. Therefore, the
both by aerosol and water routes. The final extent of mitigation or amplification is crucial to
metabolism, deposition, and availability of chemioals in assessing and developing remediation approaches..
each plant segment, therefore, can be evaluated.

Animal habitat, range, behavior, and food preference
are the primary factors that determine exposure to
environmental contaminants. .,

i
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Techniques for Assessing the In addition, a representative suite of
Biological Availability and Effects sediment-inhabiting species (e,g,, ollgochaetes,

chironomids, and burrowing mayflies) should be
of Radionuclide and Hazardous evaluated to detect sediment toxicity (i,e,,
Chemical Mixtures encompassing a variety of endpoints) and toxicant
Research is needed to develop techniques to assess uptake urider quiescent and disturbed conditions.
the biological availability/effects of toxicant mixtures in Results of such laboratory studies should be compared
sediments. This research is required both to better with uptake/effects observed in similar species
quantify biological availability and effects and to collected from field sites contaminated .with the same
determine the factors influencing risk and subsequent sediments used in laboratory tests. Tile comparisons
impacts. The mere presence of a radionuclide or toxic are crucial in dgtermining the accuracy (and
chemical does not necessarily mean that the material uncertainties) of the laboratory studies associated with
will be.taken up or affect the biota, An understanding predictions of effects in the field.
of what determines the bioavailability of the toxicants is

",,, needed to assess the hazards and risks of these Quantitative estimates of chemical and radionuclide
materials. Wastes released from DOE sites exhibit adsorption/desorption to sediments, bioavailability, and

different compositions and behavior than industrially biological effects will provide information valuable to
derived chemical wastes; these differences need to be the assessment of risks associated with
considered in relation to effects on bioavailability, sediment/toxicant interactions, as well as the

benefits/risks involved in implementation of potential
A series of laboratory and site-specific studies should remedial measures (e.g., dredging)..
be conducted to determine the bioavailability and
effects of sediment-bound contaminants as well as the

potential for remobilization during
disturbance/resuspension. The sediments should
represent different grain sizes, organic content,
contaminant loading, etc.
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Risk Assessment
J

Validation of Risk Asuggested approach for validatingthe processwould

Assessment Procedures entailthefollowingtasks:

The environmental risk assessment process has yet to ,. Conduct risk assessment for specific sites using
be validated, This research provides a fundarnental typical current procedures,

basis for DOEdecision making processes in ,, Carry out detailed, large-scale field studies
environmental risk assessment andfor communication conducted to determine tl'le fate and effects of the
of that information to regulators and the public, specific materials of concern,

Any approach to the validation of current risk ,, Identify major areas of uncertainty revealed.
assessment procedures needs to involve a
multidisciplinary work group that addresses the Validation of the environmental risk assessment
question through both small-scale laboratory and process would provide numerous benefits to DOE and
large-scalefield studies, the general public, Because we do not know wlqether

the assessment process currently being utilized to

Once the areas of uncertainty are identified, potential protect the environmen't is effective, decision making
methods for reducing the uncertainty could be can be extremely cumbersome and difficult, Lack of
adopted, Validation should be conducted for a number knowledge about whether the decisions being made
of waste sites at different DOE sites that have varying are correct can lead to excessive testing to increase
physical/chemical p:operties, confidence or decrease uncertainty, thereby draining

limited resources away from,areas of potentially
greater concern,

,, I
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Prediction and Detection of Even if contaminants do not have direct toxic effects

Ecosystem Effects from on valued biological populations, the ability of
ecosystems to support healthy populations will be

Environmental Residues compromised if ecosystem-level functions such as
There is a critical need to predict effects of chemicals production, decomposition, and nutdent cycling are
on ecosystems at concentrations well below acute altered, A substantial basic research program is
toxicity levels for Indivldual organisms, Interaction needed in ecosystem science and in relating this work
between biotic and abiotlc components of the to ecotoxicology, making the development of predictive
ecosystem plays a role in attenuating the impacts Of methods and diagnostic measures possible, Areas in
chemicals in the terrestrial ecosystem, and credible which research is needed include developing
methods do not exist for predicting changes computerized ecosystem models; tracking the changes
associated with specific contamination patterns or that occur in the responses of system processes;
measuringchanges, understanding the influence of functional processes on

the structural properties; uncovering the mechanisms
The ecosystem is composed of a series of complex by which ecosystem processes may be altered by toxic
coupled subsystems that rely on eachother for mechanisms; anddeveloping, testing, and refining of
maintenance, A significant change in one subsystem quantitative models for extrapolating results of
or compartment may have a dramatic effect on another small-scale, short-term studies,
subsystem, which in turn will affect another system,

Anexample of this interrelationship might be a sul_tle Effects on ecosystems and their components have a
pollutant-induced change in the rates of nutrient direct bearing on predictive toxicology and alternative
turnover in the soil system. This effect could then test systems and, consequently, on current
cascade to influence the uptake of nutrients by the understanding and establishment of methods and
resident plant community, clearly a significant impact approaches for remediation.
on the insect community serving as the food base for
songbirds. Therefore, disruption of an ecosystem
process might be translated later into an indirect effect
on another part of the system, A need clearly exists to
determine how chemical or other anthropogenic
stressors influence the resistance and resilience of

ecological systems,
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Development and Validation of New • Perform research needed to express key

Approaches for Quantifying Effects parameters of pharmaooklnetlc/pharmaoodynamlc

at Higher Levels of Organization models interms of measurements (e,g,,biomarkers and body burdens)that can be made
Exposures ot aquatic and terrestrial biota to toxic in the field.

contaminants can be quantified through monitoring of = Perform research aimed at relating the dynamics
ambient concentrations, body burdens, and btomarker of populations and communities to the activities
levels, Currently, no generally accepted methods exist (i.e., feeding, growth, migration, and reproduction)
for quantifying the effects of these exposures on of Individual organisms, Develop individual:based
exposed populations of regulatory interest (e.g., models to quantify these relationships.
exploited fish andwildlife populations or endangered

• Integrate the pharmacoklnetlc/pharmacodynamtcspecies), communities of interacting populations, or
and thepopulation/community models, Test andthe basic functional processes that provide the life
refine the integrated models using laboratory andsupport system for populations and communities, This
field studies,

task is directed at developing credible ecological risk
assessment models for use in DOE's Environmental - Conduct empirical research aimed at

Restoration Program. understanding the influence of functional
processes on the structural properties (e,g.,

A principal goal of remedial action at DOE sites is to species composition, trophlc structure, and
prevent or mitigate adverse changes in populations, abundance of particular"populations) and the
communities, and ecosystems potentially affected by relative importance of different functional
DOE's activities, The DOE's remedial action programs prooesses in different ecosystem types, This
are collecting largequantities of data intended for use research can build on DOE's existing basic
in assessing ecological effects, including research program in ecosystem science.

measurements of contaminant concentrations in - Conduct research on the mechanisms by which
various environmental media and body burdens and ecosystem processes may be altered by toxic
biomarker levels in individual organisms. Little is .contaminants. This research would require both
known about how such measurements relate to the field studies and controlled studies (microcosms
status of higher levels of organization. Rational and mesocosms),

evaluations of the benefits and costs of remedial • Develop, test, and refine quantitative models for
actions cannot be rnade unless these relationships can extrapolating results of short-term, small-scale
be established. The following tasks are considered to studies (controlled experiments and field surveys)
be important research components: to ecologically relevant scales.

•' Conduct empirical research aimed at - Develop, test, and refine indicators of change in
understanding the physiological mechanisms ecosystem function'that are suitable for remedial
through which toxicants alter the behavior, action investigations,

growth, survival, and reproduction of organisms. Thinsresearch will permit adverse effects of off-siteDevelop and validate pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic models to quantify contamination and environmental benefits of remedial
physiological dose-response relationships for actions to be quantified in terms of effects on

populations, communities, and ecosystems. Bothmajor classes of contaminants. (This task can
build on existing research on mammalian aquatic and terrestrial ecological resources that may

be affected by DOE's facilities are included in the
toxicology performed to support human health
risk assessments.) proposed research.
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Communication of the Risk prohibition of resource use might result from

Assessment Process inadequate or inappropriaterisk assessment,

A need exists to communicate the environmental risk Research on risk communication should investigate
assessment process to State and Federalregulators, publicperception of riskto environmental, nonhuman
DOE staff, involved professionals, the public, and factors and how to best communicate the concept of
elected officials at ali levols. Furthermore, research risk and environmental risk assessment, The values of
into the communication process is needed, Effective the audience segments and their concerns should be
communication of the environmental risk assessment scrutinized, Efforts should be made to disseminate
process in terms of how it works and what it means will informationabout the environmental risk assessment
increasethe confidence of each audience segment process through,means targeted to each segment. An
Identifiedthat individualinterests are being array of communication devices, ranging from press
served, local and national resourcesare being releases to personal contacts to detailed training
expended in a rational manner, the environment is courses, can be used to inform and educate,
being protected, and options are being viewed in the
clearest possible light in a consistent and parallel effort This research provides the basis for informed public
to make valid decisions about envlrorlmental risks, discourse about the decision makingprocess in

environmental risk assessrnent,
Ineffective communication will result in fragmented
approaches to environmental risk assessment,
possibly leadingto misconceptions and unnecessary
fears about er,vlronmental risks. Needless expense or

L
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Development of Expert Systemsfor onenvironmentaltoxicology, environmental chemistry,
Environmental Risk Assessment and risk assessment to provide the deotslon rules and

test the utility of the expert system In Industry and
To help make complex loading, exposure, and effects regulatory communities,
models and data bases accessible and efficient for

users, user Interfaces Including expert systems must A clear, consistent style of menus, commands, and
be designed, tested, and Implementedeither graphics should be designed and tested using several
separately or in Integrated decision support syste_ns, models and users, Technical dictionaries and help
Such user interfaces should aid ali exposure, hazard, files should be built and referenced to the input
and risk analyses and would be helpful particularly In variables of several "supported" models, Expert
conducting many rapid envlronmenta risk assessment advisors should be constructed In several technical
analyses, disciplines, Data base Interaction software should be

refined to achieve ease of use and efficiency across
The two main benefits of this researchwould be to several data bases. A consistent geographical
make possible more efficient and accurate estimates Information system should be adopted and linked to
of potential effects of various chemicals and national and regional data bases and mapping and
management options. Efficiency would be achieved by plotting routines.
automating many of the time-consuming tasks Involved

In locating and reducing data into proper form for This research would facilitate the consistent use of
model input, Automation would free the user to exposure and effects data In environmental risk
investigate and explore more alternatives and to think assessments, thereby reducing subjectivity inthe
and learn more about the.problem being addressed declslon making process, Also, the research would
(versus thinking about the mechanics of computers facilitate an understanding of the decision making
and data bases) Expert systems would advise the process and ensure that extensive scientific expertise
user about selecting the proper model options and will back up every risk assessment without need for
values for the coefficients, extensive inputof expert judgment. Further, the use of

expert systems will allow the impact of alternative
A research program to develop expert systems would scenarios to be rapidly evaluated, resulting tricost
review appropriate data bases to establish rule-based savings in test programs,
guidelines (i.e., build "shells"). Qualified specialists
would then be required to design expert systems to
create a framework for Inking assessment models and
data bases. Subsequent efforts would bring in experts
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Multivariate Spatial Statistics quantitative site assessment, new statistical tools will
be required, Multivariate analysis and correlation

Currently, no objective means exists for organlzlrg and analysis will become critical In ali phases of site
'" combining different sets of environmental data such as restoration activities, Preliminary data analysiswill

the distribution of xenoblotlc contaminants and provide valuable guidance to coordinated sampling
phytotoxlclty, A new set of statistical methods Is designs, Overall, this analysis will Improve the
needed to permit quantitative comparisons between e,,,_clencyof sample collection, Finally, the new
and among individualgeostatlstlcal constructs, techniques will permit better use of ali data collected,

Ecological site assessment entails collection of many Theoretical statistical constructs need to be created to
sets of spatially dlstrtbuted data, GISs are available to meet the special problems associated with spatially
develop sophisticated overlay displays that are distributed data, The algorithms will be generated and
suggestive of correlative events, Although site tested Initially from computer-simulated sampling
remedlatlon and site restoration are not driven by efforts, After alpha testing, the software packages and
cause-effect determinations In the classical sense, no guidance documents will be distributed for field testing,
means currently exists for,quantifying the magnitude of Following revisions, the packages will be available for
correlation between and among the various spatially distribution and use,
organized data sets,

This research topic will elevate the GIS from a
Environmental data collected at sites Includes subjective display to one that also Incorporates
chemical, physical, and biological measurements that quantitative analytical power, This process will provide
can be organized spatially, Often, the data consists of additional strength to support management decisions
surface samples as well as one or more subsurface regarding remediation options and atd Inthe
sample sets, New methods need to be developed to performance evaluation,
link the information horizontally and vertically, To
provide the integration capability needed to complete a
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Remote Sensing of Chemically 1,55m), and mid infrared (1,55 to 2,35 m) regions from
Induced PlantStress the plantsurface have been previouslyShownto

correlate with several forms of Induced stress In
Mixed-waste contaminants, In many Instances, occur various terrestrial ecosystems, Previous work has
near the ground surface In oonoentratlons too low for reported such correlations with changes In specific
demonstrative phytotoxic effects In the native wavelengths with chlorosis and plant lignin levels, both
vegetation growing over the site or are located below symptomatic of advanced or necrotic levels of stress.
the surface and not detected In cheJnioal surveys. The characterization of precise spectral changes that
Therefore, a need exists to develop remote sensing may occur during an early or low-level stress period
methodology to Identify these areas. Environmental may provide "marker" wavelengths for which
stresses, Including those Induced by low levels of soil algorithms would be developed to eliminate '
or groundwater contaminants (organic and Inorganic), extraneous spectral noise, Thisprocedure would

provoke an alarm response (either defensive and/or therefore facilitate both the identification of potential
adaptive) in ali higher plants, provided the organism is waste sites requiring remedlatlon and the
not In a dormant state, This response will be an determination of the spatial extent of contamination for
Increase in metabolism on the cellular level, consisting known sites,
of both enzymatic attempts at oxidation, reduction, or

hydrolysis of the compound to alter its toxicity and/or a The development of a technique capable of detecting
series of conjugation/stabilization processes to either low-level phytotoxlc effects as a means of rapidly
reduce the toxtclty or sequester the material. For locating and surveying sites potentially affected by
chemicals thatcan act as antimetabolites, shifts in mixed-waste contamination without necessitating the
'spectral responses of altered pigment and/or enzyme physical Intrusion of sampling would therefore be of
systems may be detectable, value at DOE sites,

The limitations to exhaustive physical sampling may be
mitigated through the use of remote sensing
techniques where differences in spectral reflectance in
the visible (0.4 to 0.7 m), near infrared (0.7 to
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Use of Genetically Engineered ' potentialeffects onmicrobe-mediatedecological

Microorganisms processes (e.g., gross metabolic activity,degradation
of specific compounds, nitrogen transformation,

Research is needed to develop methods wtth which to species diversity, and cell-free enzyme activity) will be
evaluate the safety and efficacy of genetically studied, because they can be easily and quickly
engineered microorganism (GEMs), lt is critical to observed in the laboratory, Assays will be tested on
understand more clearly the population dynamics and ecosystems (terrestrial and aquatic) and amended
ecology of GEMs and their associated gene (stressed) with mixed wastes from,various DOE sites.
sequences as well as the dynamics of gene transfer Effects of mixed wastes on survival and gene transfer
between microbes (e°g.,from genetically altered to will be assessed (by conjugation--both chromosomal
wild-type microorganisms), genes and plasmld-homogenes, by transductlon and

by transformation).
lt is now possible to predict the effects that a particular

GEM may have on the environment. Even though the This research is needed to address questions
novel genetic Information may be well defined, concerning the release of GEMs to accomplish
pleltrophlc effects, unanticipated and unpredicted, may bioremediation in contaminated environments

occur and result in unexpected Impactson the including soils, groundwaters, and aquatic
environment. Therefore, caution must be used, and environments. The use of such microbes to degrade
the GEMs and their effects must be studied thoroughly recalcitrant chemicals and for waste site reclamation

before releasing them to the environment, requires an understanding of the factorsthat control
survival of these microbes and horizontal and vertical

Effortswill be directed toward developing a battery of gene transfer in the environment,
tests with which to assay the potential ecological
effects of GEMs in different natural habitats. Initially,
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